Management of Pastures.
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ly ted iii a t ion is ehecked in its whole season, and they also keep healthy
uili by the summer droughts.
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Having the cows
Working eat tie and voting growing at, the stables during several weeks in
burly well on-ueli old. dry grass, summer, gives a large addition to the manure pile, which,
vs shrink in their milk, and the
being used for growing
alt e
ease to lav on I it.
1 lie dill'er- another crop of fodder corn, keeps tlie
the 'piaiity ei the two kinds of feed fertility and productiveness of the farm
i- tlie diilerenee between
line, tender increasing, rather than diminishing, ess
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line A\entitle several times.
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jia -! life by too close leed- married, hut that he had lost his wile in
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Imaieige your pastures
In over-fed nor lintin
t.rass remaining ungra/.ctl is a
ed
i —. amt may become more tdan
a
A
reasonable
posiiive injury
imt "| grass should be ,.-u oil in the
; r
winter protection. especially
'.in- ground i- not usually covered

l)ul

than enough is either
or
an
injury Last lull. 1 saw
and acres ot pasture land in New
ai.d, which was but liltlo more than
-Ii eked,
ll.ad it. been a dry tali, it
nil. perhaps, have been over-led, and
uiinials would have been poor and
productive.
snow,
waste

more

ought to do, is to live
ol the season.
Wc
1 be able to use up all the Iced that
be used iii a favorable season,
..ai t
be able to carry our stock through
■ilorlably and prolitab!y in unfavorable
■■-"ii.How does the successful cotton
milucturer contrive to bridge over a
-I of drought? Does he discharge his
itives. or keep them in idleness while
ting for rain ? No, he provides a repower in the steam engine, and thus
ps his tnacliincry i* operation, and his
• m
ployed If may not pay him to
-leant when water is abundant, but il
It
pay to use it as a reserve power.
no
investing nnme;, in mutual insurU e get nothing for our investment
■■nr
buildings are not burned, yet every
"inan is glad to pay for a policy.
It
pr o iding a reserve against misfortune.
l*ut how can the farmer provide a reserve
his -nick against a season ol drought ?
How ean ho ttsi the full power of his paslax ra'uh
seasims, without the
k ol ineiirring great loss in unfavorable
ears’:’
Simply by growing or by puri-nig extra l Id r to be used when the
I in the pasture utils
If I have a pasthat will carry thirty cows well, in a
-nl year, and only twenty, poorly, in a
■ad year, shall I waste the feed for those
"nws. pay interest and taxes on one■I id my capital without getting any
''urn for if?
Hut is nut that what we
doing, and at the smsie time are we
■t grumbling because capital invested in
inning d sn't pay as well as if invested
tiler kinds ol business ?
dusl what each farmer shall raise or
iy, tu take the place of pasture ieeil ia
\ou, what

we

ndependenllv

1

■

■

will depend upon eirSome can grow sweet eo rn,
■lie of the most
popular substitutes for
ra's ; others may raise oats or millet to
"■ ml
green; and still others may possibly
a-- able to
produce English hay as cheaply
Iany kind of forage, while some may
depend upon purchased fodder or grain to
bridge over a dry spell. On the whole, i
think there is nothing equal to sweet
■m s

of

drought,

inistanees.

■

aai, grown as thickly as it ran stand up
iad mature. Corn stands a drought beti"i than almost
any plant we cultivate,
and il some grain is fed with it, cows
need not grow poor or shrink much in
their flow ot milk, and it may lie grown
less than the whole season.
Indeed, it
-iiniiid lie planted at two or three different
mes. that it may come to maturity thro’
-everal weeks in the fall. A word about
it was formcrthe manner of feeding it.
the custom to cut it up and throw it
e

■

This is
the fence into the pasture.
the poorest practice imaginable. The fodder is soiled, and much of it wasted; the
1
title get uneasy, and perhaps learn to
break through the fence, but failing to do
tliis, they are quite apt to lie down, and
wish and wait for more corn, instead ol
about their business ol feeding in
over

going
the

pasture.

Another method is to cut and draw to
the stables and give a feeding night and
morning This is an improvement over
feeding in the pasture, but 1 have adopted
a
method that pleases me much better.
•My pasture will not keep half the stock 1
wish to carry.
When the feed in the
spring gets up large enough to be worth
pasturing, the cows are turned in, and for
a lew weeks there is
nearly enough feed
for all the stock, and, with so many animals on a limited lield. tin; feed is all consumed.
Nothing goes to seed, and nothing is wasted. When the teed fads, the
stock is all taken out of'the pasture and
kept out, until after the feed starts again
in the fall. Then it is fed all it will bear
without injury to the grass. After the
stock is taken out, it is kept wholly upon
the soiling system. The cows are fed corn

Interesting Correspondent.** Between
n. New
Hampshire Clergyman and a

Irani extreme mental trouble, and that he
had i:o doubt the woman whose name was
written on the aid was in a measure at
least the cause of it. This letter was written to Dr. Thayer tortile purpose of ascertaining it Avertine. was married or had

friends in i’ortland. The letter concluded
by stating that he was to leave that day
for the South with Avetitine.
Nothing further was heard from Aventine until Saturday morning, when Dr.
) haver received a telegram Irom Dr.
l.( slic if \\ ard, county physician at Newark. N.
slating that tlie body of an unknown suicide was in tlie morgue in that
city, and ill ilis pockets had been found a
long letter directed to Dr. Thayer, ot Portland, ami asking what disposition .should
be made ot the body.
Sunday night a despatch was received
at this office, giving similar information,
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Bolls the long brt ali'T in splendor, and glances
Leaping in light!

Laughing

and

singing

the swift

ripple

dance*.

Sparkling and bright;
Up through the heaven the curlew is flving,
Soaring so high!

sweetly his w iki notes are ringing, and dying
Lost in the sky.
Glitter the sails to the South-wind careen ing,
\\ hite-winged and bra\ <■;
Bowing to breeze and to hollow, and leaning
Low o’er the wave.
Beautiful wind, with the touch of a lover
Leading the hours,
Helping tin- winter worn wmrld to recover
All its lost flowers.
Gladly' 1 hear thy warm whisper of rapturr,
Sorrow is o’er!
Lurth all her music and bloom shall recupture,
Happy once more!
Deacon Jehiel,
1!Y

MRS. J.

I). CHAPIN.

Deacon Jehiel Braden

solemn, inbut was as kind
as one well could be who lived so far
apart from bis fellows as be bad. In his
youth ho had been one of the rural dandies
of the region, and the chief beau of his native town, driving the fastest horse and
leading oil' at all the \ ill.age sports, whether balls, quiltings, weddings, or sleighrides.
When about twonty-live years old, however. a sudden blight had fallen on his
spirit for which no one could account. lie
had dai eed half the night in wild glee at
a
wedding, played games of all sorts,
helped to serve the guests from the bountifully ladened tables, kissed the bride,
gave her as a wedding present, tiio best
dustrious, upright

cow,

with

a

was a

man,

white, heart-shaped spot

on

her forehead, and then went home full of
glee. Next morning he looked as if lil'ty
years had that night been added to bis age.
lie now put himself to work earnestly,
laying out cranberry meadows and raising live stock, lie withdrew from Ids old
lriends as if the sight of them burnt liis
eyes, unless he could help one of them;
and then he came out of his shell, but returned to it as soon as the emergency was
over.

Some of tlie

neighbors thought his

mind

all his wild oats, and become

a so-

affected; some said lie had repented
giving Matilda Day the eow he was so
proud of; and others decided that he
meant to turn over a new leaf, having
was

sown

ber, settled man. Still more were the
town's-folk surprised, when, some months
after this, lie joined the church, and “took
up” as he said, “an orderly7 walk.” If the
saintly old mother Braden knew the spring

of these new actions, she

kept it to herself.
When questioned, she only replied, in her
quaint way :
“Rejoice with me that this my son who
was lost is found; who was dead, and is
alive again.”
Thus Jehiel moved on, cherishing and
blessing his mother, and clearing and
cultivating the hitherto useless land on
the farm, till death left him and Ketury
I’erkins, his mother’s life-long helper,
alone in the great, broad farmhouse.
His brother had married, gone West,
made a great ilourish in some patent business, and failed, lie had come back after
this, set up a store in his native town,
and failed again. Then he went back to
honest farming, twenty miles away. Here
he wearied, for lack of excitement of “failing,” and died, leaving a very helpless
—

family.

Jehiel Braden was a man of very few
words, and was slow in uttering those
few, but when action was needed, lie was
as prompt as any one.
He went to the
funeral in the blue, swallow-tailed coat
with gilt buttons, and the same bull vest
h" bad on at his last dance.
They were
still his best.
As soon ns the luneral of his brother
was over, he said to his sister-in-law :
"1 fear you have nothing to live on;
eonie to the homestead as if it were your
own, and bring up your girls to be useful
women. I'll send
over next week
with Star and Buck for your goods. I'll
come in the covered wagon for you all,
and if there are any bills at the stores, i'll
pay them, i’ll see to ttie doctor and the

Timothy

funeral; so drop all care from your mind
and try to be happy.’’
Jehiel had grown to be a very careless
a
man in
certain sense of the word.
Though neat and orderly in his person,
in his house and on the farm he had laid
and yesterday another was received, stalaside all the restraints of society. He
that
the
who
committed
suicide
ing
person
came to the table in his shirt sleeves, and
in Newark was Claude L. Aventine, and
sometimes in his stocking feet. He went
that the body would be sent to his wife in
to town, and even <to church, with his
this city,
it appears that Aventine must
pants tucked into his cowhide boots. Once
have eluded .Montrose, who is said to lie
he so tar iorgot himself as to put on a
an old friend of tlie family, and gone to
clean farm-lroek on Sunday, instead of on
Newark where lie registered his name at
Monday, laid a good coat of mutton taltlie Orange Mountain House as Henry low on his
boots, tucked his "butternutMontrose. He had with him neither bag- colored
pants” into them, and in this
tlie
nor
but
told
gage
money,
proprietor plight took up the collection,—for by this
of the hotel he was a lieutenant comman- time he was a deacon. This was to the
der in llie navy, and said his uncle Pred no small
delight of the boys in the gallery,
would pay the hills if anything went who were
always glad of any orthodox
His actions appeared strange.
wrong.
subject for laughter in service time.
Alter lie hud been three days in the house
Ketury Perkins was just as independent
he committed suicide by taking poison.
of the world’s opinion as was her master,
In the letter addressed to Dr. Thayer lie and she did as
many odd things by way of
stated that lie had taken poison lieeau.se lie
shocking its sense of propriety as he did
wanted to rejoin his beloved Pauline, and
through absent-mindedness. She more
in it was a withered rose, which lie re- than once
presented herself at church in a
quested should lie buried with him. I'lie clean sun-bonnet and calico sack, and enletter closed with a hastily written postjoyed the staring id’ the people because
script, done with a lead pencil.
she knew she had a black silk gown, a
My pulse beats l.'iO, and is wiry. I am cashmere shawl, a straw bonnet, and a
dying, and, Oh Father, 1 trust to Thy lace veil at home, “as good as Mis’ Deamercy, 1 have taken tlie lile Thou gavest con Joneses, any day
me.
Vou may be sure she was not particularMrs. Aventine with a sister, is still
charmed at the idea of a lady coming
ly
boarding at Mrs. Mathews’, and lias been to take her place, “with three citified girls
suffering much mental anxiety, on account full of airs.” However, she was not conof not hearing irom her husband, who she
sulted in the matter, and had too much
knew was sick in New York tlie last she
sense to throw herself out ol a home,
iiad heard Irom him, and perhaps Irom good
so she made the best of the innovation.
other causes.
So depressed did she beDeacon Jehiel had a great respect for
come, that a short time since she made an
good women, and from the hour his brothher
own
life, swallowing er’s family came under his roof he donned
attempt upon
several morphine pills.
It was with the his coat
before coming to the table, and
utmost dillieuity that she was brought even went so far as lo
buy a pair of slipback to the sorrows of the world.
Last
He threw open the long unused
pers.
evening she had not been informed of the parlor, and said to the young girls,
death of her husband, it being deemed
“Make yourselves at home there.”
advisable to keep the news Irom her as
11c soon found there was a great lack
as possible.
the
Among
papers in his establishment by overhearing his
long
which Mr. Aventine left here was a chart,
nieces lament the piano they had out West.
•showing what lie said were two planta- He never spoke of it, but engaged the
tions owned by him on tlie Coralyn river
minister’s wile to go to town, and select
in Florida, where, we understand, his
one for him.
The first the music hungry
mother and sister are now living. Mr.
children knew it was brought into the
Aventine was a very line looking man, of
house; and still ho never spoke of it. Inpleasing address
deed, lie rarely spoke of anything at all.
The family lived on thus very happily
The Timuku Steely
James Little of lor several years, when all at once they
Montreal lias published a pamphlet on the noticed a great change in Deacon Jellied,
probable Juration of the timber supply of lie began to whistle at his work, and to
Canada and the I nited States, if the de- sing with the girls; ho brought in the
struction of forests goes on at the present neighborhood news; he bought a new
rate.
Beginning with Maine, he limits carriage,—Ketury described it as “a car
her forest resources to a period of from liage like lolkses carriages;” he even got
live to ten years, ller principal pineries down a violin and a checker-board from
the garret, and for the lirst time in twenty
are nearly all gone, and many of the mills
erected for the white pine trade are now live years he played on them both with
running on spruce of small dimensions. zeal and interest.
The Kastern and the Middle States, exPassing down the main street of the vilcept New York and Pennsylvania, are just lage, one day, he saw a buxom girl at the
as badly off.
The Adtrondaeks still have window ; and leaning over the fence he
a large
quantity of spruce left, and the called out:
“Martha, I hear there’s a quilting comSusquehanna Valley in Pennsylvania is
still rich in pine; but it is estimated that ing off before long at your house.”
“Yes, sir, the quilt’s my own work,—
a few years more will clear the good timber front both.
Most ot the Southern a rising sun, with a square and compass
States abound in pitch pine and cypress, in the heart of it. Mother said if 1 ever
but have no white pine, which is the wood got it done 1 should have a quilting just
most in demand for general uses. To the like those she used to have when she was
vast stretches ol white pine in Michigan young,” replied the girl.
“Ain’t you going to invite me, Martha?"
he allows a life of only six years, and he
takes the same view ot Wisconsin and was the next question which startled the
Minnesota. Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and village girl.
“Why, deacon!” she cried, looking at
the prairie States and Territories generally have but little forest land, and are the hitherto gravo man, to discern if he
Irish
leave of
largely dependent on Michigan and Wis- had—as the "You say—“taken
go to a young lolks’
consin.
Washington and Oregon have his senses.”
timber to spare and distribute it along the quiltings ?”
“Certainly I will, if Pin asked,” said
western coast of North and South AmeriIn conclusion lie advises a more lib- the deacon, smiling. “Your mother can
ca.
eral encouragement ol the cultivation of tell you how expert I used to be at chalking the line, snuffing the candles, and
new lorests, if only to avert in part the
serious consequences of the diminution of throwing the apple-pearing in old times.”
Of course he got an invitation, and berainfall, which follow these unsparing
fore many hours had elapsed, it was noisraids upon the timber lands.

ed abroad that Deacon Braden was going j
to dance at Mattie Borland's quilting, and
that lolks thought he was going crazy
For tho first time ia a quarter of a century tin1 deacon setoff h r a trip to Boston ;
and, as Ketury said, “he came back made
From the crown oi his
over all new!”
rusty, steeple-topped hat to the sole oi his
tallow-soaked cow hides, he was renewed
in the outer man. lie had even exchanged
Ids pondrous silver watch for an elegant
gold one. In place ot the porcelain shirt
buttons with which Ketury had always
adorned his plain cotton shirt, the deacon
appeared with gold studs in a nicely polished linen shirt bosom, gold sleeve-buttons, and divers other worldly vanities
such as made a great stir in the Cedar
Creek meeting-house ; but it was only because iie wore such clothes; others there
had always dressed as well. You may he
sure the young folks stared at him, as lie
sat, dressed thus, with Mr. and Mrs. Borland, looking on at the sports of the quilting; and the question was whispered
from one to author :
“What on earth lias come over Deacon
Jehiel ?"
They soon found that the autumn sun
had come out in brighter radiance than its
earlier glory, and that tile’s Indian summer had come for him witli bright skies,
with llovvers, and with the singing of birds
in the heart.
One morning soon alter this, the Deacon called liis sister-in-law and her daughters into the parlor, and said:
“I have a plan to lay before yon. 1 shall
need this house lor myself, now. You may
live beside me in the stone cottage, or 1
will build you a little house in the village.”
“We will stay as near you as we can;
but who is to take my place here ?” asked
the widow in amazement.
“You remember Matilda Day, the girl
to whom 1 gave my pet cow Dilly, on her
wedding day. A lew weeks ago 1 heard
of her for the tirst time in many long
years, ller husband was never worthy of
He ran through her property and
her.
his own, and then took her into the wilderness to live, away from all privileges
of schools, churches and society. She has
had a hard life. She buried her oldest
children, ami was left alone very poor,
and three young boys
“From boyhood up 1 bad always expected to marry Matilda, but 1 was too slow in
telling her so. The rich farmer from the
next town stepped in and married the only
I choked down my
woman 1 over loved.
grief, held up my head, gave her my best
cow. danced at her wedding, kissed her,
wished her much joy, and then went home
It was a long time
with a broken heart.
before l could hear to see the sun shine
after that. Life and all around me, but
just my mother, was changed. 1 became
a gloomy, sellisb man. But Hod came and
brought peace and life, ami then 1 sought
to do all the good 1 could lor others for
ilis sake. As time went on the wound
healed, but the scar remained. 1 knew I
was a stupid, awkward man in the esteem
of others, and so i kept out of the way,
except when duty called mo forward. 1
had forgotten that the world, in itself, had
any charms till you came here,and brought j
the fresh air and sunshine to these dull,
darkrooms. When you brought home that
rose geranium in full bloom, it carried me
back twenty-live years, when one just like
it stood in Matilda Day's window.
The
songs the girls sing are the same she
sung, newly arranged, and with other
names.

“Nut many weeks ago, ! had, as you
know, some dealings in stock with Carver, tiie Western man, who staid over
night with us In talking with him i
said :
“1 suppose you never happened to meet
with a man in your State named Woterson Blake.”
“Certainly 1 have a thousand times.
Did you know him i’” he said.
“When 1 told him he was almost a
townsman of mine, he said ?
-Boor fellow ! lie made a sad wreck
He died poor, three
of bright prospects.
years ago, and left his wile and hoys in a
sad condition ; but sbe's a jewel of a woman.
Everybody loves her. We would
all have been glad to help her, hut she
had her own idea of independence, which
she wished to iuslil into the hearts of her
boys So she gave the incumbered farm
over to Blake's creditors, moved into the
next town, and set up a school for little
••

girls.’

“Before he went away the next morning. 1 drew a cheek for a hundred dollars,
and sent it to the boys •from an old
schoolmate of their mother’s,’ and resolved to devise some plan to start them in
life.
•■The more 1 thought of it, the more 1
felt that Matilda Day could make (lie
world new for me vel ; and 1 worte and
told her so.
"Next month 1 am going West to bring
her am! her boys homo. I want you to
stay with us till you get a homo ot your
I can never be thankful enough for
own.
your coming to me. It lias broken the
dreadful spell that bound me, and brought
me back to live among others; before, 1
only worked for them at arm’s length.
Now that I love all the world more, my
life will henceforth he of more service to
Christ and those lie loves and pities.”
The old stone cottage was repaired and
furnished before Deacon Jehiel set oil' on
bis momentous journey ; and the widow
and her daughters, now nearly grown up,
were rejoicing in the prospect ot a new
and loving neighbor and triend.
Matilda ISlake, although a mature woof

man

lorty-four

vents,

back

brought

sunshine than she had taken away
from her native place a quarter of a century before, ller anxieties and sorrows
had softened and brightened the natural
loveliness of her character, and made her
a
blessing, not only at the farm, but also
in the church and the town.
The Indian summer had indeed come
to the deacon’s hitherto clouded life, and
his heart and his house were opened
afresh to the whole world. He looked,
henceforth, more leniently on the follies
of the young, and more charitably on the
errors of all who hud wandered from the
right way. His voice, his features, his
were |
indeed, the whole man,
gait
changed from a solemn, unsympathizing
bachelor, us he used to be regarded, to a
genial husband, lather, friend, and Christian worker.
There is nothing like a solitary life to
lix a perpetual winter in the heart. There
is nothing like companionship with the
good and true, who need aid and sympathy, to bring back summer—although it
may lie an Indian summer—to the heart.
more

—

A

—

touching incident is reported from
An utter stranger called
a
respectable farmer last week, and

Chattanooga.
on

asked him it his house had not been robbed during the war. The farmer replied
that it had. I,” said the stranger, "was
1
one of the marauding party that did it.
took a little silver locket.” “That locket,”
said the farmer, “had been worn by my
dear child.” “Here it is.” replied the
stranger, visibly affected, “1 am rich; let
me make restitution.
Hero are twenty
dollars for your little son.” He gave the
farmer a $o0 bill and received $f}0 in
change. He then wrung the farmer’s
hand warmly and left. The farmer has
since dried his tears and loaded his shotgun. The $00 bill was a bad one.
The last

capillary

song is

“Only

a

Cray

but when his wife, whose
own hair is short and red, came to examine it more closely, she saw that it was
yeilow as saffron and nearly three feet
long, and she knew in a minute where it
came from, and before he could begin to
explain how it got on the shoulder of his

Hair, Darling,”

coat, the air was so full of his own hair
that he thought one of Professor Tice’s
cyclones had come along that way.

Groat

Men's

Wives.

specting
son

discovering

missing party

affording relief to the
Airs Custer arrived here at her home
making any extraordi- August 4. with Air. David lleed, her brothis object. "She appeal- ther-in-law her
niece, Aliss Emma Reed ;
;

[Correspondence of tin New York World.J
The Republican candidate lor
President, Rutherford 15. Hayes, was a
resident of the eity of Cincinnati, O for
about twenty years preceding his removal to Fremont. O
after his detent for
Congress by Hen. Banning in 1S72 His
profession was that of a lawyer, practising
in the city and county courts.
He was
once elected City Solicitor, twice elected
Governor, a position under the Constitution of Ohio requiring no talent beyond
that possessed by a mere iigure-head,
once elected to Congress, and once deteated for Congress in a district that had

given a Republican majority
Congressional election for ten

at

A New Orleans wrecker lately undertook to complete a contract in a given
time, but as Hie final day approached
found that his divers were making little
progress with the work, and that his contract was in danger of being forfeited.
Procuring a diving armor lie descended
on a tour of investigation, and having
reached the bottom found his seven workmen intently watching seven crabs. Close
examination discovered that tho name of
some celebrated race horse was inscribed
upon the back of each of the Crustacea,
and that they had been matched for a
series of races, one of which was in progress at the time. The cause of the de-

A

was

explained.

philosophical woman writes to the
to inquire: “Why is it that

Chicago Times

at the moment when a young man
finds out that his girl will have him he
wants to back out of the engagement?”

just

thony, Chase,

Kiciimon'd, Aug. *Jl,
1»ho11 i.i; <
imi>:
Yours of .lul>
fore nn
asking m»* about rumors
which \nn have heard in rgganl f" my going
over t * tie •‘rebel-.'”
l' l'-t, I would state that
1 hav tried to fulfil im whole dim in mv work
In n*, and have m*t at any time neglected mv
mis-i -n diitn -. \,i man is more interest* d in
till that pertains to the ln*<t w* hare of the colored people and their highest development.
So, ! hav.- tried to conduct mys. : and teach
my people that it is their OuStum duty to
make friends with the white prop;*- of the
T ian In
South, among whom tln-y 1 i\.
done without sacrificing any prim pi. oi man
hood; m fact, tin- Southern people do not .a-k
the colored people to compromise a single
right, lint w< wh » live hen* see tin- great importance of a full and manly
Im ai;

freshly to mind prohysterical condition which turther
weakens her.
Mrs. Calhoun, who mourns
the loss ot her husband, three brothers
and a nephew, is in much better health
than Mrs. Custer, but is still very weak
and nervous
Mrs. Yates, the widow of
Col. Theodore Yates, during her residence
on the frontier since her marriage, has
become very much attached to Mrs. ( lister, and has decided to take up her residence here so as to lie near her friend.
.She has already taken a beautilul cottage,
situated one square south of the Custer
homestead, amt directly opposite the residence of Mr. David Heed, whose son was
killed with Custer.
Mrs. Yates lived at
Carlisle, I'll., before her marriage, and is
a daughter of \V. Wilber Roberts, the Kugineei-in-Chief ol tin* Northern l'aeilie
Railroad. Her brother, wlm came here
with the party, told me that be bad a long
conversation at Fort Abraham Lincoln
with Col. Hughes of Hen. 'ferry's stall',
who said that the body of Lieut Harrington was accounted lor aiming others, and
was identified bv Col. Tom Weir, who recognized it i>\ the trimmings on his buckskin leggings.
Tin; reason the story got
out. that the body was not found was that
when the burial look place ( ol Weir was
away on duty with his company, and the
olliecrs in charge of the work did md
know that he had identified Harrington,
so that tiie
body was buried without the
stick which was placed ill other graves
with the name enclosed.
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lake a huge nightmare eating out the
sleep of some restless si uni borer, the unpaid mortgage rears up its gaunt front in
perpetual torment to the miserable wight

who is held within the miserable clutch,
it holds the poor victim with the relentless grasp of a giant; not one hour ot recreation; nut a moment's evasion ol its
A genial savage ot
hideous presence
mollifying aspect while the interest is
paid, a very devil of hopeless destruction
whi'ii the payments fail.
Other liabilities may be evaded or
smoothed aside, but a mortgage hangs on
with the pertinacity of a bull dog or a
blacksmith's vise, ii the interest is not
paid it is added to swell its grim parent,
the principal, and holds up its horrible
front with a harder seeming than belme.
It will have the pound of ilesli which is
nominated in this bond: and more terri
ble than the fearful witenes in Macbeth,
the

threatening liend.

up its dreaded

weight

ot

menace

Foreclosure rears
with the crushing

hopeless despair.

the poor mail w ho has the grim
fa ery hour of his
liend in his household,
lile is fraught with one intact enduring ol
misery and dread, embittered with a
grievous load tie is powerless to shake

I’ity

j

l'l .Vi IIDIU.K W.Milil.r.lt. A musical mocking bird at Charles
Head's California lruit store, on Fourth
street, near Jefferson, attracted a great
deal of attention and excited no little
wonder ami merriment, among the passlie is really a songster
ers-bv yesterday,

l’ol-l

l.AU

Allis IJV

V

order, and gives a conprogramme of a few favorite
airs, every hour in the day when lie is in
a singing mood.
Yesterday he was in a
gleeful mood and several times sang, in
clear, round notes, the airs Dixie,” “St
Patrick’s Day in the Morning,” “Over the
Fence is Out,” “Old Scissors to Grind,”
and “Yankee Doodle.”
Celebrated composers it is said have
produced some of our finest music, taking
for the base of their structure a chance
note or two from some unconscious warHut instances wherein
bler of the forest
the bird has caught the sound again when
put into harmonious strain are exceedingly rare. Parrots may mimic language quite
naturally without the exercise ol consciousHut to sing or whistle
ness or judgment.
requires the exercise of memory and taste,
a circumstance the least to be expected of
a
mocking bird, for the reason that its little throat is an instrument brimming full
It
and always? running over with music.
makes no false notes when giving natural
It is all music, lacking
vent to its lungs.
only in harmonious order. It is only when
trying to put his notes together with that
line, discriminating taste which belonges
only to human intelligence, that the happy little warbler makes an occasional discordant sound.
The bird mentioned is but a young
scholar, lie has been taking lessons from
his master, and is perfect in “St. Patrick's
Day in the Morning,” but makes a talse
His "Over the
note or two in "Dixie.”
Fence is Out,” is perfect, but in “Yankee
Doodle” he needs a little more training.
And at any rate his effort is worthy id'
praise, and while it amuses, suggests the
lesson that in the great dispensation of
wisdom men and birds may be to some
degree dependent upon each other. [Louisville (Ivy.) Courier-Journal July -T.
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lias been going on Hr \ e,a>. :ind v. in* ah- :he
1 lie color' d Ulell, 1" mil Hie w< akcr
siitVe'r. r-;
parly, alwav > lo"C ground, ami im*"t at last go
to tie- wall if the tight i" kept up. I know \ «*u a
1
New Hampshire ;aa> I.*; "* e thi" him t ;.
do, but I fell you ihut tlie m*gn» of tin S mth
must go mult r if !u‘ poliev of
year" is to he coll!.lined. Now. if the Home
Mi"ioii" Hoard discharge" me I'u’the"* mmi. ik-ld 111> lioiie"i
meiits I regret it. hut earned
eonVletioll". I am son*) 1 eatnc*' make them

Y
U"k
of mv p-.M'ioi
the rigidriiln'
!
'•
»i.! r I.
what the persons wle> have
from lime to iii,i lor mv "iippor vv- n.d think.
od mv
if I lev ill! e
I w on Id sav
To III
lln*-.
true posiiion, tiny would. I think, in do
\
l ie
r
than
eotitributimis more
.diIy
1

-"

".•e

me

tioal
i- now passing Ihroii
period of his hi"*or\. ami Ins de"tinv for good
ll he lior evil will he sealed by Ins action,
ra'." himself again"! the vvl: ,!e \
t !e. he mii"l,
I'h. re
sooner or kiter.be gnmndto powder.
nogro

is
N(»

KITWIIN
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VV

o

l; A(

lilt

's

born
in lie* Smith; tie* while" and Mark" w
and nought up together, and mu-1 liv. andde*
together. The late trouble at II u.dmrg. >**uth
I id in
(' ir.dina, ami other : rouble-. vv•
the -'.mill "inm tie war have n >1 b n tie r«
oiir leuie*
"ill; of anv ill feeling on the ; u"
people, imt are lie* reMib of the action of bad
come
>mithaml
men who have
kept up from
year to year the m>iM In''< r i■ dilieal contest,
aud have used every eil'ei to k' ep the white
ami colored people from making fi end". One
t»f their principal means N the w hoIe"ale use of
bad whiskev—aHo appe,timg to the vt r> vvorst
passions ot the ignorant. No stone is let; unturned on Uedr pari to exasperate and < xcite
the feelings of our poor people, w hich might l
any time he kindled into a ilaim* which might
result in bloodshed.
DMA

whei'e

WOM>i;U
vve

have

WK
Kit)

one.

If V V I

N«*T

11AI»

MX

1 s

Now. I

sav

that ever)

good man in the S mth, white and black, ought
to join hands and rid our fair "eetioii from thi"
terrible state of tilings. 1 hope vmi will net

misunderstand me; tlu*"e charges are not
\\ e w ill
ag di’.st the good people ot the North.
give the most lie..r!y Welcome to all) good Ilian
of the North who nun come among us torg.I
purpose". 1 think that it vow were to live here
a few \ears, vou would lake I he "Uim- -1 and 1
have. We have same men from the North who
are highly re"pecled, but all of the"e take the
same stand, ami are not tlm men objected to.
The colored men, if lln-\ are to In* eiti/.ens ot
this country, must diller jmt as white men do
on all the gr at (po stioii" of tin* day. sinli a"
linanee taritf, taxation, and <|Ue>lnms of law
trade, etc., etc. I nti! vve arrive at thi" point
vve will be mere machines, and not m u in tinIn conclusion, ! would
true sense of the term.
call v oir attention to the report of tin* lion. H.
1». Houglasof Virginia on
Tin: rUKKDMKN'S HANK IKUh.
2111 cl tie* speech of Hon. W. S. stinger <‘t Pennsylvania mi the same subject. I would also c t,
v
your atlenlion to the large amount of mom
stolen from the widow* and orphan* »•! tin*
1 lie Hi-tiiet
colored soldiers and sailors.
King and many ot lie r things might he mentionnot allow it.
will
ed, hut the time and space
The colored voter of the South, a* rilled
by the Radical*, ha* no liberty in the n• of hi*
ballot; which liberty we claim and must have,
lie should he taught indeor continue slaves,
pendence and self-reliance. Please answer me
a few question*.
who should

m

thi:

hksi

.iriu;i:

of the true condition of the Southern peoph
1, who was horn and brought up i *. the South,
as 1 have been, and >er\ed tweuly’-seven year*
of my life a slave (when a hoy I played with
white hoy*, and Know there i* no natural had
feeling between the two races), or your-cif ?
What can you in New Hampshire or Maine
Know of our conditions down here? When you
call our people **u*belsM you do them a great
I believe the people ot the South are
wrong.
as loyal to the Union as those of the North.
—

I

ASK YOU, AS

A

I.TIKISTIAN,

do you think it right to he constantly abusing
the Southern peoph*? They have come hack to
the Union and fully accepted all ot the amendments to the Constitution, wiili all the results
of the war. The only rea*on why they have
made such an elfort to get hold ot their own
State Government i* to protect them-elves from
the wicked plunderings and robbery of carpetbaggers; and every good man. white and black,
ought to join hands to emancipate our section
from tli .* fearful stale of things. Remember,
that our homes in the South are as dear to us
Now
as yours in New Hampshire.
HOW

Professor of Rhetoric.—“What important change came over Burns in the latter
part of his life?” Senior—“He died."

m

trie in
1 le v

i«l* :i tin* amount < d' trouble these
M n win* wen1 of the
men have given u-.
worst characters in the North, who were I'nmi
York ami lloMoii,
»w* "t haunts ,.f New
tin
a" bad :i" erim...1< 1 iuak*• them, who
nu n
were negm-hater" at the
North, nave mint
South anil taken advantage ot the ignorance of
tile e.»lol'e<l people, and have been eh ', ated to
plan of high ru>t in our State < hivi rnim ni",
"ole purpo". on llnir part to plumlei
tor
i' li' lme class cf ini'ii have a
the public.
I a) eil the colored people a.- dlist He whiter |*i
political puipo'C", and. when trouble one
whi- it we hav had
Ml the ne»
desert them.
in lilt' Soulh ll IV e been goltoll lip b\ bad im u.
I km»w we have "oine lavvle"" win;-, im u her.
hilt the good people of the South lllllst Hot he
Mam d for their act". Mm have them a!, lie
North with yon.
N

I

away.

I \\ < > llAPl.M

the prof, s-dons they an* now makv ;
do no; de-ire anv more -lav
ing.
by all the results of the war:
will
stand
they
th« > arc in the l niou to go cat no more |.»revcr.
l’hey are laboring noblv in our state for
public education, without regard t-» color. 1
have
’.cry right in Richmond that l would
hive i.i IW.siom
They are doing all for tiecolored people in a benevolent way they can
do. You know the late war laid it > w it tiering
hand upon tin* South, and then* are many pom
people both white and Mark: notwithstanding,
there an* many of the white gentlemen who
have contributed largelv to mission work t -r
our people in Richmond and other places in
There are ill HID colored people III
the south.
tills city who are depending Oil the whites lor
the bread tln-y eat. Many poor people <.t e..|or
would starve to death here but for 1 lie kindness
of tin whites m giving them shelter and lood.
You run ha\» no idea of the true condition of
facts, 1
tilings here. N..W. m face of a!i tin
do not think tin- white people of tin- > ei n very
danger.ins rebels. .111st a word about .me ot
'i >u have heard much talk a'lutit
our 1 roubh-s.
are

lu tlit* whole range of
A Muhiuac, t:
sacred and profane literature, perhaps
there is nothing recorded which lias such
healthv
good
staving properties as
mortgage
A mortgage e ui he depended on to stick
It has a mission to
closer than a brother
j
perlorm which tiewi lets up. 1 lay liter
nor
does
the
slightday it is right there
est tendency to slumber impair its\ig,.r
in the least. Night and day, and at holiday times, without, a moment's rest for
sickness and recreation, the bilii.g oil-|
spring ot its existenc" goes on,
1 he seasons may change, days rim into
weeks, weeks into months, and mouths lie
swallowed up into the gray man id advancing years, but that mortgage stands
up in sleepless vigilance, with the inter-

till.

This can he done bvdividing tin* colored vote
between tile two parties. As soon a- it is thus
divided they will cease to he an obj. el of ostracism and a bom* of contention. ii<> h paii
will then treat them with due respect,
fake
Virginia, and tie- w bite people of this Mate are
as friendly to the colored people a- they ai
anywhcic in America; tin- most friendly feelings e ,\ i-i beivvr. it ihe two races. What w«win* are inter*-- «d in the great cause of humanity are endeav oring to do is to bn a\ dow n
all color lilies and altogether forget -!\ «•
tin* war and .’to- ; a-t. and go on to higln
tamiir-nls and a lu eider Chiistian m inim »<l.
1 bein ve the

duces a

l

lx

is

-tith

and a younger brother. Mrs Custer’s condition is considered quite serious, and
many of her Iriends believe that she will
not long sun ive her gallant husband. Sim
is confined to her bed, and requires constant attention, and is so nervously weak
that she is not allowed to see the most
intimate ot her old acquaintances and
Iriends, as everything which in any man-

brings

C.

>.

Reply.

The

the neighborhood.
Her home is a
plain, square, frame, two-storied home,
surrounded on three sides by a brie.(I veranda, belonging to (Jen (.'lister, and was
occupied by his aged father ami mother,

ner

etc., etc.

Po not fait to let me.* hear from you at once,
and give me the lae*ts on this subject.
Ye.urs truly,
Sn.vs Cruris.
1*. S. r» Helen and Hendricks arc ielentifie*el
with tin* old re*bel party, and will be suppoimd
by cn-re Pels of rite .Jell. Davis -.tripe and those*
who svmpatln/.eel with them during tin* war
and since, ami I would just as .soon \e*te* feu
*1 * lV. Davis lor Bivsielciit as I would leer Sam.
Tiiden, the forme r associate with Boss Tweed
of Ne*\v York, and alway s a rebel sympathizer.

out

every

;

lay

«

Mrs. Yates, the widow of Col. Yates, who
was killed with Custer; Air. Alfred Roberts, the brother of Airs. Yates; and Airs.
Calhoun, the widow of Lieut. Calhoun,
and sister ol the Custers. Their arrival
was expected, and a
large crowd had assembled at the depot to meet them, and
when they landed the scene was the saddest l have ever witnessed.
Air. Uoyd,
the Principal of the Seminary here, who
had taught Airs. Custer and had known
her all her life, was there with a carriage,
and when Mr.-. Custer was helped out of
the ear by Air. Reed and Air Roberts, her
strength gave way on meeting Air. lioyd,
and she fell into their arms, shrieking
hysterically, and had to he carried to the
carriage, and was driven away home in a
tainting condition.
Mrs. Yates was also much aU'ee'eit by
her friend's condition, but controlled herself and aided in soothing the grief of Mrs.
Custer and Mrs. Calhoun, and was also
busied in earing tor the three little children, the youngest of which is but a few
months old. Cpon the arrival of the part;
at their home Mrs Custer was again pros
trated, and her cries eottld Ire lie did thro'-

tin::

years except one, when (ion. Cary succeeded as a
Republican, receiving Democratic votes
in defeating the regular Republican nominee. the good Deacon Richard Smith ot
that is best in my writings—the friend and
the ('incinriati Gazette.
wile whose exalted sense of truth and
His business associates therefore tor
right was my strongest incitement, and more than twenty years were the lawyers
whose approbation was my chief reward—
of the Hamilton county bar.
They know
1 dedicate this volume.” It is said that
bis capacity for business, his ability and
such was Mr. Mill’s sorrow at her death
his integrity, belter Ilian any other class
that lie continued to reside at Avignon,
of persons do in the United States. His
tlie place where she was buried, so that lie
among them may he interred
might continually visit her tomb, and he standing
from the support they gave. Him. and
never ceased to lament her loss
here it may be worthy of notice that parThomas Carlyle, one of the greatest intisamsm during this period of time was
tellectual lights of this century, has recordat a discount and merit appreciated at
ed bis testimony to the worth of his wife
several elections in said city lor judicial
on her tombstone: “In her bright existpositions, where the influence of the bar
ence she had more sorrows than are comwas most exerted; as is shown by the
mon. hut also a suit amiability, a capacity
elections of Judge lloadley. a Republifor discernment and c noble loyalty of
Taft, a Republican; Judge
heart which are rare. For forty years she can; Judge
Collin, a Republican; Judge Tuple, a
was the true and loving helpmate of her
Democrat, anil Judge Tildeu, a Republihusband, and by act and word mivvearieil- can or
lion-partisan, to tile Superior
lv forwarded him, as none else could, in Court bench without
opposition.
all ot worthy that he did or attempted
Now, what is Mr Hayes’s standing
of
Sir
William
wife
The
Hamilton, pro- among his legal friends aid associates?
fessor ol logic in the University of Edin- Not a single attorney who voted the
burgh. was a true helper to her husband; Democratic ticket during the residence ol
indeed, it is more than probable that with- Rutherford 15. Hayes in Cincinnati, or
out her many of his best works would who bad voted the Democratic ticket
When he was since bis removal to Fremont, will
never have been written.
supelected to the professorship many ot his port him for President of the United
that
he
declared
would
publicly
opponents
Spites, hut on the contrary, every one of
never he able to tuitill the duties of his pothem is now supporting Tildeu and Hensition, as he was nothing but a dreamer dricks.
He and his wife heat'd of this and deterJudge Hnadley, who has not voted the
mined tn prove that it was not true. They Demoeratie ticket lor more than twenty
therefore arranged to work together. Sir years, and who was one ol the Judges of
William wrote out roughly, each day. the the Superior Court of Cincinnati during
lecture that was to he given the next morn- ! all the time that Rutherford I!
Hayes
ing; and as he wrote his wife copied it practised at the Cincinnati oar, will not
sat
and
writout. and again
again they
up
support him for President, hut, on the
ing till far into the night. When Sir Wil- contrary, is now a verv prominent politiliam was struck down with paralysis, the cal speaker, supporting with all his great
result, of overwork. Eady Hamilton devo- power as an orator and debater, Tilden
ted herself entirely to him—wrote tor him, and Hendricks. Judge Stallo, formerly
read for him and saved him in every way one of the Judges ol the Court of ComJohn Flaxman, the sculptor, had made mon Picas, who has not voted a Democonsiderable progress in his work when cratic ticket for more than twenty-live
lie married Anne Henman, a noble spirit- years, will not support his associate,
ed, intelligent woman, full of love for art. Rutherford 1!. Hayes, fir President, hut,
and with an intense admiration for him as on the contrary, has already delivered a
It happened that soon alter the most effective speech for Tihlun ami Henan artist.
K IV. Kitridge, a lawyer, with
event he met Sir Joshua Reynolds, in dricks.
whoso opinion no man could become an most extensive practice during all the
artist who did not devote himself entire- time that Rutherford If Hayes was at the
ly to art, and who had not studied patient- Cincinnati bar amt since, and who never
ly and reverently the works of the great cast a Democratic ballot in his life, will
not support him for President, but on the
musters in Italy itselt.
•■Well, Flaxman,” said Sir Joshua, "i contrary, is now engaged in canvassing
hear von are married. Von are ruined fur his county for Tilden and Hendricks.
William S.Groesbeck and Charleslleemean artist."
Flaxman went straight hi his wife and lin, old lawyers ol the Cincinnati bar, who
have sometimes voted the Republican and
said to hersometimes the Democratic ticket, bill who
••Annie. I am mined for an artist,”
voted lor Hayes for Governor as against
•‘Who has ruined you, John?”
“It happened in church,” he replied, Gov. Alien oil the financial issues of the
Ohio campaign in 187,7, arc now support“and Anne Denman has done it,”
He then told her what Sir Joshua had ing Tilden and Hendricks, Fred Hassaid, and added. "I should like to have suurek, the distinguished and talented editor, formerly an associate of Kullierlord
been a great artist.”
••And so you shall be, and go to 11 >me 15. Hayes at the bar, and heretofore a Republican, is a warm supporter of Tilden
too, if that will make you one.”
and Hendricks. Kmil Ilolfman, a younger
“How ?” said Flaxman.
“Work and economize,” she replied. lawyer, and Chief Deputy Clerk of the
1 wiil never have it said that Anne Den- Court of Common Pleas, who has always
voted the Republican ticket, is now supman ruined John Flaxman for an artist
Jacob
And so the brave couple did work and porting Tilden and Hendricks.
economize. They worked patiently and Wolf, an old lawyer, who has voted the
hopefully for live years, never asked help Republican ticket for fifteen years, now
from any one, never mentioneu then in- supports Tilden and Hendricks. Judge
tentions to any one, and at hot went to- Oliver, who was one of the Judges of the
gether to Home, where Flaxman sti died Court of Common Pleas during and alter
and worked to such purpose that he the war, and who at that time and lor
achieved both fame and competency. His several years supported the Republican
success was not shared to the full, howparty, but more recently a Democrat, supports Tilden and Hendricks. Judge Millever, by his lailhlul wile, for she died
ion, one ot the Judges of the Court of
many years before him.
Common Pleas immediately preceding
The wife of the late Dr. Buekland conand for the first year of the war, ar.il a
siderably assisted her husband in his lapractising attorney since, who was a war
to
write
used
from
his
dictaShe
bors.
Rea
time. She herself fur- Democrat and frequently voted the
tion for hours at
Til leu and Hennished many of the drawings with which publican ticket, supports
dricks, C. W. Merrill, a Republic, u lawhis works are illustrated, and she skillfulyer who joined the Liberal Republic aus in
mended
of
the
and
dexterously
many
ly
but who again supported the Repubfossils which but tor her would have been 1872,
lican State ticket in 187,7, now supports
useless.
and Hendricks. Capt. Irwin 1!.
The wife of Faraday was a true helper Tildren
K. S. Throop, late Adjutant Sixth
Wright,
husband.
After
her
to
twenty-eight years
James Maloney, Assistant Prosecutof married life, he speaks in his diary of Ohio,
Andrew Knell. Geo. 11
Attorney;
ing
ids marriage as an event whieli more than
11. 1). Peek, Judson Hannon,
Harries,
any other had contributed to his earthly Moses Wilson, John
llealy, Hansford
happiness and healthy state of mind, and Smith and U. F.
Uroshears, Republican
says: “The union has in nowise changwho joined the Liberal Republied, except only in the depth and strength lawyers
can movement in 1872, and have since
of its character."
with the Democratic party, now
Thomas Ilood, the wit and poet, speaks acted
and Hendricks. In additiius of his wife : "l never was anything, support Tilden
to the above there are several Retion
I
and
have
been
dearest, till I knew you,
publican lawyers who have not yet dea
better, happier and more prosperous clared
lor Hayes and may join the Demoman ever since.
Whatever may befall
eratie party at the ensuing election. Such
me, tlie wife of my bosom will have the
is the estimate
upon the Republiacknowledgment ot her tenderness, worth can candidate forplaced
President by those who
and excellence from my pen.”
know him best, lie never distinguished
Speaking of Hood makes me think of himself at the bar, but always
ranked as
two notable instances of great writers of
a very ordinary attorney, never excelling
our time who have not been happy in
He was always a
a second-rate lawyer.
their wives—namely, Charles Dickens
candidate for ollieo, and allied himself
It is neither a
and Uulwer Lytton.
with the Sands-Kggleston faction in the
pleasant or a thankful task to expose the
party to secure his nominaspots which spoil the beauty of great Republican
tions. The city of Cincinnati will vote
works of art, nor to call attention to the
him lor President.
littlenesses which detract from the admi- against
Cincinnati, Aug. 24, 187ti.
nevertheration wc feel for
men

great

Custer.

or

Hayes "Where He is Best Known.

i

Gou.

10.

or

nary effort with
ed to the American people to assist in the
search, and she herselt determined upon,
organized and to a great extent defrayed
the expense of two expeditions to seek for
traces of the missing party.
For years
she refused to give up hope, and it was
only when Captain MeClintoek returned
with what were considered full proofs of
his death that she rested in her endeavors
to prosecute the search.
To quote the
words of Sir Roderick Murchison, ••Nothing daunted by failure alter failure, she
persevered through years of hope deferred with a singleness .of purpose and a
sincere devotion which were truly unparalleled.” The little ship Pandora, which
is now acting as the medium of communication between England and the present Arctic explorers was lilted out in
great part at her expense before her
death.

orable one—tiiat of a helpmate to man.
Among these the name that is first thought
of, probably because it has so recently
been brought before the public notice, is

less, there seems ample reason for believing that in both these instances whatever
lault there was did not lie wholly with
the wives.
Thackeray, who has been
frequently spoken ot as a similar instance, was most, loved and beloved by
his home-circle, but sustained a deep affliction in his wife losing her reason after
the birth of one ot her children.
The constancy with which so many women have cherished the memory of their
husbands when death has removed them
from their sides cannot but call forth both
respect and admiration. Our Queen is
The
herself a noble example of this.
depth of her sorrow for the loss of the
good Prince Albert, and the faithfulness
with which she cherishes and honors his
memory and teaches her children to do
so are known to all.
Lady Franklin, too, holds a foremost
place among the faithful and true. When
her husband. Sir John Franklin, did not
I return at the expected time from his last

Mrs.

in Virginia.

| From the Richmond Whig, Aug *:i
C<>n* oi;i>, N. U.. July -Jo.
I>i:ak Brothmk Di .v.iki; : On the PJthimd.
I v< t j on a clu-ek for SoO, an*.I h»\e: received
no la eeipt or anything from you since.
fri
To-day I reel
Harper's Pei
ry in which is tin following senteme: “The
report is current here tin: Bro. Punice lui>
gone e*ver t> the rebels, and is going to stump
for Tiiden and ilendrieks.
L am afraid il iso.”
My Dear Bro. Dun.ite, is tlitre any* truth in
.• n had a
th»L repott? Have* \«-u
Bought >»!
lining any such a tilingIf y>»u ha\c. j.j ;»\
you pause before you lake a single -tep :n ihal
direction. .Such
course would be a < aii'e of
great grief io ail your ?nu- iriemls. and all the
true ]wvi r> of freedom ami piety.
In doing this
you will bring a wound ami reproach upon
your mission work among freedmen. ami ruin
f t hrift,
V-ur own uxTnim*" a- a minister
llow win all those fee| wlio have contributed
hr your support in your mission work hr
Richmond meeting-lioim
etc., etc., if you now
desert your brethren and go over to the old
lh*bs, the haters of the colored man and tin*
cause oi freedom, and give your influence to
strengthen the hands of such men as dclf. Pavis. and those who have murdered thousandand thousands of your colored brethren at tin*
> »uth within a few
years past to prevent them
from voting for tin cause of their own (iod<>
this
1 will not
cannot be.
givcii rights?
believe it can In* so ti.l I hear more from you.
Do write me hy return mail and send nee ipt
for the fifty dollars, and ted me* if there* i- any
foundation for the import to which I have* alluded; and be entreated to go no further in
that direction, if you have? taken inn* step, until you consult with your lr>!“
|Potbers Morrell, Brackett, Stewart, Burge ss, An-

The following interesting news concerning Airs. Gen. Custer is contained in a
private letter written at Monroe, Mich :

companions. Lady Franklin offered rewards of £2,000 and £;5,000 to any
per-

is only what a woman makes him,’’
and his sentiment is slightly varied in our
own old
English proverb, which says tiiat
“it a man would thrive lie must ask his
wife's leave.” The records of history contain numberless examples of women who
have done for their husbands what Aaron
and llurdid for Moses: they have held up
their hands and supported them at the
greatest crisis ol their lives, and so turned
what would have been a failure into triumph and success. And they contain examples, too, of those who have accomplished a far more diliieult task—that of
sustaining and cheering when endeavor
and hope are dead. It is only necessary
to mention the names ol Gertrude von der
Wert and Lady llachel Russell iti proof of
this. It may not be uninteresting to give
a few instances of women in our own
generation who have been to their husbands
helpers and fellow-workers as well as sympathizing companions, and who have thus
taken a position which is unanimously acknowledged to 110 a most proud and honman

Every one will remember the testimony
of John Stuart Mill to the worth of a wile
which is to be fount) in the dedication to
her memory printed at the commencement (d one of his essays: “To the beloved and deplored memory of her who was
the inspirer anil, in part, the author of all

lo the North seas, apprehento he seriously entertained inhis late and that of his bravo

expedition
sion began

•

| From Cassell's Magazine. ]
It was a saying of Rousseau's that “a

that of Lady Augusta Stanley, the wife of
the Dean ol Westminster.
Herself the
daughter of a peer, and one of the most
intimate oi the Queen’s personal friends,
Hie possessed a largeness ol heart and a
strength of intellect which won respect
and kindly feelings from all who came in
contact with her.
She sympathized most
heartily with her husband both in thought
and work, while the poor of W estminster
found in her tenderness and kindness a
frequent alleviation of their miseries

NUMBER

Colored Brother

wort

h

YOU I.IKK YOl'lt
INKKSTl'.h

SI A I

K TO l’.K

a gang of these political thieves, from another far country, plundering the public treas-

witFi

ury and leaving a tax on the people too heavy
them to bear, exciting riots, causing bloodshed? I a.-k you, would you help them to continue the won; f destruction against your own
people? I ml’ von tie's is our condition, and
tiny rol.wcd people an- the main agency by
wlii« li tliey arc cnabh d to do tluir work; ami,
in my judgment, nothing but a division of the
colored vote can bring peace and prosperity,
wnich we -o much need; and I feel that no
pulpit work or mission effort will enable me to
do as much for mv ra<*e as this work, f have
to"

given
tins

m \

!

i:i:

eleven

y

hails'

moii.in.

and for years I have taken great pains to inform m> self as to the true feeling ol the people
of the South, and these are my conclusions;
First, tlial the whites desire to live with the
colored people in peace and (piietnes.- and are
doing all lie v can to gain that object. They
do not want all the colored people 10 vote the
Democratic ticket, but believe it would be best
to divide their vote between the two
parties.
This point would have been gained years ago
but lor the terror of tin* Radical party and its
loyal leagues. There has
BEEN NO INTIMIDATION IN THE SOUTH

than that practised by the carpet-bagger
party of the South. 1 do not charge the colored people with this cruelty. They are not to
blame; they are only lools in the hands ot
thes bad men. 1 have, known some colored
men to be whipped, some turned out of their
churches and all kinds of intolerant abuse have
been lieapt ! upon those colored men who dared
vole the 1 leinoi-ralic ticket.
In some parts of
the South tin* life of a colored man (Democrat)
is not \
\ safe.
1 submit these facts to you as
the houe-t convictions of my heait, ami must
say l cannot accept your advice, because in do1 would not do justice to myself aud mv
ing s
rac e.
Yours, with great respect,
*Juhn YV. Dun.jek.
worse

COMMENT

OK

A

RICHMOND J’AI’KK.

[From the Richmond Whig, Filitorial.J
The impartial ami intelligent reader, after
reading the correspondence between the Rev.
>ila* Curtis, treasurer of the “Free Raptist
ll«»me Mission Society” of Coneoid, N. II., and
the lit*v.
W. Dunjee. a tailored minister' of
tins ;’y. will he impressed with the immeasurable .superiority, morally and intellectually, of
i In* late slave over the New Hampshire Radical
< urtis. the
representative ol a religious body,
i' lubber.-int, ignorant, bigoted and full of bale.
11k alms he would dispense lor the henelit of
tile (adored race of llu* South miM enure to the
henelit of the Radical party; the religion lie
would inculcate must he that of the great highpriest of Radicalism, the devil; the prayers he
would have hi* emissaries to oiler must he
those of hatred and malice. The colored people must be taught to mi-trust and dispise
those whose friendship is essential to their
prosperity and happiness. Such, it is manifest, is the piety, the Christian spirit, that
j
»mpt* the. charity of the “Free JJaptist Home
Mi-sion S ><•;.*t\" of Concord, New Hampshire,
ml"-- their treasurer belies them.
Miserable
Pharisees, they dare, under tie- guise of religion, to attempt the accomplishment of the
designs of the prince of darkness. It is just
such scoundrels as the Rev. (.’urtis and hi> associates who are responsible for the hatred and
mall m» they engender, and that develop into
Hamburg riots and ntln r scenes of lawlessness.
ll i* not for such ignoramuses us Curtis* o
t( ueii the intelligent colored men of tin* South
their duty to themselves, their neighbors, their
country, or their God. 11 is dear nrother Duller, in any community. North or South, where
merit makes the, man, tin* want of it the fellow,
would be respected as his master, although for
twent \-scv< n years lie was a slave. Curtis has,
doubtic's, been pureliasi d to do the dirty work
ot hi- Radical associates.
Dunjee is not for
>:•!**. and the threatened withdrawal of the support hitherto extended to him, however much
it may inconvenience. cannot induce him to
barter hi* honest convictions, Our Northern
Democratic friends would do well to employ
Dunjee to visit, as a missionary, such benighted Radicals a* the Rev. Clink*, and enlighten
them as to Southern “rebels'* atui tin* condition
of the colored people in our midst, unless, indeed, they are, like him, >ueb hopeless fool*
that it would he love's labor lost.

[Correspondence

Eulogy

of

the Portland Argus, j
the Chief

of Gov. Tilden by
New York Republican

Organ.

New Yoiik, Aug. oOtli, 1870.
We ask Maine voters to read the strong
testimony of the ‘•New York Times" for
four years—Aug. 1*71 to March 1873, from
thelirst results of the ring charter in 1871,
to the date of Gov. Tilden’s noted message
exposing the canal frauds.
Then Governor Tilden was called by the
Times “an hone;4 high toned Democrat; galdent Joe to corruplant, co nscie n l ions,
tion." 'These are the identical words in its
editorial columns. Then Governor Tilden
was lighting single handed the most in-

iquitous

and

powerful ring which ever
disgraced city’. For this work he gave
up professional and private business. To
a

it he gave time and the unstinted use ol
his own money.
Now that he is candidate for president,
the same New York Times, without semblance ol truth or facts to warrant, calls
him “a sham reformer, a wrecker of railroads, a dishonest cheater ot the revenue
in his own income tax.”
Did the Times speak Jalscly then or does
it spealt falsely now.
Wo beg the honest voters—fanners mid
mechanics throughout New England
men competent to see the truth behind a
falsehood, to read and judge lor themselves.
—

IIKill'. IS THU TESTIMONY—THE KINO CliAliTEE.

Ill 1870 Twenl and liis allies bought up
the Legislature, passed tire noted ling
charter, and got complete control of the
city government, it was said (by bis
political enemies) that Governor Tilden,
aware of the nefarious scheme, held his
pence and never remonstrated. The truth
was, iie had denounced that charter before
tlie committee which reported it, and tielore the Legislature in the most scathing
words it was possible to use.
The Times said, Aug. 17, 1871: “There

Democrats come into power to-day, and
have not the slightest doubt Gov. Tilden means to do Ids duly.”
Gov. Dix, in welcoming him to the Gubernatorial Chair, said : •■Tin; people have
called you to preside over the administration ot their government by a majority,
which manifests the highest contidence in
your ability, integrity and firmness.” The
Times said of his first message: “It is full
of suggestions, every man will do well to
ponder, and it treats of special subjects
with wisdom which only comes from practical experience." On Feb. 20th the Times
said : “He (Gov. Tilden) has so far shown,
that he will not abate one .jot of his honest
convictions, or consent to any act he thinks
morally wrong to gratify any set of politicians whatever.”
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Of his noted message on the canal frauds
the Times said: “Since the contents of
the message have became known, it is
everywhere admitted that no such assault
has every been made on this King, and
that its momentum is too great and too
direct to be either resisted or arrested. A
perfect state of panic exists among all
those involved.”
In its comments on this
message the Times said: "Its ability,
pungency and comprehensive grasp of a
somewhat intricate subject will surprise
nobody. As a searching analyses of one
of the most long lived systems of official
peculation in the State, the message lias
an interest for the general taxpayer, far
beyond the subject to which it refers.”
When doubt existed about a proper committee of investigation, the l imes said,
March 125, 1875: "Committee or no committee Gov. Tilden will not disappoint the
people, lie will track the canal frauds
home, to their authors, and bring those
who have profited by them to justice.”
Gov. Tilden needs no higher eulogy
than is found in these editorials of the
Times, to secure for him the vote of every
honest well wisher to his country
In the

for the Journal.

County

attention.

fi^iloKACE Dodd, 121 Washington id., Roston,
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date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
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forward the sums due

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office t<» winch
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
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Convention.

or

Lincoln County Democratic Convention
assembled Friday forenoon at Lincoln
E. \V Earley, of
Hall, Damariscotta.
Newcastle, was chosen President, Albert
W. Hall, of Wiseasset, Secretary. The
following nominations were made:
Senator, Alfred Lennox, Wiseasset.
.Judge of Probate, S. W. Jackson, Wal-

Nkw

For Yk

i;

Tilden,

York.

Pjifsidi.n r,

Thomas A. Hendricks,
oi

FOR

doboro

Indiana.

Treasurer, Albeit W. Hull, Wiseasset.
The following resolutions were adopted : j

For Electors of

President and Vice-President

Large—JOSEPH TITCOMB,

At

question

CHARLES XV. ROBERTS.

j

Mr. Tilden shall be placed on the Hoard
of Managers.”
In viewing the work of the Legislature
after adjournments, the Times denounced
the majority of its members as in league
with tlie ’Tweed gang of swindlers, but
there were two or three dozen honest men,
“among them were Tilden, Prince Tobey
and others who deserved great credit for
the good they did and evil they frustrated.’
What stronger evidence than this
that Mr. Tilden was antagonistic to all the

King.
NOMINATION Ob' GOVKItNOK.

When first mentioned

candidate for
Governor, the Times, who cheered him in
his crusade of reform, said: “Should he
run for Governor we cannot
positively
course.
promise him our support, but this we will
say, that he is so far superior to the ordiFrightful Fxplosion.
nary run of Democratic candidates that
we do not believe any Democratic convenNkw Yoitit. Sept, 5. A frightful explocan be got together to nominate him.”
sion took place to-day by the carelessness tion
After Mr. Tilden's nomination the Times,
of a workman handling dynamite cartOct. 5, 1874, said : "The Democrats of N.
ridges that were being taken from a scow Y. State have so seldom
presented a canto the magazine on shore.
Four men
didate of good personal character, that we
were blown to atoms, and a number ol
need not feel surprised at the parade which
others terribly injured.
The explosion
they now take in presenting Mr. Tilden.”
was terrific, and shook the houses as far
Immediately after his election, Nov. 4,
as F'lushing.
1874, the Times said: “For the sake of
the country it is to be hoped that the
Hob Jngcrsoll, who evidently never
owned a little hatchet, has been promising Democrats will use their victory in a spirit
of moderation and prudent statesmanship.
the Down-Rasters that Illinois will give
We doubtless see to-day. the Democratic
for
50,000 majority
Hayes. Robert should Presidential candidate
of 1870, and if the
not permit himself to forget that an honest
lie is not the noblest work of man. [Chi- Republican party is not conducted with
greater wisdom during the next two years
cago Times.
than it has been during the last two, Mr,
is the most probable successor of
The man who says the government should do Tilden
something to cripple the Indians is suspected Gen. Grant."
of being the agent of a cork leg establishment.
Jan. 1, 187.0, the Times said:
“The
as

—

usually disgusts

interests

an audience.
Prior to the meetthe Democrats of Damariscotta unfurled to the breeze their campaign banner, bearing the names of the presidential

ing

candidates, which was received with loud
cheers by the assembled spectators.
Albert W. Hall,
)
Everett Farrington, kecretanss.

\

Here’s

the

Way

.,

Your

Money Goes.
An official report made in 1873, exhibited the following astonishing facts in regard to the receipt and cost of collection,

cuse, and will imt down at their

tive for

assailing Tihlen, while it has now
that he is the Democratic candidate. The
conclusion is therefore irresistible that it
The

in twelve custom districts in Maine:

give

small.

Receipts.

Aroostook,
Machias,

$13,117.01
3,048.30

Frenchman’s Bay,

Castine,
Waldoboro’,
Wiscasset,
Bath,
Saco,
Kenuebunk,
York,
Belfast,
Bangor,

30.43
174.54

$11,720.00

one

falsifying.

orators anil newspapers
out horrors in quantities entirely too

Name of District or Port.

Cost of
Collection.

Republican

What is the use ot
bloody shirt, when they

0,807.72

have

8,783.00

bloody

a

7,350.81

have the air full of

14,035.28

4,074.47
10,200.28

When the inventor of

53.10
0.10

1.818.00
308.39

7,308.55

10,830.09

7,5(30.21
13,100.00

$00,488.2!)
$82,481.49
Thus the people are made to pay the
hordes of leeches in these custom offices,
eighty-two cents for every sixty cents collected by them. It is this that makes
them so active in election and so ready to
contribute money to buy up votes. The
people loot the bills, in taxes incorporated
into the prices at which they buy goods.

[Standard.

Tramps have become a terrible nuisance to
the farmers of Maryland. They travel in gangs,
and when refused food and quarters to their
liking take revenge by burniug the otl'ender’s
house and barns attd destroying his crops.

the

a

ensanguined paws?
scares

in

Shaks-

to

clouds—professing

to such a
let the
as

er-

Greeley

hoisted and saluted.

Largo meetings were

for official dishonesty.
“Great moral ideas” in l'i72. Preferring “Grant drums to Greeley sober.”

In 1870, belief in an “honest God” and
the Bible, as expounded by Robert G. Jn3. Who is shaking the “bloody shirt”
to divert the attention of the people from
the real and most important tpiestions in
the present political canvass? Political

demagogues

to see that

“Fierce liery warriors fought upon the clouds.
In ranks and squadrons, and right form of war,
Which drizzled blood upon the Capitol.”

•1.

Who said

alone

lias been.

“tho

model repudiator ? He
Ids own debts and pays
the larger debts of his neighbor.
Pile Republicans say that is what the Democrats
intend to do.

Who is

b.

that year the lir.st dispatches claimed from
live to eight thousand more majority than
The figures will finally
was realized.

inaugural address.

a

simmer down,
which will be

repudiates

village had it
splendid (lag raising last evening, when it
beautiful Tilden and Hendricks llag was
0. Who are model fools ? Every one
hoisted, in presence of a large crowd- who believes that.
the terribly hard times, the lack of em- Hon. Arno Wiswell presided in his usual
7.
Who is tlie only practical repudiaployment, and tlic great reduction of happy manner, and opened the proceed- tor? The general government It repuwages—not a syllable concerning the dis- ings with a capital half hour speech. Ilo diates the money it provided lor the peocouraging present or the disheartening then introduced \\\ F. Joy Esq a con- ple
luture.
That's what tins Honorable John verted Republican, who spoke for some
>\ ho dictated and decided what,
b.
was expected to do, and
just what lie time. Mr. Joy was followed by Nathan should and what should not go into tiov.
lailed to do. All Hie rest of it was mere Duller, Esq., of Minnesota and lion. Rob- Hayes’ letter of
Morton,
acceptance?
cheap talk. The debate with Hewitt, in ert Mullen of Ellsworth. The speeches Conklin, Senator Spencer and "boss Shepthe last hours of Congress, although it were well received, and there was great ard.”
share of denunciation.

large

lint

this

chunk ot wisdom, brought all the way
from west oi the Mississippi, never ventured a word of explanation concerning

>t

the

helped

i 11 left

some

manners

tor

room

of the

speaker,

improvement

Findley II. Whitaker of I'nity, lute Postma-iwho published in lust week's Republican

t1-.

Journal

ronl'ulcntial eirenlnv sent liim, thereby violating Hie trust reposed in liim. and
evincing tli-t li is sense of honor is not at all
praiseworthy, is a Democrat and lias always
been, we hear. He was a soldier in the Ill'll
Maine ltegt. in Company ( '. where lie attained
the rank ot sergeant. He was wounded while
in tlie service, and on liis return had llie sympathy of the Republicans as lie now lias their
pity, lie rented the store of lion. Joshua Harmon. and bought the stock of goods.
Mr. Harmon wlm was Postmaster resigned in his favor
and Mr. Whitaker was appointed amt served
out his term.
[Prog. Age.
:i

enthusiasm.

to t he

thing

yesterday

think, to about 20,dUb.
handsome Democratic

we
a

gain.
lint

indication of the general result
State elections

no

gathered from lire

he

can

of either Vermont

Maine

or

They

ae

to their idols, and u ill follow them

joined

look

We must

(ward to Indiana ate!

hi

Ohio, to eateli the

decided sounds
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coming victory
A

Falsehood

Refuted.

Before Mu- campaign is over the Republican.s will In* desperately Mirry. it they an*

not already, that they ev er 'juotiniicd 1 i
| dun's I-monism The latest testimony adent? The men who supported (Irani's I to his loyalty eomes Inmi Judgv J 1 > L.tadministration, and do now; the same tmi, wlm wa- a personal and intimate

ft. Who will control him if elected Presi-

Correspondence of the Journal.
Friendship, Mi:., Sept 1, 1870.
A handsome llag made by Mrs. E. F.
Whitney and daughter of this town, bearing the names of Tilden and Hendricks,
was

in 1879, oil the State ticket it was
and on the Presidential t’9,847. In

UOU.

Republican party

not preserve the Union”? Presi-

can

breeze,

at their

residence,

Guns were tired and

afternoon

who combined to defeat lSlaiue.

men

friend <d Abraham Line

e.

tice of Illinois

wai

lorm of

lic favor in tile newspaper line,

New York

was

it comes

a

read

during

letter

Tint New Exolas;>li.u’stkateu News
is tile title ot the latest candidate for pub-

by

to

Mr

him at
It is

<.!,,»

a

as

and eh it* I jusl! is in the

S

A

Hew itt

I

an

poiitieal meeting

i;

follow

1>K vi: Sm : 1 was milch interested in r<* id.n
great enthusiasm prevailed. A neat and modestly forth in quarto form, clear, hand
vour speech in reply to Mr. K>i>>on. in \ iml
appropriate speech was made by Nelson some type, and with four pages of helio- iing tin*
truth of history, and I wish to add m
Thompson, Esq., amid the cheering ot type engravings, illustrative of the hap- testimony by saying that during tie ^ ir -u n;
i*i in-Uion 1 had several interviews with <■
friends and neighbors. Many ladies were
penings, fancies and humors of the six Tlldeil on the subject of the prospects "l II,
present, one of whom had arrived at ttie New England States. The cartoon of the war, and ven ! Mind him ardent and earn,
in its support.
Thu- knowing hi- -entimeii'-.
advanced age of i)2 years. Nine rousing initial number
represents the new publi- on one o«*e*ision 1 called upon him at hi- :
; a
in
ain*
if
and -lit»mili« d :
ideiicc
cheers
were
for
the
Air.
Whitaker
did
not
the
candidates, cation, as Paul
First,
given
publish
Pry, stepping into the him the maim-eript o|pi a paper wiiieh 1 ha
The oditoi ot tiiis paper as- three for the speaker, who is a live Democircular.
newspaper circle, with a "hope 1 don’t in- written, the object of which was to iudu
eiti/.eu, and especially every 1 ui,o
sumes whatever responsibility belongs to
crat, and three for the makers of the tlag. trude”
expression. Well, the family is not every
to support the w ir with hear! ami soul.
Tie
Flie idea that printed matter The Democrats of Friendship are wide so over crowded, but that room
that act.
met with hi- e.»rdia! ippnwal, aad in tin
be
paper
may
course of th<* inters ieW he diowed, .11 that «•;
sent to thousands of partisans all over the awake and their watch word is t ilden alforded for the new comer to
grow and and earnest wav peealiui to himself, that ,t vv.ithe paramount duty of ai'rv -me
w bellicountry, must he held sacred because the and Hendricks and Reform I
is
a
There
deal
to
be
conthrive.
great
1 temoenit or Republican, to >taml by hi.-, -mi-,
wire, pullers print thereon the word “eonin
which
excannot
type
veyed
pictures
Close at Hand
try and the l nion. While the tire wa-iagiii.'
lidential” is simply absurd. Such a docui was no time to slop and dispute a- t» winpress, and in the toil and moil of our
Next
will
occur (lie election.
kindled it. If I have not known Mr. Tildni
Monday
ment may lie legitimately used by any
New England life there is here ami there long and as intimately a- I did Mr. Li
:n.
A lew days yet remain in which much
think I certainly know
.-cut.intent- -»n ih
opponent into whose hands it may fall
an oasis which the News may appropriate
earnest and ellieient work may he done.
subject of the late war: and there would be
We did not receive the one referred to
and make a joy forever
We hope it may
lmieli propriety in saving that Mi
i/iucolii wa-*
Thus far everything has favored the Defrom Mr. Whittaker.
It was passed from
:m anti-war Republican as ilia! Samuel ,J
Ti
live
to picture the second centennial
i'tili
of poden wa- an mili-war 1 >eino-*rai.
hand to hand as a curiosity, and finally mocracy. They have had the best
lislicd every Saturday.
Sold by news'i ours tru!'’
I. l>.
v i«>\.
litical arguments, which have been abun--

■

a.

>

t-

reached this olliee.
The

the people by DemoThe hard times and

laid before
biographical sketch id' Mr. W. dantly
cratic newspapers
the Age prints, cuts the throat of

which
the portion assailing him. Ho is a soldier
id'good record, bearing honorable wounds,
and attending to his private business. The

made upon him an impudent demand for money, wliieli lie treated with contempt.
Hut notwithstanding

Republican l'uglers

lack of employment, the result of radical
misgovernment, are lighting for us. The

people have reflected upon these things,

ripe for action.
Now let there be preparations for one
grand and ellieient effort at the polls—a
and are

< *

dealers for live cents.

The

is

campaign

progressing favorably

private letter

A

lmm

Washington

the last
wounds, he is assailed strong pull that shall bring out
us
all
that
is
mau.
bet
do
in this dirty manner by those who were
possible to
cowards in the war, and are libellers now. give a result that shall encourage our

says—
Ever)thing looks well for Tilden and Hendricks. Wo will carry Indiana sure, with good
prospects for Ohio in October.
A member of Congress writing trom his

A vote that shall

home in Alabama to his friends in this city

his record and his

It

the

the professed radical love for the soldier
Asa man, Mr.
Whittaker's character stands too high to
lie injured by such assaults
snows

sincerity of

friends in other states.

down

Connor's

keep
majority
year’s figures will greatly cheer and
courage our friends in Indiana, Ohio,
to

last
en-

and

all the states that hold elections in OctoSomehow radical secrets and circulars
lying around very loose this year.

are

Here's another
to

which has just got in-

one

print—
[Confidential.]
Ai

(A si a.

My Dear Sir: I beg to rail your attention to
taels that have conn* within mv knowl-

Democratic voter—no matter how distant he
may he—and they are from some sourer* provided with the money to pay their expenses
home. 1.veil small towns are receiving one
hundred, and one hundred and fifty dollars each
tor this purpose.
I»y this effort and others ol a
like character, the Democrats expect to surprise us with a very large vote in September.
May 1 urge upon you the absolute necessity
of special and earnest effort in your town particularly with tin* view' of securing such organized action as will bring every ltepublican
to the polls.
11>tut' sj>eci((/ rrtjT'l 111 tji‘11intj t/titir a
C(>(tjrs home. This is exceedingly important.
j.
Hr.aim-:.
Very sincerely yours,
-, Solon, Me.

The talk about Democratic money is the
merest bosh. The whole cireul ir is a cunto stir up the rural brethren

and make each one believe that the salva-

tion of the party and tin* country rests upon his individual clforts.
Humbug plays

important part
polities.

in the radical game of

of mine host

supplemented by one
Monday—a final el-

on

Ho tv tho Democrats Saved Thirty Millions.

The total ot the twelve appropriation
bills have been gotten at ami show a reduction exactly ot $29,9-14,2.72 compared
with last year, when the sum was $148,The whole amount appropriated
1.7.7.121.
this year by the twelve bills is $118,210,It will thus be seen exactly how

872.

much the Democrats in Congress have

Tucker.”

I >i<I

Tucker really hug, warmly and impartially. the soldierly Connor, the irresistible

million dollars,
lU.’oOO.OuO more
opposition of the

people—thirty

saved the

and it would have been

had. it not been tor the

Republican

Senate:
Reduction
from
bust Year.
$ l,94ti.(ili2

Amount

Appropriated,
Army.$ 2.7,IDT,1(17

Navi
West Point.

Po.stollicu.
Pensions.
River and harbor
Fortifications
Sundry civil
Deficiencies
Legislative, &c.
Indian
Consular.

12.740.475
200,005
5.907,408

4,200,(151
74.075

2,408,707

415,000
10,457.905

400,500
1,044,517
54,5.000
10.280.444

817,724
15,474,900

4,880,075
4,528,279

4,070,117
1.158,579

090,407
210.400

Total.#148,155,124

$20,944,252

29,544,500
5,000,000

....

Progressive Age discloses some
tunny features of the reception ot Ingersoll A Co. in this city. It says -th<*y stepped from the platform and entered ttiu
carriage that conveyed them to the hospiarms

good day’s work

....

The

table

Therefore let all that

done be

fort for reform and honest government.

collie

an

lias been

turn the scale at those

Aug. *js, is7u.

edge in tin1 most, authentic manner. The Democrats are procuring the name of every absent

ning dodge

ber, and perhaps
important points.

On Sunday evening lnst,271h inst,., Mr. C. 11.
Whitehouse of Augusta, became the father ot a
bouncing hoy of nine pounds. This is the third
child horn into the family during the past three
years,its predecessors weighing nine and eleven

pounds respectively.
Tho above item, which is sent abroad

hill's.

t he only solution of this js that Tucker
had meantime heard the speeches and concluded that the believer in the •’honest
find, the work of man,” and the patrons

Whitchouse, and to the ignoring of the
lady in the ease. Of what avail would
vaunted
Whitchouse, hut for the party of the other

have been

round among “some of the citizens.”
was a

to the
A

very

It

tunny menagerie, according

Age.

Several temperance Democrats
■are anxious to know whether there are two
candidates for ofliee on the Democratic county
ticket, viz : for sheriff and Treasurer, who were
members of the (irand Jurv, and of the “infamous nine” who refused to indict ruinsellers in
the face of positive, direct and overwhelming
evidence. Will the 1 to I fast Journal please an-

<L>uery:

swer:

[Prog. Age.

efforts

And it the

part?

ol

gentle

the

sex

liavn't the

right of honorable mention in this branch
of domestic production, it seems as though
our boasted civilization is a failure.
We

blasphemy generally might pay their
own bills.
Ilis “hospitable arms” were
no longer open, lienee the hat was passed
propose

ot

the

three cheers for Mrs. W.

As soon

as the
proclamation to carry
Hawaiian treaty into effect is made
public by the President, an effort will he
made to defeat it on Llie ground of its un-

eonstitutionality.
enable the people

The terms of the

treaty

of California to receive

duty tlui same articles for which
people ot the Atlantic coast are com-

tree of

the

pelled

to

pay customs

This is

revenue.

in conflict with the constitution, and the

We are not the keeper of any other
law will undoubtedly he declared invalid.
man’s record or conscience, (irand Juthe price of coal experienced a tumble
rors are under the solemn obligation of
last week, in consequence of the live great
an oath to keep the secrets of the jury
room, and cannot answer such interroga- transportation companies that control the
tives as the above, without perjury. And supply being obliged to sell their accumuthere can be no exception made in favor
of the Age’s informant, if it had any. The
Court alone is authorized to inquire into
the conduct of jurors, and tiie County Attorney is the only proper person to make

complaint

ot misconduct.

Col Fogler. a
of goud standing must know
whether there was an “infamous nine”
among the jury. As lie did not bring the

Republican

to the attention of the
must be

untrue,

or

Court, the

else he

was

wil-

fully neglectlulof his duty. How was this?
Will the l‘rog. Age please answer?

lations at auction to raise money.
had loaded up heavier than

They

they could

carry with a limited demand and a falling market. Thu receipts of the companies fell off, their stocks went down, and
a

general collapse

threatened.

The ring

is broken and the people are glad. Henceforth, it is hoped, the poor man’s ton ot
coal will cost him two dollars less.
The account of the naval surgeon who
poisoned himself in Mew York, which
we publish on the outside of to-day’s paper, will be read with interest. On Friday, his widow attempted her own life by

candidate.

a

The State t onventi'

u

will doubtless be called

together a#ain.
ti.»\ Seymour
-i

I Tit
N Y Skit.
has written a letter to the Chairman o!
the State t ••mmittee, declining tie- nom
ination of (i >veruor. He sa\ s

A !'■•(■(• 11r iiin*
li t' unfitted in lor mein.t
jiliv-ifal exertion. M own <>i>ini<>n, eonli r 111 -d hy tin* judgment of my pin i * i: 111. convince' un* 1 alii tumble al llii- lime to pcilorm
the duties devolvim: npt>11 tin* <«.»\<*nior a
New York.
1 cmld chccrfu!i\
m
i!i•
own purpose* and fcc!in_> ti» nn*< t tin* ai-;,.
of my own friends.
I would not hc-i aic
health to uphold tin*-.* prim-ipl.
Tin- proprietors of one of the bookstores in imperil my
in which 1 believe, or to pr .iimii tin* pii
this city wonders why Tilden budges I,, not >HI
but
I Iccl that I >lnmM -a«-r.■. 11»
welfare;
s.
:ts ipiiek us those bearing tile fare "i
intcr-*-t- of tin- party w lin-li p:ic -.1 un- in :ciu| Prog. Age.
I ination if l accept it' action, l. en tin- 'MprIt is the old problem, that has pn/./.led I rior Mremrth ot tin* party with which I a
could not elect a ticket with tin* known fa.
philosophers and saints in all times—why that it' nominee t r < io\ ernor was inn piai 1
vice is more attractive than virtue
lint tin- performance of the labors of that olticc
!
could not coii'f i»-nt iomly enter upon tin m. I
such is the frailty oi poor human nature.
cannot do my friend' the wrony of placim:
’’
Wc them in lai'c pi*-iti.*n- In trvin^ t.* do
No wonder “the proprietors wonder
1
therefore tee I const rained to decline tin* nom.
all do.
nation.
While it P a ^ivat sorrow to un* that
I cannot on thP occasion meet tin* wi>ke> m
t 'ol. Ingersoll is tin' strongest galled man that
tliose to whom 1 am deeply indebted for '<»
we have e\er listened to on (lie slump,
[ Proa. many knurs.
t I atn salniied that my action
will only stsbicet them to some prc'cnt ir. -oiiAge.
We vciii' iiec. which, in tin* end, will prove to h.
That won’t help your cause any.
to t heir ad\ ant am
have Bible assurance that truth is founded
He continue.'at some !en#th in relation
upon a rock, ami that “the i/rih <</' h
i to tin* eamp:ii#n, arraigns tin Kepubliean
shall not prevail against it."
party, and predicts ti.• success ot the De
| mocraey in the Mate and in the nation
file ltepubliean Journal ini' found a man''
nest.
| l’rog. Age.
JLucy Mnuk Again.
It didn’t require much search. The mat c
Our readers well remember the .u.-e ot
hadn't taking lessons in nest hiding from
Lue\ A Maid., tried at ltnekiand three
--

or

<

>

|

Brother Beecher.
The

arc

wide

aw

ake

Hon. Joint K. iarhox of Massachusetts,
and Col. fellows ot New York will ad
dress the

ago, I r the murder e.| 1 q 1*akei -I
Warren. It will I"' reendei ted tii it the
doctor vi>ded her room at her In-dheiyeaiu

Bangor Democracy

ot that

people

city

next

Satur-

day evening.

house, and

was

found dead

u

tin

room

pistol shut. after she had tied ia
her night chillies l-» a neighhor's Ionise
< ireal
In
\e,ted in
sympathy u a
half, at Rock 1 ami. during the ti .a!, w hi
resulted in her acquittal. 1-r- m that Hm
a/e
I.ucy disappeared lr oil Hi- |»i.
from

a

•

a

liven the immaeenlate Hayes squirmed
good deal about his income ta\, it seems,

and torget
nnce

about

everytliing

inherit

an

§oO,(.)OH.

cd'

until

brethren sweep the tieM,” exclaims the Bangor Whig. Ami chimneys
Our

its leaders is conclusive evidence that as

politicians they are destitute of fairness,
truthfulness, intelligence or even the nun
decencies of life.

men

The Turks have sent another Sultan inThe

to retirement.

occupant

of that

name

dizzy

of the

present

and uncertain ele-

vation is Abdul I lamed, and he already
to fuel uneasy about bis head.

begins

tlic

out

It is refreshing to know that Republicanism
is dead in this state. Neither voluntary (hei.ntributions from department clerks, nor the ba\onets of our would be Casar can over give it
even a
galvanized existence. Its ranks are
broken—its forces routed, horse, foot and dragoons—and the utter annihilation of the mongrels in Alabama is only a question of lime, i
wish the same were true of all the States.

—

to send them to the hole!, and
lint for the interference of some ot the citizens
lhev would haw- tn-en left to pay Jlieir hotel

Aug. lv. !"7*•

tion, savin# that the state of his health
positively lorhids the labors and cures ol
the position. So the party is a> \e. with-

says—

Itlaine, .and the blasphemous Ingersoll ? from the capital on the wings of tho lighttoo, it might lie thought from the paper's
If so, something caused a sudden chill of
ning, fails to do that equal and exact jus- complexion.
hospitality, for we read in another column tice which the subject demands. It is a
that the speakers were neglected—
The resolves <>!" the recent Republican
of rather remarkable fruitfulness
ease
No arrangement was made to take care nf the
in Lincoln county framed by
but we object to all this tuss about Mr. Convention

speakers except

Ill-

with the hope that he would accept, ai
though he had declined the place in ad
vanee
But Mr. m adheres to his resolu-

and with every assurance of the success of
Tilden and Hendricks the reform candi-

dates.

AW V.

The Democrats « New \ ork last week
nominated 1 loratio Se\ monitor t iuvenior.

Notes-

Campaign

The Journal admits that the next sherilf for
Of
Waldo Comity will conn' from Scar.-miuit
its Little Fred. [ Prog. Age.

course

He will

unable to
•Vhat

probably bo Coopered lip, and

come.

funny thing it is to see the
Ingersoll laboring among
Maine Christians, aided and abetted by
a

heathen Bob

churches and ministers !
The mate ot the schooner Abbie Beards-

ley.

who shot and killed two New York

harbor pirates, deserves the thanks of the
community, and the shipping interest
should present him with a handsome tesThe
over

But it

as

following

ill the

papers

are

f•

t

as

p*

tact-

ho

1

Lucy

did not take

so

good aim

as

at

her

crowing

lie over

crowded

Israel Washburn, lather ot
well known sons of that name, died at
Livermore Sept. 1st, aged 42.

man,

-!

I ler victim wa- Hilaries Itu kei. a y mine mm
liad paid her some attention, l ml h el ahandoned her on learning that Lula .Marim. lie
name under which she was living, was an
sinned name, md that she was th• same p
In. I’.ak i.
sou who murdered
Ricker n ,t
Saturday, hut hclore his death made the uHe had kept ompanv w ii!i
l-iw ing statement
A1 i-s Mauk since l-Vhruaiv last ; hut ot Pm ha
she f«»|
not hern so frequent in hi- attentions,
lowed him mi the str-a-t. and has seemed an\
ions for a renewal of their former nitimaShe invited him to is it her mi lie- night ol t h
fatal shooting, and she was with him two hours
at her room, on the third lloor ot .\<>. ns Merrimack street. A hunt twenty minute- helmv she
tired III" pistol she locked the door. She W< III
to a "ink in the room (which was dark, .1- she
saiil, for the reason that she had no kerosene
for her lamp) tor a drink of water, a- lie supposed. she returned, and standing pallidly
against the door to keep him from going out.
and lacing him, she tired the pistol when only
a foot distant.
He didn’t see the pistol till the
moment she tired, and would not have seen it
then hut for the reason that he happened to
look down. There was no scuttle and 110 an
gry wonts preliminary to the tiring. He held
her hands alter the shot was tired to prevent a
second discharge of tie* pistol, and a- »oon ahis cries brought help, lie went to the doeior’s
otlice and then to his lodgings. He bt came aquaint-d with her several month* since at tiehoarding house of his brother. No. 10 Lawrence
Corporation, where she was employed as a domestic at the time. He was quite intimate with
her, until lie was told by a townsman of his
that she was tried at one time for -hooting 1
Dr. Raker of Warren. Me., and narrowly escaped conviction and just punishment, a- all
the neighbors thought, for lief offence.
•a

Arkansas, at the State election
went heavily Democratic.

the many day,

Lucy Mank,

|. 111.

to their ranks ot Fred

road to tlio polls will

second

am-

ease

long enough to give testimony that will
be important in aid of Massachusetts justice
lb' died on Saturday.
is doubtful if the turn Tike

Republican
the return

l’ike.

The

1 ow .1
she re :tppe
it
the murdcrc-s of''-mother ln\er

MOW

Mass

former victim, for Ricker lived two davs,

timonial.

who

will

has just killed her

hardly

have such an

ovation at her trial in Massachusetts as
she had at Rockland, and it is hoped not
such a result, either. It is ipiito time
that her little pistol should bo laid away.

Let the perambulating patriots think of
Kepublicans! the duty of the hour requires
that you should again he to the front that our
jumping from a ferry boat in Portland
They are not half up to the work.
Marine reports are generally very matglorious union may be again rescued from the
harbor, but was rescued and cared tor.
of
hand
treason,
bloody
[frog. Age.
ter of fact reading, and entirely free Irom
A correspondent of the Roston (ilobo
Heavens! what an invocation! It stirs She had been turned out of her boarding
jokes. Rut here’s a disaster that has a
has found an old fellow down in the sec- the blood like the sound ot a fish-horn in house, because of unpaid bills.
laugh concealed in it—
ond district who thinks Frye and Rlaine a
fog bank. There has been nothing like
Hidtitnore, Aug. 31. The keeper of Thomas’
We last week asked the Kennebec Joura
now
rebellion
last
winter.
Point lighthouse reports that one hundred and
suppressed
that since the imaginative western poet
nal whether Wheeler was right in calling fifty dollars damage was done to the iron piling
made a rhyming dash at the wonders of
the church a pillar of the Republican by a bay schooner, which ran into it on Monllayes, the Presidential candidate, is not the mammoth cave—
day night. The captain of the schooner had
the man of that name who failed to desparty—and It so what part llob lngersoll gone below, leaving instructions for the man at
The Mammoth Cave! Oh, what a spot!
Point light.
In summer cold and winter hot.
cover the pole.
Neither will the Novemis playing?
It declines to consider the the wheel to steer for the Thomas’
The man obeyed his orders literally, and made
Great God Almighty, what a wonder—
ber poll discover llayes.
conundrum. We don’t wonder.
Andrew Jackson, hell and thunder!
a sure shot at the lighthouse.
this

lor the Demoeriey, and always
In Presidential years the Republican majority lias ranged close to ;>o,.

ground

who did not go into the army

at all.

who

1 lie Democrats of this

of next Monday, and a waif of this kind
will be very acceptable, if the little deception can be kept up. Rut the claim
may be well founded, and still be nothing
The Slate is hard, stubborn
to boast of.

gersoll.

address.
Correspondence of Rep. Journal.
Ellsworth Falls, Sept. 2d

majorily, is doubtless the work of one ot
those artists who exaggerate for pictorial effect.”
It is important that the Maine
heart should just now be tired for tiro work

2.

dent Lincoln in his first
And it did not.

Democratic leaders and the Democratic party of the North came in for a

The claim that the Republicans have
carried Vermont by twenty-eight thousand

ing
gizing

held, dwellings illuminated, Ac. Col. J.
K. Fellows, of New York, delivered an

said.

lug in blood, he matter
shower of the red stutf, right out of
charge

peare’s play wanted

1,279.00 had

shaking but
might as well

thousand—or talking about “the
hand ot treason,” when they might

8,502.25
10,114.17

053.01

bidding!

Now this same New York Times is accusing Til den of being dishonest and corrupt. One thing is certain—it lied then or
it lies now.
Two years ago it had no mo-

is now

lias

Vermont.

“Reform within the party.” Turnthe best men out of office and apolo-

»•

GOVERNOR,

OF HAST MATH I AH.

ferson.

permanently

us

people,
might better have
ring sisters depart in peace,
wo

war

1.

<

JOHN C. TALBOT,

Sheriff, James Mulligan, Nobleboro.
Attorney, Dennis A. Mealier, Whitelield.
Commissioner. Charles M. Davis, Jef-

link

to

The Honorable

If the result of the

partnership.

had

Resolved, That to the all important ends,
1st Dist.—BIOX BRADBURY.
2d Dist.—GALEN C. MOSES.
I that the constitution may he preserved, the lit)- j
:td Dist.—J. C- MANSON.
erties of tin* people maintained, their property
4th Dist.—HASTINGS STRICKLAND.
saved from waste, through unequal and useless
Oth Dist.—JAMES R. TALBOT.
taxation, the public service purged from reeking corruption, and that peace and concord may
For Representatives to Congress.
once more be restored throughout the land, the
1st Dist.—JOHN M. GOODWIN.
political salvation of this great country impel i2d Dist.—S. C. BELCHER.
oils!y calls for a change of administration, by
•id Dist.—ISAAC REED, (short term.)
the election of the illustrious Samuel J. Tildeii !
E. K. O’BRIEN, (long term.)
of the State of New York, the Great Reformer. !
4th Dist.—JOHN P. DoNWORTH.
to the Presidency of the United States, and of !
Oth Dist.—WILLIAM II. M« LELLAN.
Thomas A. llemirieks, the distinguished GovTho Work of a Fiend.
I ernor of the State of Indiana, to the office of
Waldo County.
Vice-President.
Derhy Link, Yt.. Aug. :J1
1
Edwin C.
Resolved, That in John C. Talbot, of Hast
Senators—GEORGE WH ITE.
of
shot
his
wile
HANSON T. GOVE.
Hostou,
Hayden, lately
Machia-. the Democratic candidate for GovSheriff—W1L LI A M E. COOPER.
and brother-in-law. Charles < >. Erigham,
ernor of Maim*, we have a citizen whose public
of Probate—JASON ES I ES.
Judge
is
life
a
that
with
him
for
chief
this forenoon, at the Derby Line Hotel.
guaranty,
magReg. of Probate—A. A. FLETCHER.
istrate, the state Treasury will never he emitCo. Commissioner—GOODING GR.vVT.
Airs. Hayden was tho youngest daughter
ted by Klder Pecks, nor the public honor tarCo.
Treasurer—RICH A RD H. MOODY.
of the late Levi Spalding of this
nished through Paper Credit Rings.
village
Clerk of Courts— W. C. SMALL.
Air. Spalding died a lew years since, leavResolved, That we recommend to the people,
of the od Congressional District, the support of
ing a large property to be divided among
Hancock County.
Edwin K. O'Prien of Thomaston, as a candihis two sons and live daughters.
One of
date for the 45th Congress, and of Isaac Reed of
Senators—GE(). T<)I.MAN.
the daughters married Charles O. ErigGEO. REED.
Waldoboro as a candidate to liil a vacancy in
Co. Attorney—JOHN B. REDMAN.
haui, a son ot Rev. Elijah Hrighum of
the 44th Congress, as citizens whose past caCo. Treasurer—W. W. a. HEATH.
reers in public life, are an assurance, should
Newtonvilie, Mass., and hi*, with his wife,
Judge of Probate—IIA '.IVEY 1 >. HADL< n K.
tiiat they never will be inveswere boarding at the hotel here.
Co. Commissioners—RICHARD 11. CONDON.
Hayden
| they be elected,
nor leave the halls of Congress with
tigated.
R. G. W. DODGE.
lias led the life of a proiligate, and lmd
! smirched reputations.
Reg. of Probate-JAMES A. Mi GOWN.
squandered nearly all of his handsome esResolved, Whereas, the nineteenth section of
tate.
lie had also treated his wile with
tin* seventy-eighth chapter of the Revised StatWashington County.
such neglect and cruelty, providing no
! utes of Maine, requires that each County ComSenators-JAMES R. TALBOT.
missioner shall keep an accurate account of his
means of sustenance, that Mrs.
GILES
M. WENT WORTH.
Hayden,
time and travel, specifying the kind of service
Sheriff—WARREN HATH A W A V
some months since, thought it her
duty to
each
or
of
a
and
the
Treasurer—RUFUS T. CRANE.
part
performed
day.
day.
decline to live longer with him. This was
Co. Attorney—ARCHIBALD M< XICHOL.
places from and to which he* travelled each
last Fall, and Mrs. Hayden went to EosJudge of Probate—EPHRAIM K. SMART.
day, and that hi* account shall be audited and
Reg. of Probate—PRESCO 1 I LAWRENCE.
examined by the County Attorney and Clerk,
ton and passed the winter with her sister,
Co. Commissioner—MELBOURNE II WILLEY.
to the truth of which he shall he sworn before
Mrs Eixbv, and Hayden went to St. Leon
one of them, and that the clerk shall cause a
Springs. J\ (j where he lias been assistPenobscot County.
copy of such account to !»■• published in a newsing (’apt. ,1. lv. Gilman in his hotel. Mrs.
paper printed in the county, if any, and return
Senators—IIEXKY W. TOWLE.
to
returned
to
this
one
of
State
on
or
a
few
weeks
the
before
the
SecretUiy
Hayden
place
WILLIAM T. I'EAlIMiN.
first day of January in each year
we beg
since and was spending a few days with
ALLION II. LINDSEY.
HARVEY S. WILSON.
leave, most respectfully to inquire why that
her sister, Mrs. Erighnm.
.Sheriff—FRANCIS W. IIILL.
wholesome requirement of an important public
\\ ednesday atternoun Hayden made his
Clerk of Courts—OEOROL T. SEWALL.
law has not been complied with by tin* County
Judge of Probate—O EO ROE W. Will INKY.
Commissioners of Lincoln County for nearly
appearance in the village, sought an inTreasurer—LEM l' E!. X AS 11.
three years past.
terview with his wife, ami it now appears
County Attorney- PEREORIXE O. WHI TE.
Resolved, That we unanimously recommend
that lie tohI her she must prepare to die,
Commissioner—REFLEX S. PRESCOTT.
to the support of tiie voters of the County ot
tor he would kill her if she did not live
Lincoln, of Alfred Lennox of Wiseasset, for' tin*
with him. It also appears from Ins oivn
Knox County.
office of Senator, of Samuel W. Jackson of
Senator—ALFRED W A T I S.
statement that he lell St. Leon Springs
Waldoboro. for the otliee of Judge of Probate,
Sheriff—JOHN E. TORRE A
of James Mulligan of Nobleboro, for the office
with the intention of killing her unless
Judge ol*Probate—JOHN C. LAVEN3ALEK
of Sheriff, of Dennis A. Mealier of Whitelield,
she complied with his wishes.
Reg. of Probate—S. M. VEA/JE.
for the office of County Attorney,of Charles M.
Clerk of Courts—EDWIX ROSE.
About V) o'clock this morning llayden
Davis of Jefferson, for the office of County
Treasurer—1. E. SHERMAN.
called at a store oil Rock Island avenue and Charles O'Connor.”
Commissioner, and of Albert W. Hull of WisCommissioner—A. II. WENTWORTH.
and asked to borrow a revolver fur the
Referring to a mass meeting held at casset, for the office of County Treasurer, as
purpose, as he stated, of shooting a bull- Cooper Union just after, the Times said : being one and all, candidates possessing the inLincoln County.
i he appearance on the same platform of tegrity and fitness requisite to tli places for
Senator—A LT RED LENNON.
dog in the neighborhood, lie pulled up
which they leave been respectively nominated.
Ins pants and pretended to show them the Samuel j. Tilden and \\ m. M. Uvart.s is a
Judge of Probatt—S. W. JACK SON.
Sberitf—J A M KS M L LLIO A X
The afternoon session of the convention
mark ol a bite on his leg.
He then came significant evidence of a new era in muni< o. Attorney—DEX X IS A. M E A 11 E R.
was mostly devoted to the addresses of the
to the hotel, was dunned In a
Co. Commissioner—CHARLES M. DAVIS.
neighbor cipal politics, and should convince every several
tiie
intervals
beTreasurer—ALLERT
W. 11 ALL.
speakers
present,
tor a small bill and immediately passed honest mail that the issues before us are
tween the speeches being pleasantly tilled
up stairs, and upon Mr. lJrigham declin- above the region of party strife.”
by most excellent music from the Damaris- Gov. Tildon's
ing in a mild way to let him go in ami see
NOMINATION TO ASSEMBLY.
Republican Defender.
eotta liand, which was in attendance durMrs. Hayden, immediately, and without
When nominate.I to the Assembly to ing the afternoon. The Hon. E. K. O’Brien
Wo call special attention to the letter of
further
shot
Mr.
altercation,
any
Brigham exert his
in the right side, just below the
great inlluenoc tor Reform in being present, was introduced to the au- a New York correspondent id the Portnipple, that
The Times said Nov. li, 1.S71 : dience, anil made a brief but eloquent
the ball striking a rib and
land Argus, which will be found in topassing into his “Thebody.
voters of the 1 sth Assembli/ District speech, alter which the president of the
lungs, where it yet remains. Mr. Brigham
esteem
it
to
an
honor
convention
made
a
few
and
a
day’s
remarks
paper. It reviews the history ot the
ought
lies in a very critical situation, with hardpertinent
privilege
to elect Samio l ,/. Tilden.
117 appeal to which did credit to his position, conclud- Tweed ring and its frauds, and of Goverly an even chance of recovery.
Mrs Brigham and Mrs. Hayden were in er< r>t Republican to work and rote for him. ing by introducing to the audience Col. nor Tilden’s warfare upon the rogues, and
lie make this appeal the more rhccrfnllg .). H. Wright of Massachusetts.
Colonel
an adjoining room, and upon
his final victory over them.
hearing the because he is an
And the teshonest Democrat."
Alter Wright proved himself an able and effectof
the
the
door.
Hayreport
pistol opened
il gives is of special importance,
den walked in and shot at his wife, aiming the election, the Times said: (N’ov. ‘J,) ive speaker, and interested his hearers at timony
the pistol at her head. She exclaimed, this work was the union of honest men of some length upon the general political as proving that the more honest Republicans ol Now York, and those not blinded
“Oh, Edwin!' and turned a little, lie both parties. It returned thanks to all topics ot tin; day,
Hon. Isaac Reed of Waldobot'o’ was the
then immediately shot her in the back, parties for the glorious success, and said :
by partizan hate, gave Gov. Tihlen all
“It
would
not
he
next
and
was
deemed
not
invidious
behind
to
the
speaker,
say
crossways, lie attempted to lire again,
for honesty and etlicienoy ii crushcredit
thntlo
Win.
F.
in
others
The
O’Conthen
eloquence.
but the pistol hung lire.
Iiavemayer.Chnrles
president
At this moment
Mr Brigham, though wounded, as stated, nor and Samuel .1. Tilden. a large share introduced Alfred Lennox, Esq., ot Wis- ing Tweed. It is seen that the New York
of credit is due. N’ov. 17, the Times said : casset, as “the lion ot the young Democengaged with him. and others rushed in
Times, the organ of the Republicans, was
and interposed.
Two men held him upon Mr. Tilden will he the leader on the Dem- racy of Lincoln county.” Mr. Lennox is loud in its
praise of Tihlen, his t'earhssthe floor and were trying to take the pistol ocratic side in the Assembly; liis judg- a speaker that everyone likes to hear, and
and ability.
It even went
from him.
A third party came into the ment in regard to municipal affairs is safe ; it is needless to say that upon this occa- ness, honesty
his
as usual, he held tHe audience for a
has
bt
cn proved lot the sethe
of
sion,
independence
when
he
said
he
would surrender
length
room,
predicting that lie would be
the pistol, which he did.
lie then sur- verest tests and bis rut>■ will, be entitled to long time spell-bound with that powerful Democratic candidate for President, and
and lluent eloquence with which lie is natrendered himself to an oflicer, and has great weight.
bo General Grant's successor, unless greatThe most important act of the Legisla- urally gifted.
been held in 820,000 bonds and sent to
ture
of
1872
but
was
the
And
last
not
Dennis
A.
of
least,
Mea- er wisdom prevailed in the Republican
impeachment
jail at lrasburg, in this county.
The tragedy is appalling, from its atro- Judges Laniard and Cardozo. Mr. Til- lier, Esq., the convention’s choice as can- party.
den was
in his efforts; lie didate for County Attorney, showed himWhat better endorsement could our cancity and premeditation of the assassin, was on theindefatigable
judiciary committee, conduct- self suited tor that position by a brief but didate
who deliberately left his occupation and
possibly have than the testimony
travelled two hundred or mere miles to ed the preliminary investigations and re- able address to the convention.
At the conclusion ot the speeches, by thus extorted from a political opponent—
murder a young and beautiful wife, who ported in favor of their impeachment but
left home and friends only three years was not made one of the court managers the suggestion of Mr. Lennox, three rous- testimony given at a lime when a desince to marry this villain, against the best 'The 'Times said (May Iff, 1872:) “There ing cheers were given to the Damariscotta frauded and outraged
people, sought in
some engaged in the
preliminary in- Band for their excellent music, after which their
judgment ot all her friends, it now ap- were
for a champion and deextremity
whose
the
convention
was
all
honesty
adjourned.
beyond
pears that for two years lie has treated her vestigation
During the entire proceedings ot the liverer, and found him in Samuel ,1. Til
with great cruelty, which increased in se- questions. One or two are retained on the
of
list
but
the
best of harmony and good den?
managers,
why should Samuel convention,
Ah, these mousing and whillling
verity as her property diminished She
J. 'Tilden have been omitted. We entreat feeling prevailed, and all the speeches
was exceedingly amiable and
and
the undeniable records
lovely,
politicians!—how
never had an enemy.
Had her critical some decent man in the legislature to get were devoid ot that slang and personal of the
past come up to confront and aca test vote on the
whether or not abuse, that
rather than

situation been known before llayden was
committed, the neighbors would undoubtedly have lynched him on the spot. Mr.
Brigham has been pursuing the study of
law in this place, and was
intending to
oiler himself for admission to the bar of
this county at the coming September term.
He is a pleasant, gentlemanly man, and is
appreciated as a gentleman of high standing and promise—a man who never quarrelled. The murderer expresses no remorse at shooting his wile.
He says he
hopes she will die, and regrets that his
shots were not immediately latal.
He
says he did not intend to kill Brigham unless it became necessary, and says it became necessary so to do, but that he is
sorry for it. The whole village is sad, and
awaits impatiently for justieo to have its

At the suburb of Rockland, called “The
Meadows,” on Friday, a handsome Hag
John assailed the southern people a great was hoisted. The crowd in attendance
deal, as ruIlians and murderers—which, was addressed by Atwood Lavensaler,
if true, went to show that the country Ksq. There were salutes, music and firehad been at a good deal of trouble and works.
At Bath, on Friday, two new Hags were
expense to enforce a rather undesirable
than castles in the air.

been
J6&rO 1:0. 1\ kovvell & Co., 40 Park Kow, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper, at
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt

all vanish like the mist in the sea—in the
clear light id' the truth of his honest record.
(I.
Democratic

Some Connndrums.

statements that had no more foundation

$;uoo.

were

The Democratic State Convention met
at Rochester Oct. 4, amid tlie excitement
which followed tlie exposure of the ling
under tlie Mew York City Charter of 187b.
The day before the convention met the
Times said : “The old guard are coming
to the trout again, and such men as Horatio Seymour, Samuel J. Tilden and Francis Ivernan, win) have been thru-L aside
lor years by tlie thieves and bullies (mark
the words •'thrust aside") will to-morrow
guide the councils ol the Democracy.” In
reporting the doings of the convention,
“The Times" said :
“Mr. Tilden proceeded to denounce the
Tammany organization, and declared that
he would not, this Fall, vote for any of the
nominations for Assembly made by that
organization, and if that was undemocratic or irregular, lie would resign his position as Chairman of the State Committee
and retire to tlie bosom of his plundered
fellow citizens."
The Fillies lurlher slid:
Thai when
Mr. tilden told the convention that lie
should go hack and work against every
local candidate nominated by Tammany,
lie was //reeled by a storm of hisses,1' and
it added : "There could be no doubt when
a
gentleman of Samuel I Tilden's character would be Found in such a contest as
this he did all an honest, high minded man
could do to save his party from wallow iug
in Tweed’s sly.”
Mr. Tilden returned from this convention to examine the books of the Broadway Bank, where Tweed kept his ccoui.t,
and after a laborious analysis, which lew
could make as he did, obtained the only
proof of the six million plunder of Tweed
and his associates, which would stand before a legal tribunal, and which dually
convicted and sent them to prison. And
chiefly on tliis proof about SliOO.bOO was
restored to the Treasury.
(Jet. 17, 1871. The'l imes said : "Mr. Til->len lias concluded liis examination.
His
report will be looked for by the public
with eagerness, and by tlie thieves of tlie
ring witli fear. The bills and vouchers ot
the controller were found apparently all
right, but it was left to the books of tlie
ring’s bank to lind and fasten tlie men
who had profited by the city's losses. The
report ol Mr. Tilden will settle this, and
the golden circle will hereafter lind it necessary to give more time to their own
salvation and less to the annoyance of the
Deputy controller." A few days after (Oct.
til.) the Times said: “If anything can
arouse the Mew York public to that pitch
of indignation, which becomes them in
this crisis, it is these accounts. 'Thanks to
Mr. Tilden, we have here conclusive evidence that Win M
Tweed ditlers only
I rum a common thief, in having stolen
tens ol thousands instead of ten dollars.”
“If people will not believe Republicans,
they will find it hard to refute the evidence of Democrats like Samuel J. 'Tilden

Democratic Flag Raisings.

John A. Kasson,

Congressman from
Many handsome Hags, bearing the honin Huy ford Hail on Monday ored names of Tilden and Hendricks have
Iowa,
spoke
SEPTEMBER
187(3.
7,
THURSDAY,
night, lie was a great improvement on been raised in Maine the past week, acPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING the blasphemous and indecent Ingcrsoll,
companied by enthusiastic meetings. At
—nv—
as his remarks were
generally courteous Burnham, a beautiful Hag was raised, in
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. in manner and language. Hut he infused presence of quite au assemblage. Speeches
a great deal of
editor and proprietor.
imagination into his were made by I)r. Manson of Pittslield,
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 u year;
speech, and put forward as gospel truths and by (Jhas. Morgan of Burnham.
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,

CANAL E1JAUDS.

of such testimony by a political opindignant protests against tlie scheme light lie needs
no stronger refutation id
ponent
as
such
Democrats
Samuel
by
high toned
the charges now made against him.
They
,1. Tilden and others of his character

Kasson Speaks to Blooding Waldo.

the
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to

talk about \
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on

Mon-
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A collision occurred mi the Pastern Railroad
Thursday last, near Wwburyport, between
the express train that I It Ranger that mornim/
and an engine hound to Portsmouth. The en-

on

gines were seriously suiashed, and a man on
The train should
the engine seriously hurt.
have waited tor the engine at Newburyport.
The train was in charge of Augustus < ’. Lin
coin, one of the most careful of conductors,
who has been a conductor for twenty years, and
before had an accident to his train.

never

Mr. J. W. Jackson, for a long time with
Locke, Twitchell & Co., Portland, has formed
a partnership with W. O. Hewitt, Rockland, in
the dry goods business. Mr. Jackson has a very
thorough knowledge of the wants of purchasers
and will give them all satisfaction.
A two hundred foot cave has been discovered
above the river at Decorah, la., which retains
a door and a ceiling of solid ice all summer.

iiexffH oi‘ the City and

Caucus.

Democratic

1

\

The next distinguished arrival in this vicinity will
be .lack Frost.

County,

birds arc holding conventions and discussing
the emigration question.
The*

I lic Democrats of lie!fasl are requested to meet in
a>, at tlie Court House, on FRIDAY KYF.NSept. w, at 7 o'clock, for the purpose of nomF.ug a candidate for Representative to the Regis:ir*•. choosing a City Committee for the vear 1>77,
.1 transacting any other business that may proper.‘.mu
before tln-m.
l’er Order City Com.
clr’tion

stale

!

apple

I

1

Kev. Father Patterson, of Rockland, held
services in this city on Sunday last.
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Nellie, of Belfast, is now in Perkins’ dock
undergoing repairs, lier top will be raised and a
poop deck put on.

coni
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experiment, Bangor parties
iay
concrete sidewalk on High street, from the
Phu-uix House past tin* residence of l)r. Pendleton.

put them

laak’eg improvements and repairs
ii.eis. recently purchased by him.
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ing that ilium is one of the la st of fertilizers, especially as top dressing for grass. There's no cheat
in it, and you get just what you pay tor.
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appro.•..•n oi autumn frosts the farmer
vet r• .i ! iortlie fairs, and men who ought
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upon the rolls, and if not, !
placed there. The Aldermen will be in !

Admiral, of Lynn., Mass., loaded with laths
and shingles, is upon Dyer’s railway for repairs.
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and voters should
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eruption of radicul otlice holders and spouters
spreading over Waldo County. We mention the

fact, hecau'v farmers may mistake them for tramps
and set guards about the hen-coops.
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Hay-and Win ehr club.
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to

arc

Cy. Davis has a splendid lot of frui t—rich muskmelons, juicy watermelons,mellow pears, and peaches like tlu* cheeks of sweet sixteen.
No wonder the
boys love t<> linger there.

paragraph in the local column of the
w e; km! taim-d but one word—•“ Dry.

*;;•<!
\.

an

new

er.

«’•

was run over

and consider-
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of L. N. Bradman of Belfast,

by an id team in the street, Tuesday,
ably injured about the face and head.

A

h» ir lea\.

■partridge*'

Catholic

Axel IJ ay ford is erecting a storehouse at his lumber yard, at the foot of Spring street.
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Jacksonville, Fla.
\ M r. Layton and his wile with tlieir four children
Irom ihret iimnilo to nine years of age, passed
They hail walked
all be way from I loiilton. and had not tasted food,
t lo '. s.od, tor twenty four hour.-.
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At the meeting of the city government on Monday nigh: but h;;V of inter, st.was done. The.regular routine ! a-ines- was gone through with, and
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and reined up at the American
suspicion from his appear-

animal

< Ulicer 'J'acker determined to arrest the
"U. had left when he learned that lie was
'd'on with suspicion. He was arrested, when
I' way down High street. He confessed to

the

horse, which he found beside the

'Vinterport, and taking a bridle from a
"•ring barn, he mounted the animal and rode
dai. <1. He is undoubtedly a
tramp. He gave
l,n'
Joseph Smith, and Calais as the place
<*«it. The owner of the horse proved to bo
s>nith .,f Winterport. Joe was taken before
^ Johnson Friday, and bound over in the sum
1

1

J

1
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lor i,jg appearance at the next term of the
°urt.
Being a stranger in a strange land he
oiiahh* to provide
sureties, and now resides

*iu‘ Norton.
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many curious
i.-ited.

(>ur neighbor, John
aldw ell, who dispenses newspaper- to the expectant public, failed on \\ ednesday
to make his usual prompt connection with the up-

public that waited for news Irom Vermont,
is that a gust of wind blew from
his head .John's hat, containing his spectacles and
an assortment of private papers, and conveyed them
into the dock. When a boy in a boat had collected
l ie

explanation

tin hat and papers, and a diver had been -eiit after
the spectacles, John came calmly up town and announced a Bic Republican majority in Vermont.
D«u’i

«»t:s

in

m n<

M« Jical A-.-ociation held

The Waldo

ji..

County

bi-monthly meeting

a

in

Haw -rd

Block, Belfast, tin Wednesday afternoon.
I he society consist:- of the regular practicing physi-

cian' of the count
who meet once in two months
for social discussion and mutual benefit.
Hie organ-

Billings, of Freedom, 1‘resiSmall, of Belfast, Secretary. The extei-e- of the present meeting consisted of the reading of a paper on diptherin, by Dr. Hamlin of Morrill, and one on Bright’s disease by Dr. Johnson, t>f
dent and l»r.

Belfast.
<' \nihdATMs

lowing

the
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names

publican candidates

l.K<iisi.ATi

i;i..

The fol-

of the Democratic and Re-

Legislature lor Waldo
Belfast, William
Woods, rep., for the class of Swanville, Knox,
Waldo, Brooks, Belmont and Morrill, Charles ,\1.
Cunningham, of Belmont, deni., and Silas Storer,
ol Morrill, rep.
for Lincolnville, Northport iml
lsles!n*ro, Lorenzo Pendleton, deni., and Thos. II.
Parker, rep., both of Isles boro; for Winterport and
Franklort, Bidlield l’luiner, deni., of the former,
and Nathaniel Averill, rep., of the latter town; for
Liberty, Searsmont, -Montville mid Freedom, Jonathau Bartlett, deni., and .lames M. Davis, rep., both
of Montville, for Unity, Palermo, Thorndike and
Burnham, Ldwin L. Stevens, deiu., and .lames II.
Cook, rep., both of l nity; Tor Jackson, Monroe,
Troy and Prospect, John \. McKennv, d»-111.. and
John lioodwin, rep., noth ol .Monroe.
county
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so
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nominated—for
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business

calls

Tor
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when

you an* safe from
l'.veii the mariner, whose
most

careful

preparation,

sometimes

forgets important things. Last week a
company ol retired ship-masters of Searsport embarked in the schr. Kstelhi for a week’s leisnn-iy cruise down the buy. They had a

good
enjoyed hugely all the pleasures of
But one day the Revenue Cutter
Dobbin encountered them, and as a matter of

linn
tie

ami

occasion.

form sent

boat,

board to examine the papers.
Then it Hashed upon the excursionists that they had
neglected a clearance, and were on the high seas
a

on

without any nationality,
freebooters and pirates

or

proof that they

were not

'The cutter took them

in

us a lawful prize, and presented them
Collector as suspicious characters. After
much telegraphing with the Searsport otlicials, they
were released, with an admonition.
As we said at

tow to Castine
the

to

the outset, you can’t

always

tell who the safe

men

are.
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Thursday of last week John M. Pease
high beams in his barn a distance of ,o
feet, striking on Ins head and shoulders and injuring
him severely. Mr. Pease being about ? years old
kniiam.

fell from the

doubtful.

his recovery is

T’j; \NKi«mi. A dwelling house owned by Mr.
Ferdinand Treat in Franklort village, was burned
on Tuesday morning, the lire taking from a defective chimney. Loss about $hbo. Insured. ]\Ir. Rowe

Emery moved into the house the day before the lire
nearly all of his furniture, ou which there
was $400 insurance.

and lost

fair sized and very appreciative
audience assembled ut Union Hall, Tuesday evening,
on the occasion of tliecomplimentary benefit to Miss
Skai:si*<ikt.

A

(■. Clark.
Besides the cflbrts of Miss Clark in
vocal, and Miss Persis Bell in the instrumental
line, home talent made some very acceptable contributions to the entertainment. Of special note were
tin* solos of Miss Nettie Trundy, who displays no or-

Abby

the

dinary qualifications

as a songstress. 'This was Miss
last appearance in this country for a number
of months, as she was to have sailed yesterday lor
Liverpool, England. Her reception could not have
been otherwise than pleasing to her. Miss Clark

Bell’s

was

bene tit ted to the extent of

$05, after paying all
ship Clarissa B. Carver, Capt.
Wednesday afternoon for LiverMiss Persis Bell, the violinist, was a passen-

expenses.The
John Dow,

pool.
ger.

new

_________

attracted

did Irom tlie fact that lie rode tlie

1
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around tin* World upon which he 'tout last fall,
lie ,-aii. d bv a ciippei -hip from New York to San

„f the law

a

v

"Ugh.

c

half of E. C.

city and Carver’s Harbor.

troubles in this world,
1

one

new

is
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fast

a

by

store,
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large stock; give
Burgess
again upon the

Thomas

Cupt.
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is

commodation h
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ca-ion.il

,i
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route

flag

ization consists of Dr.

place is n disgrace to the county■.
i-decent, cannot thi- scan

all that

'!

call-

a

1:

iiiiie

:■)
ii-

the

Hancock, Hooker, McClellan, McClernand, Slocum, Bartlett, Seigel, and thous-

ands of other brave soldiers will not join
Hayes and Wheeler brigade.
They do their lighting in war time. [Post.

(len. llix’s

Wilber Ulibo, a Frenchman, took Ida Pepin
sail in the harbor at Itiddcford, and attempted to rape her. bla dubbed him in good
shape and ran the boat ashore, (illbo was arrested, arraigned in the police court, hound
over and committed to jail.
out to

A serious accident happened at Bar Mills
the premature discharge of a cannon in firing a salute at a Republican meeting.
Two men were’dangerously, if not latallv injured. One of them was struck in the breast
by the rammer.

Friday, by

Letter to

a

Doubter.

The line residence at Phillips village, owned
by Joseph Toothaker, known as the Samuel

Gonernlitioe.
Lowell proposes
Boston.

Lambert

Calfskins lOallc per lb; Sheared Sheep skins 23c.
60c; wool Skins §lal 75 each.
Working Oxen—Light supply in market, and not

narrow

gauge railroad io

was burned

this class of property throughout the world.

Lamb Skins
1

homestead,
Thursday much call for them; a few pairs each week is ail the
evening. Mr. Toothaker went into the barn market requires
at present. We quote sales
with a lantern, and the bottom, which was seOne pair girtli 7 It 2 in, live weight .‘{200 lbs, $155;
The democrats are putting their best peaches cured
Mr. Manton Marble has written a letter
a spring, dropped out and set lire to
1 pair girth i> ft 10 inches, live weight 200U lbs, §140;
by
of
the basket this year.
to a Liberal Republican reviewing tiie chief on the top
sonic hay, which soon
destroyed the barn, 1 pair girth 0 ft 7 inches, live weight 2700 lbs, £l::u;
contested points of tiie Presidential canA funeral procession at Davenport, fa., was bouse, sheds, etc*. Mr. It. E. Harden, who was ; 1 pair girtli 0 ft 0 inches, live weight 2531 lbs, £125;
ft <5 inches, live weight 2500 lbs, §145;
rendering assistance to prevent other build- 11 pair girth 70 ft,
vass.
Tiie following extracts show its recently stampeded by a nest of hornets.
coarse ones, §i:>o.
pair girth
ings from burning, hdl, and \va> so seriously
Store
features:—
Cattle—Yearlings, $11 to lt’>; two year olds,
Annie Louise Cary is engaged for two months injured, that his case is eousidi red
leading
*
hopeless.
*
to $28; three year olds, §02 to $15 per head.
$18
in
Dear Sir—Your letter is received.
at the imperial opera
Moscow next winter.
Trices upon small Cattle depend upon their value
Hu Wednesday L:>t. a young man. son of Mr.
As a hard money man, as a Liberal Refor Beef. But few stores are ottered in market for
A Now Jersey farmer h i- sent twelve tons
Madison Kendall, in JSowdoinham village, was sale.
publican, your indecision should lie ended of currants to the New York market this rea- cleaning a loaded pistol, when the piece was
Milch Cows—Extra §55a05 ; ordinary §25a50 per
son.
by a comparison, either
accidentally discharged, the ball lodging in the head. Most of the Cows o fie red i: 1 market for sale
of a common grad tv
Trices for Milch Cows do not
1. Of tiie platform of tiie two parties;
of
a
lit
person
some
teen
or
brother,
that
It is rumored
President (Irani will settle
younger
much from week to week.
2.
Of tiie letters of acceptance, or,
in Xew York, after the expiration of his otlieial sixteen years oi age. The ball entered the leg vary
and Lambs—Those from Hie West were all
Sheep
in-ar the groin, and
penetrated to such an ex- owned by Mr. Hollis, and taken direct from the ears
2.
Of tiie characters and capacities of term.
tent that it could not lie found by probing, and
to be slaughtered. There was u fair supply of .Norththe two Presidential candidates.
The exports from Boston so far this year are remains in the limb.
ern and Canada Sheep and Lambs in market for
in some live millions hotter than for the same time
And now, compare the two men.
which the demand has not been so active as it was
one week
what school of large ail'airs has Governor last year.
Tourista will tiiul the American House, Bos- from d 1-2 ago. Trices were fully 1-2C lower, ranging
to 5 1-2 per lb.
Haves been trained? To the handling of
ton, a most convenient point, from which to
Jesse Pomroy, the boy murderer of Boston,
Swine—Store Tigs, wholesale 8a8 l-2e, retail 8 1-2
what great questions of public policy has has had his sentence commuted to imprison- visit places of interest. It. contains a large a 10c. Fat Hogs, ;?0u at market; prices 7a7 l-4c
number of suites of rooms, which may be se- per lb.
he been bred ? He candidly makes no pre- ment for lite.
cured by post or telegraph bv families traveltence to an executive initiative, but the
Mrs. Hannah Hawley, a lady living at Bos- ing.
BOSTON MARKET.
writer has long believed (and this has ton Highlands, celebrated her 102d birth-day
What can sufferers with Bladder, Glandular,
Monday, Sept. 1.
been the ground of his persistent devotion on Saturday last.
Bi tter—The market is active ;tt 2ua28c. l'air to
and Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, require
to Governor Tilden’s candidacy) that, exWhen Cajsar “thrice refused” a kingly crown
butter
is
modi
good
selling
rately at 22a25c; choice
cept by an executive initiative, the prob- he is supposed to have done it with his Roman more than prompt relief and a speedy cure? Western dairy packed butter sells at 22a25c, and
Lowell
Courier.
no’s.
creamries
at
28ad0c
lb.
1
This
lem ol reaching specie payments is insolis positively accomplished by taking
per
Cheese—We quote best factory cheese at
1 -2c
uble. If so, the highest personal compeHi nt’s Remedy, which also cures Pain in
C:es;ir conquered the world, hut he could not
for Northern, and best Western at V)c; good factories
tency in the Executive is the prime con- hit a lly on his nose three times in five, any the Side, Loins and Back, (travel, Diabetes, at Sc for Western, and sas 1 2c per lb for Northern;
common and medium cheese at lade per lb.
dition of success.
No man who does not more than the rest of us.
Dropsy, Female Irregularities, and Complaints
Fogs—No good lots could be bought below 20c,
know currency as a science and large buseldest
of
Dr.
L.
of
Richards
Carrie,
of the l.'rino-Genital Organs in either sex. although there i.- some inferior stock that si lls at
daughter
l'.'c.
iness as a practice is competent to this Kennebunk, died suddenly yesterday from inFamily physicians rcgulaily prescribe II( NT's
ill
—The stock of mediums here is held very
great task. I'nder either test Governor juries received by a tall Sunday.
lirmly at 81 dOul 50 per bush. Pea beans are in lair
Remedy.
Tried
either
fails
demand
at 81 -15al du per hush.
Yellow eyes unby
Miss Stagg was married at Ilornellsville, N.
Hayes
conspicuously.
quoted at 81 75 per hush.
test Governor Tildcn is the foremost man
Y., recently. The bridegroom had engraved
Vkgktaiu.es—Potatoes are selling at the roads
Fills,
Potions and Pungencies.
on
the
“Name
ever
deer
to
wedding-ring:
at ?Ou75c per bush. < tuions are firm at 82 uo per bhl.
among us. His capacity has long been notorious to the greatest corporations and me.”
Fui’iT—Apples are plenty and dull; Porter apples
U
may a tipsy man ball into the river w ith and
by
at 81al 5u per bbl, and only sonn.
thing
An Illinois woman who wanted to go to a
the largest interests in the land while he
impunity ? Because he won't drown as long as fancyPippins
will sell at higher prices.
was as 3’et a private citizen.
Nor in his masquerade as Man. tjileen of Scots, looked his head swims.
Hay and .straw—Wo quote coarse hay at j?2O00a
in the Bible lo ascertain how tlie character was
22uo; medium at In do; line at 817
poor hav at
brief career as a public ofliccr could he
Cveryone afflicted with those maladies for 8 12OUaLi UO; swale$ at 811 i«)al2 do. OU;
dressed.
Straw at 820 00
which tin* external application of
has
a 22 00 per ton.
keep Irom bursting the swaddling clothes
sulphur
Mr. Rielmri.son was so overcome by the ex- long been known to be efficacious can
of routine, as a Hercules tit for the twelve
prepare
citement at a tire in Contoocook, N. II., that il
a
sulphur bath without resorting to public
labors
produced apoplexy, from which he died. Ili> bathing houses. <ii.E\N\s Sclpih'k Soap
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Your solicitude exaggerates the impor- age was 07.
lurnishes the means. S,»id cvervwhere.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal
tance of a clause foisted into the platform
There were twelve interments on Thursday
“I shall follow her soon.” said a aid-eyed
which, without that addition, was satisfac- in Savannah, nine *.1 l hem eases of yellow
C. H. Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
By
!t\ er.
man at the grave of his wile.
Within a month
Flour
85.OOaU.00Corned Beef
tory to Governor Tildeti’s friends; for the The total fever interments for two days have he was following another woman.
lOaoo
Corn
da70 Mutton
,s
repeal of the resumption day clause of the been seventeen.
Meal
Corn
70
Lamb
The
Mns'i
8al"
Poimt.au
and most valuable medact ol 187d leaves, in undiminished vigor,
Meal
1.50 Turkey
An Indian mound, between Red Band and ical works ever given to the
I2al5
Lye
are
those
pivss
each and all the means to prepare and Clayyide, Ohio, was cut across several days written
OOaOO Chicken
1.5a In
Lye
by the ('.msulting Physician of the Barley
70 Fowl
I2al5
provide for the resumption (unused by ago, and an arched tomb, holding a ske.etou, “Peabody Medical Institute,'’ Poston, who has oats
-iotieese
12a
15
devoted his life to the study of the subjects ot Beaus
Secretary lii istow, whom you would now was discovered.
$1.40al.do Duck
ooaoo
which
he
treats
in
their
These'
lo
books
New
pages.
Potatoes,
8-8.00al2.0o
Hay
Charles \V. Warren, attorney at law, of Mepreler to Governor 11 ayes) which that act
50a75 Straw
$0.GOu?.OO
created The repeal of that clause cancels chanic Falls, Me., late local editor of the An- are published by the Institute, whose adver- Apples
OaOO Washed Wool
tisement may be found in our columns, and Dried Apples
has
to
unabsconded
Herald,
parts
the promise, to be sure, but it does not droscoggin
Butter
20a22 In washed
25
should
be
the
perused carefully by
young ot
known to escape a criminal suit.
It Hides
4a5
cancel any, the least, of the means thereThe Science of Life, o:* Self-Pre- Cheese
both sexes.
IN Call Skins
lo
Kggs
Mr. Charles Kent, a highly esteemed citizen servation,'' is a practical treatise upon matters Round
in provided to make that promise good.
OOaOO Lamb
Hog
40a5o
11 Hard Wood
And if, indeed, there be,us Western Dem- of Kent’s Ilill, in a depressed state of mind, deeply concerning the health and vigor of bo' h Pork Backs
$5.00a5.50
caused from long sickness, committed suicide old and young, and has already had a career of Lard
15a 17 Soft
8d.0O:t."».5o
ocrats and Western Republicans alike alusefulness and popularity gratifying to tin* au- Hi ef
Halo Shorts per ct.
Wednesday morning, by hanging.
81 25
considerable
number
of
7 Lime
05
lege. any
thor. Kqiutlly admirable is the wot k entitled Veal
persons
old child in Cooper, named
A
four
years
Cod
da?
Butter
Salt
25
Dry
who arc in mortal trepidation lest resump“Sexual Physiology of Woman and Her Disclimbed on a table, reached up to a
Pollock
4 1-2 Plaster
Young,
81.:i0au.00
the
same
able
eases.”
author,
who
has retion day shall roll the heavens together as
by
a
of
took
box
and
>ugar-eoated stryeliine reeenlly written and published ^ti 1,
shelf,
another,
a scroll and melt the business world with
pills, ate >everal, and died in an hour in great entitled “Diseases of tin* Nerves and Nervous
MAH.HI K I).
fervent heat, even though that tear be agony.
! Maladies." a timely production. A Gold Medfolly, nevertheless, must it not in candor
An itinerant monkey climbing up tin? front al lias recently been presented to the author of
Iu Monroe, Aug. g7th, by D. S. Flanders, Ks<p,
be said that to cancel the promise may be of a Pittsfield drug store, a day or two ago, these books by the National Medical Associa- Mr. Robert Smart of
Monroe, anil Mrs. l.tta R.
to disengage real preparations for resump- knocked down a sign and broke a £75 pane of tion. See advertisement.
Jones ofSwanville.
In Clinton, Mass., Aug. 17th, Mr. K. S. Crocker
tion from one serious impediment to their plate glass, showing what a monke\ can do
It was rather personal in a California newsol Warren, and Miss Kugenie <>. R. J«\vetr, of < lin
when lie feels well.
success? The promise never should have
i paper man to chronicle the purchase of a mule ton.
a brother (alitor as “a remarkable instance
by
In Rockport, Aug. goth, II. Hallou Katun, Jr., M.
One person of every *251) in Cincinnati dies by
been cancelled till something better had
of -elf-possession.”
1)., and Mi-s Kiln M. Thorndike of Camden.
been put in its place; yet one of the first suicide. Sixtv-two per cent, of the self-mur- I
In Kllswortli, Mr. Alden 11. Joy and Miss Kiln M.
derers are German; the proportion of the sexes
Unsolicited Testimony.
Young, both of Kllswortli.
steps ol any successful etl'ort hitherto is a is live men to one woman, and the* most popuFaikfikld, Mi-:., April 2S, ist;i.
winch
•‘cremation”
and
••constep
projects
lar method is hanging.
Gentlemen—Seeing numerous certificates in
traction" proclamations overlook, the net!ie .Maine Fanm-r, endorsing the merits of Hie
On Wednesday night at Bu!kle\
Illinois, Great
DIED.
such
of
a
which
an
eonLung Remedy, Wistak's Balsam or
step
cessity
open
while a wedding was being celebrated between
Will Dhkkky, 1 am induced and I take great
tractionist as Amasa Walker was at last
the j)ate, Xante and Aye
Geoige Sleeper and a lady named Hamilton, pleasure >u giving puldieity to the
notiets,
Obituary
beyond
great cure it
driven to the necessity of—to wit, the ne- Sleeper was called to the door by Burt Flemmust be paid /‘or.
in my family in the year lsf>(».
accomplished
-ho!
dead.
At North Yassalboro, Aug. 10th, (iern I)., soli of
Flemming had been his ; During the summer of that
cessity, in a country governed through ming, and
year my’son, Hen- Charles H. and Annie J. Walker, aged 1 months.
universal suil’rage, of dissipating the vague rival.
ry .\. Archer, now postmaster in'this place,
In Kurnham, Aug. ;;«th, Mrs. Lucy, wife ot John
alarms and even the unfounded fears of
Thursday about 4 o'clock one of the buildings was attacked with spitting of Mood, cough, M. Cease, aged 70 years and I. months.
weakness of lungs, and general debility/ >o
In Westborougli, Mass., Aug. goth, Annie M
in ltangeley village was discovered to be on
an\- large class of people, having votes,
wile ot Kerry Adams, and daughter of John and
mm h so that our family physician declared
that progress toward resumption will lire. The lire spread rapidly, and before it ! him to have a “seated
Thompson of llrooks, aged "g years, nios.
could be subdued, nineteen buildings were conconsumption.” He was Ann
In I iOcklaud, Aug. g.‘>th, Capt. Anthony 1. l’iston,
cause, either in the wise process or the
The lire took from the steam mill of under medical Treatment for a number of
sumed.
50 years, '■'> months and
aged
days.
benilicent result, additional disaster. This J. A. Burke. Total loss, £.‘>0.000.
in nth-. but received no benefit from it.
At
In Rockland, Aug. g<*th, Mary Calligan, aged In
length, from the solicitation of himself and years and 7 months.
is a practical dilliculty which economists
Walter II. Marrett of Portand, the
In Rockland. Aug. goth, John IK, son of Col. John
who are not statesmen and hard money pedestrian of Bowdoin, class of *7)5, champion others, 1 was induced to purchase one bottle of
Thursday, \\ istan*s Balsam of Wild Cukkky, which and 3Iartha O’Donnell,
aged go years, 7 months.
men. who do not appreciate the essential
walked from the Summit House on Mount ! benefited him so much I obtained
In
Rockiaud, Aug J7th, .Nettie O daughter of K.
another,
conditions of political leadership, are lia- Washington to Portland.:) distance of more t ban which in a short time restored him to his usual K. and Clara ivennistou, aged 1 month and o days.
In So. Thoniaston, Aug. goth, Mr. Stephen l-'oster,
ble to underrate, lint it is a dilliculty ninety miles, in twenty-three hours ami lifte* n state of health. I can safely recommend this
about 00 years.
minutes. He arrived in good condition.
remedy to others in like condition, lor it is, I aged
which Governor Tildcn, in his
DENTIAL CANDIDATES.

a

on

letter,

handles, both as economist and statesman
with consummate sagacity.

lint your correspondent is not in ques
lion, if is :i party of power in the chiefs
of the two parties that you all'mu.
Can

you then possibly think any man competent to lead his party to specie payments
who is not competent to lead them to effect a great reduction ot the aggregate ol
federal taxation, not to «ay a great improvement ot its modes ? Not every party
leader could accomplish that had his partisans an interest in all established abuses.
Hut beside the incompetency Gen. Hayes
enjoys in common with any Republican
candidate, lie lias an incompetency all his
own. For, of the just mentioned condition
ot currency reform lie betrays a blank unIlis record, too, as a Conconsciousness
gressman and a Governor leaves him with
his proofs to make. Not so Governor Tilden. Ilis proofs arc made. Not merely
in what he lias persistently written, but in
what lie has successfully done, lias lie demonstrated the ability to take that indispensible step toward resumption of specie
payments, the reduction id' taxation, the
administration of the Government upon a
smaller scale of expense. In two years he
lias reduced the State taxation ot New
York nearly one-hall.
In the improvement. moreover, id' the modes of Federal
taxation, is it a delegate to the Cincinnati
Convention of 187:1 (which remitted the
question of free trade to the Congressional
Districts,) who now expects more ol a party controlled by protectionists, whoever
their titular head, than of a trained and
instructed economist like Governor Tilden
leading a party which in its St. Louis platform dared non. con to denounce, in sum
and in detail, in cause and in consequence,
the monstrosities of the present taritf, and
upon that issue goes to the whole country ?
Rut as to the immediate problem of
specie payments and the parity of power
in the chiefs of the two parties—nay, let
me rather say, as to the capacity of any
Republican President to carry out that Reform—the evidence to satisfy or even to
encourage you is far to seek. Gen. Hayes
as an exhorter to specie payments, would
He would
never surpass General Grant.
never approach his personal supremacy.
What lias General Grant done for specie
payments? That he did prevent one worse
inflation let us gratefully remember. Rut
with all his exit illations and all liis personal supremacy what lias he been able
allirmatively to etl'cet? Like Gen. Hayes,
he quite lacks that high personal competency to dual with the dilliculty which
would have assured to the, Executive initiative the outcome of a legislative ratification. He could riot budge his party one
inch. Could General Hayes do more?
Governor Hayes, like President Grant,
would be obliged to work through a party interested in every abuse and the heir
of its own history. lie would have to deal
with the party which created legal tenders; which cancelled the curly provision
for their exchange into interest bearing
bonds; which made the law that enabled
President Grant to pack the Reach of the
Supreme Court with judges willing to reverse its previous decision against the constitutionality of the Legal Tender act;
which in every year of war and during
ten following years of peace, by successive inflations, put lresh hindrances in the
way ot resumption; which violated uiiblushingly every partisan and every oflicial pledged a purpose to resume; which
re-issued, by executive usurpation, notes
issued without constitutional authority;
which has transcended the war limit imposed upon such issues, even by the
packed court’s last legal tender decision ;
which refused to destroy the notes withdrawn by Secretary Bristow (replaceable
100 to 80 by National Rank notes) and
openly declined to give security that they
should not bo re-issued as were those withdrawn by Secretary McCulloch; which, in
March. 1800, solemnly pledged the faith
of the United States to make provisions at
the earliest practicable period for the redemption ot the United States notes in
coin, and which, 187b, again, for the hundredth time, dishonored that public faith
by passing John Sherman’s sham, naming
January 1, 1870, as the day of resumption,
and providing and preparing for that resumption with a surplus which has never
been accumulated, with a sale of bonds
which have never been sold, and with an
expansion of paper issues which has only
not been realized because, in the disastrous extremity to which Republican charlatans and plunderers had reduced the business of the country, inflation itself, except by a greater increase of governmental expenditure, had at last become im-

possible.

Tho Initials of tho Democratic candidates, S. J. Tilden and T. A. Hendricks,
stand for “Shall Justice Triumph?” and
“Truth and Honesty.” The Republicans,
R. B. Hayes and W. A. Wheeler, for
“Ruined Beyond Hope,” and “Worse and
Worse.” [N. Y. Express.

II. Platt, dr., a Republican who contested
Congressman Goode's seat at the last session,
published a malicious article reflecting on Goode,
which was credited to a Norfolk man. The latter now comes out ami says Platt, wrote the
article and bribed him t<> shoulder the blamr.
Platt will probably withdraw from polities.
A.

extensive ice business
carried on in Maine this season, there is a considerable amount of ice in store yet. -omching
like lifty thousand ton- still unsold. Should
September prove tolerably warm, the houses
will, undoubtedly, he entirely cleared of their
contents before another crop i- ready for har-

Notwithstanding

the

vesting.

Thousands of persons have patronized the
pleasurable excursions over the Maine Central
it. R. the present season. Sunt. Tucker understands the wants of the pleasure-seeking public
and caters to them
modate, at prices
developing travel
sury of the road.

The

hv running trains to accomthat all can alibi'd, thereby
besides increasing the trea[Maine .Standard.

Dr. Drake, Botanic Dr., of Portland will he
in Bella-! at the Phenix House. Sept. 12, 1J, 14,
and lb.
He make- a specialty of Cancer.-, Tu-

Scrofula, (.’anker, salt Rheum, Female
woakue.-sc*, and all forms of Diseases arising
from impurities ot the Mood. Tumors removed
without the use of a knife. Advice and consultation tree to all. Olliee hours from 7 to P2, 2

The low rates

to 1). Dr. Drake’s Celebrated Golden Bit"
for Liver and Stomach Diseases, and Dr.
Drake’s Liver Pills, Dr. Drake’s Nervous Pills

ter-

for all forms of Nervous Diseases are for sale at
S
A. Howes & Co., and druggists generally.
John W. Perkins »v Co., Portland, wholesale
2 w. 9.
agents for .Maine. Dr. C. F. Drake.

Presidential years. Senators Iilaine and
Hamlin. l!ol) Ingersoll of Illinois. Pratt of
Iowa. Iianiman ol .New Hampshire, and
a host ol lesser lights from Maine and
elsewhere are to speak, up to the time ot
eleetion. Against all this tIn- Democrats
have no speakers or money to oppose
The hire, transportation and ei tertainment of speakers costs money, and the
Democratic stale Committee lias none, as
All we can oppose
we very well know.
to the stump oratory, pageantry and corruption fund ol the Republican oll'e eliolilors, is the conceded necessity of reform,
and as a sequence, the imperative demand
II tile people haven't had
for a change
enough corruption, Belknapism anil Grantism, they will vote for Connor and Hayes
Pul Maine is not expected to add its
vote to tile Democratic column that is to
elect Mr. Tilden—hence no help from outside is vouchsafed to canvass the State to
W’liat we are expected to do,
that end
and what we mean to do, is to keep down
the Republican majority to an average of
its gubernatorial vote in Presidential years
in the past, and we usk every true Democrat to work to that end.
'flic following
will show what that majority lias been,
and .just what tin- Republicans have to do
to hold their own
Republican majorities tor Governor in
Presidential years have been :
ltd did
In lisoti,
i; ditto
is,do,
Pd. 180
bstii,
l.sils,
Pd.Ult;
1 lib to
is?-,

Average majority. lb,7;ib
This is what the Democrats of Maine
must do to hold their own, and meet the
expectations of their friends abroad ; but
we must not content ourselves with any
We can and shall largely resuch result.
duce this majority
Do what we may, the
result of the Presidential election does not
rest with us.
By just so much as wo can
reduce this Republican majority here, will
it give encouragement to Democrats elsewhere. hot us do what we can.
[I’nion
Advocate.
Vermont

Election.

White Rivei; Junction.

Sept.

5.

Re-

turns from one hundred and twelve towns

give Kail bunks. Republican, about 15,000
The 132 towns to be heard
majority
from will probably swell this majority to
27,000 or 28,000. The majority last year
20,32-1.

The

Republicans throughout the State
jubilant, but the complete result will

not be known before tomorrow, as the
returns come in slowly.
Of the Representatives elected in 112
towns. 101 are Republican, 8 Democratic
and three unknown.

Returns from the Congressional districts
indicate that the Republican majorities
will probably be: 1st llist 10,000 ; 2d
l)ist.. 12,000”; 3d Dist., 10,000.

Caked Breasts, Rheumatism, Sciatica, Swellings Sprains, Stiff Joints, Burns,
Scalds, poisonous Bite-, and all llesh, hone and
mu-ele ailments, can he absolutely cured by
the (Vntaur Liniments. What the White Liniment is lor the human family, the Yellow Liniment i- for spavined, galled, and lame horses
and animal-.

!

Mothers

health for their chil-

dren and rest for themselves by the use of Castor}!, 21 perfect substitute for Castor Oil. !i is

absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant to take
For Wind-Colic, Sour Stomach.
honey.
Worms or ( ’onstipation, for \ >ung or old, there
is nothing in exi-tencc like it. It, is certain, il
Jin 2
is speedy, it i- cheap.
as

The Grand Union Hotel, New York,opposite
the (Hand < Yntral Depot, has over Job elegantly
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all inprovemt nN. European plan. Carriage hire is
saved, :ts baggage is taken to and from the depot
tree. The restaurants supplied with the best.
Guests can live better lor less money at the
Grand Union than at any other tirsf-elass hotel.
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly to ah
parts of the cit.v, and to Philadelphia Depot.
1

vr

Dyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subje. t to this
disease and its eHeels : such as Sum Stomach,
Siik Headache, Habitual < st.i\cness. Heart
burn, Water brad), coming up ot the food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth,
palpitation of the Heart and ill diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses ot Hrkf.x’s
Aid st Pf.owF.lt will relieve you at once, and
there positively is not a ease in the t inted
States it will not cure. If you doubt this go to
your Druggist, If. H. Moody, and get a Sample
Bottle for lh cents and try it. Regular si/e 7">
cents—(Jmoso’ieow
<

A Fow Things That We Know,
We know that a discorded stomach or liver
produces more sutfering than any other cause.
We know that very few physicians are successful in their treatment of these disorders. We
know that DuCosta’s Radical cur" will, without the shadow of a doubt, almost immediately relieve and permanently cure all of these distressing symptoms. Wo know of thousands
who are willing to testify that what we way is
We know that if you will
true to the letter.
give it a fair trial you will let u- add vourname
Will you give it a
to the “cloud of witnesses.”
trial, and do it now? Trial size only 2.V. Sold
O
Boon
W.
A
sole
by
Sox,
agents for Belfast,
A.J. Jordan agent for Urlaud. R. B. Stover,
agent for Buek*port.
Professor Parkers Pleasant Worm Syrup is
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. Xo
jdiysic required. costs 2.*i cents. Try it. tff>0
“Did any of you ever see an elephant's skin!'"
inquired a teacher of an infant class. “Yes sir."
“Where?” “On an elephant.”
CoxsrsiPTiVKS.

last

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

the cause
reported
night,
painting, thepapering
and Graining done in
best manner.
of a good deal of laughter, and ended in
Tainting and Tapering Front Halls, Tarlors and
uproarious applause. Mr. Parker, speak- Sitting Booms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
promptly attended to. Satisfaction as to
ing of the prospective election of Ben But- will be
and work assured by
ler to Congress from Massachusetts, said price
M. A. CULLNAN.
that the Boston Journal commenced by
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
Belfast,
May
1870.
3w s
10,
showing up some ol Butler’s iniquities until it received orders from headquarters at
Brighton Cattle Market.
Washington to stop, and it stopped. At
this point one of the audience questioned
Wednesday, Aug. 30.
any mideeds ol Butler’s when the speaker
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 2430; Sheep
asked him it he believed in Butler, and and Lambs 0023; Swine 7811; number Western Catle 2250; Eastern Cattle 17; Milch Cows and Northern
upon being answered in the allirmative, Cattle
100.
answered him by saying “May God have
Trices of Beef Cattle per 100 lbs, live weight—Exmercy on your poor soul!” This was greet- tra quality $5 50a5 75; lirst quality $5 25a5 37 1-2;
12 1-2; third quality $4 25a
ed by shout after shout, and it was some 4second quality $4 87 l-2a4
75; poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c
minutes before the meeting could be quiet- $3 25a3 75.
Brighton Hides 0 l-2c per lb; Brighton Tallow OaC
ed so as to allow the speaker to go on
Country Hides 5 l-2a6c per lb; Country Talper lh.
with his remarks,
low 5c per lb.
was

not

was

House

Carpet ingS
AT

Bee. W. Burkett’s I tt.

Cap & Furn ing

We have just received a SPLENDID assortment of the very LATEST DESIGNS in

Goods

Fall Carpetings.
W< lmve given great attention to tin* selection »f the-e Goad-, and have consulted tin*
tastes of many «>f our patrons in (In* selection
of them.
It i- a well known fart that a large
and tint class Mock of Carpetings have never
been kept in Pe hast, and tin* trade have been
obliged to make their purchases abroad, as
heretofore, desirable patterns could not be obtained from the stocks on hand. At the solicitation -d niiinv ut our patrons, we have been
induced to add Carpetings to our S ock, and
1 aving met with such good success in the sale
of them, we hive been encouraged to make
a
Yen large purchase, and have now in .stork
on ex I .bition. a splendid assortment of

C. W. KAXTEre
Has

just opened a first class Hut, (.’up and Gents
Furnishing Goods .store at

54: Main Street.
.Stock consists in part of

iI i>

N(‘\V !;l!l Stylo Hilts,
Of ail

Gents Under

TAPESTRIES,

descriptions,

Garments, Hosiery,

All Wool I5\, Supers,

Shirts, Coiiars. Linen and
Paper Neck Ties, Sus-

SUPERPINES,

penders,
A very

largo

-tuck

ot all
a larg*-

qualities

and dtHe.-.

ai?o

stock of

l MHIIKMAS \\I» IllHFiEi: I’llltlllMi.
0.

W.

trio

Regular Double W arps,

HANEY.

Double rollon Chains.
Trains now h ave Belfast at 7.JO A. M. Brooks
7.'».*>.
Thorndike ,vjn.
L nity S.40.
Arriving at
Burnham 0.0.0 A. M.
J.na
Belfast
at
1*.
M.
Leave
Brooks 4. JO
Thorndike n.nj. L nitv 7*.la. Arriving at Burnlmm ut 0.40
1’. M.

Hemp Carpetings,

KLTL'KMXG,
1. eave Burnham at '.'.JO A. M
I horn
Lnity >
dike 10.10. Brooks 10.47.
Arrive at Belfast 11.JO
A. \f.
Leave Burnham at (>.05 B. M. l.’nity *».J0.
fhorn
Brooks 7.1J. Arrive at Belfast 7 no.
dike G.4J.
September 4, 1>70.

Valuable

Real Estate
Sale!

Straw

lJ

H

for

]>io»MTty on Mtiler Street,
X_ now occupied Iiy Letnine < oj
ley, consisting of s acres grass land
.with House, Kll. Wood-house and
a large Hum.
From :< to lg Tons

Nuttings,

(x ^ !

riihe

nay cut annually upon
ant upon the premise.-.
ply to the subscriber.

\

tin*

preiimes.
For further

good

OIL CLOTHS,

(in,ii

particulars ap-

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
DAN’.. HARADEN.
Belfast, Feb. 15, 187*'.

Cotton Felting,

tf'ld

Carpet Lining,

Chum lor Sale.

Porgy

-ubscriber bason hand ami tor-ale, at Sears.
port, Three Hundred Barrels of l\>rgy i'hum.
Ai»i>1 y on his premise- to

rpiiF,
I

Searsport,

Sent,

Enamel Clothsfor Table Covers

FRA W FORI) F. TREAT.
ls7'«h
::wlo*

a,

Commissioners’ Notice.
SS.
We the subscribers, having been
appointed by tin* Hon. Wm. M. Rust, .Judge
Frobatr, 1-lstp, to receive and examine the eh:im>
of creditors to t he < state of .Joseph < * ’• tombs, late
of Sear.-mont deceased, represented in-olvent, do
loieby give notice that -ix months are allowed to
mid creditors u, bring in and pro\c their claims;

’ViyrALl>*»
V

—

The Patterns of Tapestry and Wool C irp«*tare Puivvtk 1,attkpn<. tin
AMIM A
of which we have fur IF-lfasr.
In order to guarantee ijtiulity and Boston
price* on these goods, we h.r.e adopted the
Cash S\>tem.

of

ings

and that we shall attend that m twice at rtu liou-i
of dames Fuller in Searsmont. on the f.urth Satur
da\ s of September, is7b. and Marcb, h-;.\
d \ M F> 1- I Id.Fit.
w!
HEOIRH-: \>\ ER.

BELFAST.

AKUIYl.D.

Terms

Carpets Strictly Cash.

Geo. W. Burkett

Carver's Harbor Packet.

Aug. 30th, selis \Ym <» Eadie, Ryb r, Bangor, I.
Wilson, Futterson, du; Forest Om en, Bobbin.-,
do; sloop llersliel, Moody, Bucksport.
Aug 3.1st, sells Day spring, Smith, D*‘er Isle; Helen
M Condon, McCarty, Boston; Heroine, Frost, Ban
gor, Tyro, Hart, do; Ollett, of Orrington, (piinn,
do; Ann, Ware, i-.11-wortii; C »111n 1!• ii.♦ •, Br., Windsor, N s; Alexander, ( olby Bucksport.
Sept, gd, sells Hi/./.ie Four, Dickey, fishing grounds
Lafayette, Crock'd r, do.
>ept 3d, sclis (.eit. Meade, Feachey, Ro.-ton; Ad
niiral, of Wells, soutliwick, A'ortliport.
Sept 4tb. selir Sea Flower, K now It on, Round Fond.
sept .'itb, selir Hattie, McClintuck, New York.

on

Co.

S

'Hi, selir Florence i’>

Aug

Country product ot' a!! kinds will bo purchased at
the going pi ice-. \\ lien in port tin- aptain may
found oil board the packet at llaraden's wharf, ot at
the store of Wood-. Mathews .Si. Baker.

Auction

U

Sale.

*•

--s.it*
Plank,
no to Iimhi
Boards,
Cedar Shingles,
£ 1 ‘.Y 1ami 1 do
Si...
Hood Sprnct shingles, per M.,
o>-j! mi
Spruce Plapboaid-,
••

1

I have in -tuck, Adi l.uinb. r Planed and Joint
dar Po>ts, «», •*, b» and
Hard Pine Flooring,
ed,
1 J ir
r
Path-, ( eiin-nt, l.inn
Hair,
which can
l.u\V
AII.IA
b* sold at 1ATKI
Pith I
.M. It < < H »PFIt.
Ml
Belfast, August*

»MI t DM A!'.1.1 and plea-ant rooms to let bv
in hi- house roar the foot ot
the subsitilu
Spring street. Iwcelh nt view oft he harbor,—good
water privilege-, and all accommodations.
I I I / W. Cli.BKRT.
I,iii|iiiie of
ot f
Belfast, A lie c, ! J.'..
J

A. T

NO. 13, FHENIX ROW,

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

You

School Year opens Auq. 29, I876.
Best

a

Cld from (iloucester, Eng., previous to Sept 1st,
arrie F
sclirs Win Frederick. Aims. Fliiladelphia,
Woodbury. for Bangor, Maim
rid from Liverpool, Aug Ji-t,-hip Charlotte W
White, Dyer, New Orleans; goth, bark Or<diil!u,
Heriiuuiii, United States.
Ar at Marseilles, Sept 1st, brig A 'i Jewett, Reed,

advantages

for

acquiring

Business

R. A

for

F:»rntinyion,

Boys.

p -ume the charge at the
Adest>
session, Sept.

next

on

l

and convenient tenement.
\\
II. MMPSON.
1, 1876.—tf'5

Stieet

to

Apph
Belfast, Aug.

—

a nice
#

rom

Rooms io Let.

IJLEASAN'f

Hair

Real

LADIES'BOOTS. SERGE OR KID.

JEST

MI SSES & Cl 11 LI) REN’S
SCHOOL BOOTS.

HUl'II ORXAMFNTAL A

G R AN I T E

C A Tj L

SWITCHES

one

Buy your

half what

ever

offered to the

Foil

they

were

SWITCHES now Before there is
in the price.

a

change

sending by mail lor Switches will be perfectly satisfied in Price and Shade.

B. F.

WELLS,
Belfast, Me.

Whoa! Teamsters!

Geo. W.

Purringtoii

the Carriage making department
in the Morison buildingon Washington street,
formerly occupied by tin* l’erkins Bros., and is nowprepared to do all kinds of work, both light and
heavy, in Carriage and Sleigh milking.

HAS

1 T

WADL1N&MERRILL’S
68

MAIN

STREET.

two years ugo.

All kinds of* 11 AIR HOODS kept and IIAIB WOBK
done at short notice.
Ladies

S K b)

A 1-

$1.50. 2.50. 3.50. 4.00 & 6.00
dust

ANI)

BK.CEIVED.

Largest and Cheapest Stock
Ladies.

M LI MO KAN 1>A.

I’SKKI'I..

Iron Ware!

Switches!
The

heavy.

or

Something New

BOOMS lo let in the house owned
by ih" subscriber on Spring Street, near the
Cortland steamboat wharf. People looking for a
good, cheap rent, should call on
MBS. M A BOA BBT llArOU.fg
7tf
Belfast, Aug. 17, 1876.

Compiled specially for the Journal.

Ligni

A (.(Hill Al'SiiliTMKN I (>F

ONE hull of the l ho-. .). Furrow house,
niou

Gents' Boots.

w I

To Let.

From this port numerous charters have been made
on ice to Jacksonville, and ha\ to various Southern
ports. We note schrs A iiaylord and Charlie Bucki,
of this port, hav, hence to Charleston, the former at
$5 and the latter at $0 per ton; sell Ralph Howes,of
this port, Boston to Fort Royal, ice, $2.00 per ton.
thence l)ol>ov to Wnldoboro, lumber at $7 75; bark
Aberdeen, of Searsport, 11,000 cases relined oil,New
York lo Alexandria, 55 ets; brig Lucy W Snow, of
Rockland. ;I5 tons, New York to Port Natal, general
cargo, 42s. (i«l., bark Kndeavor, of Bath, 421 tons,
coal, New York to Bath, S') ets.; selir L A DeHart,
of Boothbav, XewJYork to llayti. sf» ets gold per
bid and back, private rate; brig Shannon, of Millbridge, 505 tons, New York to Demerara atiu hack at
or about $2,700 and uort charges,

of

shape

Me.

II. A BB(»I T will

Mabove.
opening of the

as

Wlillli.

comfort in the

i

ti

Family School

Liiiie Biue,

Demerara, duly g;th, brig Ann Elizabeth,
Burge-s, Barcelona. Venezuela, in halla-t.
Shl lrom Memel, Aug gJd, brig .John 11 Crandon,
Fierce, United States.
th. bark StillSid from Newcastle, N s W, July
man B Allen Taylor, Japan.
Shl from London, Sept gd, ship Loretta Fish,
Hodganun, Mobile.

find everything necessary to your

Book-Keeping, lVuman.-hip. and l.tiglish branches
cialty. I or circular find full part culars,
Addn
D. M. WAITT, Principal.

Abbott

Europe.

can

education.

t> w

Fliiladelphia.
Ar at Falermo, Aug g'-th, brig David Bugbee,
Staples, Bangor.
At Bombay, July J>th, .ships Cora, Coombs, for
Calcutta Ivnnhoe, Herrinian, for do.
A* < aleutta, July g.'»tb, -hip John Clark. Fetidleton, for Bombay.
Sid. from Lobos de Tierra, prior to Aug lglli, ship
Messenger, (iilkey, Europe.
At Huamllos, Aug Igth, ship Chandos, Ross, for

Ibactical

-pi

1‘oltis.

orders.
Sch L Standish (of Pembroke), Wild r, loaded
with iron, went ashore on the north end of Petit
Menan, during a thick fog, at 4.15 AM, Aug 20. ( apt
Wilder attributes the loss of his vessel to local attraction of her compass, caused by the iron in the
hold, for they had steered from outside of Matinicus
until the disaster happened a course of K by N 1-2 X.
The sell was assisted by the revenue cutter and would
have been hauled otf the rocks without much trouble,
had she not tilled with water as the Hood tide came
in. The sell’s sails were uubeiit and landed by the
help of the cutter’s crew. The vessel will be a total
loss. The cargo of iron may be saved, us the vessel
1 es on a solid rock.
>ch Nellie Crowell, lying oil' Bedloe’s Island, dragged her anchors Sept 2', and fouled ship Lizzie Ross,
from Belfast, Me, carrying away the latter’s head
gear. The selir lost head of foremast.
[The Lizzie Ross was from Belfast, Ireland, not
from this port, as the above item in all the commercial papers might lead to the inference.]
81111* Propkrty. The market for this property
the past month has been rather languid, and the
transactions therein of unimportant note, except
that the sale of a new bark at Bath of superior construction and class at the rate of $48 50 per register
ton, which is admitted to be the cheapest cost at
which any such vessel lias ever been produced in
this country. At the same time the character of vessels now constructing is vastly superior to that of
any other period in our history of ship-building, and
rightly deserves the attention of our investors in

le to UK-

(•utters, per bud.

Rooms to Let.

i*!>K IS.

OK THU

on

m

••

S

«

CIIAKTKRS

lmpnt.

hand ami is muMnutly
I.iiihIiit, Shingle
l.athand all other kimls ot Building Matt-rial which he
can si II at priees lie- vi-rv h»w<
as In-low
Hemlock I imbt-r, per M.,
$1". .0
Boards.
$lu.noto I" .n
eo
-to
Spruce doi>f.

undersign*
receiving supluie-*

S>

Bangor, s. pt. 1st, sclis. John C. Smith,
Jones, Bonaire, ts days.
Ar. a' Sear-port, Sept, gd, seh Lizzie Lane, West,
Buck-' ille, S.
\
at Bath. Aug
J(»tli, sell Mary \nn Me' ami,
Kavmaiigb, Bo.-ton.
rid. fiom Fortlaud, Aug. 3.0th, bark Lmma L.
Cartridge, Cartridge, < ila-gow.
Cld. from Boston, Sept. Jd, -eh F. E. McDonald,
Kan.-, «Jalve.-ton.
Ar. at New York, Aug. gsth, sell Martha Weeks
Wliite, Mt. Dos rt.
('l l. from Brunswick, (ia., Aug. goth, sell S. I.
I 'avis, Cottrell, Boston.
Ar. at Jacksonville, Aug. Jltli, soli- Annie L. Me
Keen, McKeen, and Lois \ (haph• < liaph -, New
York; Frescott tlazeltiue, Stinsun, Itiis port.
Ar. at New York, S- pt. Jd, sell James Holim
Ryder, this port.

shl

m ar

**

,it

F'lKKK.N

Street,

d has

^jPHF.
1

V order of the District Court »t the I nited
> State-, I will -ell at public auct mu on Monday
the ‘J.'»tIt da;. d' Septotnber, ls.~f>. at two o’clock 1*.
M., upon flic premi.-e.-, the building occupied by
David \. I teat a-a paint -Imp, and by tin family
of Joseph II. Smith a- a dwelling bouse, situate on
the Mm::;; liphraim mad so called, in sear port.
tilitc li .MHINsn.N,
A -ignec of A. .1. llarrimau .St < o., Bankrupts.
1 >:*'•ttwo
August

—

r.

Foot of Main

accommodations for I'a-sengeriiti.oo.
act. rims, bi
tl'lo
Beltast. Sept. 7, l>:h.

are

N s.

\

New Lumber Yard

v-Mxcelleut

i*

l

Hall, Keen. Windsor,

Columbine, Hr, Wind-or, N

M. R. COOPER’S

notice.

Aug 3l>t, selir J (i Drew. French, .laeksonvilh*;
sloop llersliel, Moody, Bangor.
Sept 1st, sell- Hattie Met.. Buck, Sear-port, DayBoston;
spring, Smith, Door I-le; Ida May,
Lillian, Ryan, do; D K Arey. Curtis, City Foint, t<>
load i'or Boston; Empire, Rvan, do; Malabar, Wel.-li,
d«>, for New York.
Sept gd, sells Fannie ,N Edith, Bartlett. \< w 'i ork
(Jeo Shaft nek, M ..•Party, Boston ; t»li\ ei. Nay-, Ban
gor; < )llett, tpiinn, do.
Sept 3d, sell:- M W Drew. .Mahoney, .laeksonvilh
T It Livingston, McDonald, do Charlie Bueki, I .•
Charleston.
Sept at It. selir

NOTICE!

-ailiny packet !’. M. liO.V
Cnpt. iliDiiia." Burgess, has
re>uim*il
her weekly trips h«*.
again
tufrn this city ami Carver’s llarl >ir,
Vinaliiavi ii, anil will run until further
*'.<t
rpm;
a
M'.Y,

The

An Amusing Incident.

Sl'ltiNGFiELD, Vt, Sept. 2. All incident
in the speech of Hon. II. W. Parker, which

dur-

prevailed

STORE,

Sr, John, Aug 2.5th. Ship Belle O’Brien, from St
advertiser, ^retired
physician, having providentally discovered, while a John. -\ B, for Liverpool, which struck on Beacon
Medical Missionary in Southern Asia, a very simple bar, and went to sea after making temporary repairs
vegetable remedy tor the speedy and permanent cure is now 42 days out, and some uneasincbs is expressed
for her safety. Several other vessels which sailed
of (UmHumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and
about the same time made the passage in 20 and 25
all throat and lung affections,—also a positive and
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature days.
Livkiu’ool, Aug 50. The Belle O’Brien, O’Brien,
Decay, and all Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty
from St John, has arrived here witu 1" feet of water
to make it known to his sutfering fellows. Actuated
by this motive, he will cheerfully send (free of in hold, having been ashore after leaving port.
Sch Grecian of Lincolnville, Duncan, trom Bancharge) to all who desire it, tin* recipe for pieparing,
and lull directions for successfully using, this prov- gor for Kingston with lumber, hay and lime to P M
C
Jones, in the blow the night of the 25th, dragged
discovered
to
Those
who
wish
identally
remedy.
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery her anchors and grounded on the flats at Plymouth,
Mass. Having on a deck load, the vessel was strainwithout cost, can do so by return mail, by addressed so as to till with water on the next tide. After
ing with stamp naming paper,
Du. C11ARLHS P. MARSHALL,
lightening, was floated oil' and taken to Robbins &
Morion's wharf, where she now remains awaiting
3m50
33 Niagara Street, Builalo, N. Y.
To

OF

PJES'W

Hat,

~-

can secure

SALE

|

mor-.

to

coal which have

on

THE

FKMIGHTS.

GOAF

T" Boston and Salem **r» cents to Sl.o.Y has been tinrange of oilers from New York, while to this port
l»Uy lo per cent less has been paid. Sell. Mora
Condon lias discharged daring the week, a cargo of
loo tons at this port, on which the liberal sum of Yu
cts- per toil was paid, and
discharging bills. A Boston correspondent writes that a more
hopeful out
look is apparent for the next few weeks, bets have
been freely made in Bo-ton the past week, that coal
freights will immediately advance to F I.Yu front New
V'a'k, “lid F 00from Philadelphia. Tin- reasons assigned are that an immense amount remains un
shipped, and nearly YOU,ouu tons must come to eastern ports within .*10
days.

Ni:ws.

OF

IMPROV KM 1CXT IN

ing almost the entire season, have been very discouraging to masters and owners of coasting vessels.

-:

PORT

IK

PROSPKCT or

At Yinalhaven, Aug. g‘.»th, Flora M., daughter ot
Israel (ireeu, aged 1U year.'.
In Warren, Aug. god. Kilmund 1>. Ilinkley, ag» d
>1
years, g months and g‘J days.
In Kllswortli, Aug. l'.'th, Sarah A., wife ot Capt.
John Hunker, aged 75 years, 1 month.
In Kllswortli, Aug. gg’d, Mrs. Amanda Widtney,
aged -".s years, 1 mouth and g da vs.

Si.UP

CONTIIUEB RUSH

herein.

SAILED.

Republicans are Hooding the State
of Maine with stump speakers, money and
documents, to stem the tide of reform, and
keep up their majority to an average in

are

think, all it purports to In—THE GREAT
LI NG REMEDY FOR THE TIMES!
Tile above statement, gentlemen, is mv voluntary offering t-> you in favor of your Balsam,
and is at vour di-po-al.
As-ver your-,
ANDREW ARCHER.

Situation.

The

was

1

Some

two or throe new ships built in this State have been
disposed of during the past month, but not reported

.*

v, at M Main street. Mr H. has
Hilton’s store, and bus a new and

him

Two

ighhoring brook.

hat, cap and furnishing goods

mail.

*;i:

<

to

of 1-e.v

"on.

wh

were soon
m

a

street-.

town

while they -0 abound
.]• -p. ak*
iiou.d l.e i.dM-lle.i !•» prevent mistakes.

uitrodii

muchly
after seen sousing
the

Attention is called to the advertisement of

in

.d'. I. W. Barker and

f

-•

:i;.

of the free in

ocean to

i

now

,•

lad",
!>'
lady 'Oil -naug brers. l-'rani Howard,
] .U .ni-Huri!., Mrs. c. JCarter, Mrs.

\

of the brethren

-witching

Mr. Ben. Ila/eltim

living upon ilie

'-it.

si

a a-

found to he

were

despondent

hat

new

Somehow

te

utleimni
!•■»'. si’

The

j week.

A

MU. M ANTON MARBLE REVIEWS TIIE PRESI-

purchased

Non-Resident Taxes.
In the town of Stockton, in the County of Waldo,
for the year 1875.
rrMI E following list of taxt s on real e-tate of non
JL resident ow ners in the town of Stockton, tor the
year 1875, in bills eoinmitted to True tireer. Collect
or of said town, on the first day of June, 1875, has
been returned by him to me as remaining unpaid
oil the third day of March, ls7i>, by his certificate of
that date, and now remain unpaid, and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes and interest and
charges are not paid into the treusun of said town
within eighteen months from the date of the commitment of said bills, so much of tin* real estate
taxed as will he sufficient to nay the amount due
therefor, including interest and charges, will, without further notice, be sold at public auction, at the
store of C. C. Roberts, in said town, on Saturday,
the thirtieth day of 1 December, A. I>. 1870, at two
o’clock in the afternoon.

Jobbing

Done at Short
Notice
Mil. IM.'RKINCiTON is a thorough carriage maker
of twenty-live years experience, Mild for a number
of years foreman of the wood-working department
of the building where lie is now located.

Repairing

and

WILLIAM F. MAYO
Has also

purchased the Blacksmith Shop in

the

same

building, and will work in connection with Mr. !\
Mr. Mayo is also an experienced Carriage-smith of
long experience, and was for years foreman of the
blacksmith shop.
We feel confident that any work left with these
men, will be faithfully and thoroughly performed.
1

GIVE THEM A CALL.
Morison Building, Washington Street.
Belfast, Aug.

tf5

1

1

Wtissati mkeag Hotel
Co., or Fort
l‘t.Hotel Co.

Snm’lDuleor
unknown.

1

$ 13,000 400 200 13,«O0 13,000 50.00 221.40
1
500

11-2
50

550

550

0.08

TRUE GREEN,
of Stockton.

Stockton,

Treasurer of the town
3w8*
August, 1870.

following beautiful lines

The

were

banded to

young lady, who stales that the author is
know 12. < an any one tell wiio wrote them?

bv

:•

Some

us

A

Day.

the powers of time,
< .it*s of fadeless
count oi:
pi inn
n
>\ u.te gleams will ever shine
\n
eg these in avy locks of mine.
Ay. huigu, as well you may
^ null think, again’, of this some day.
Some day.
no*

-i* a

n

b..
I shall not feel, as now,
V
)ft Inn.Is move about my brow;
ill not flight your light commands,
Ami *h
your tresses through my hands:
1 shall be silent, and obey,—
And yea. \ou will laugh that day,

S' me

*•

day.

>oine

I kn< w how long your loving hands
V* ih
linger with these glossy bands;
Wh.-i. you shall weave my latest crown
»f t o ir thick masses long and brown,
Hut you will set- no touch of gray,
Adown their shining length that day,

circumference)
member.

tress,

day.

When will the roses fade?
When will tin- daylight die?
When will the evening shade
< >ver the
landscape he?
\N hen the last note he played.
Know you or 1 ?
When will the music lull
1 >ull on our listless ears?
W in n will all pleasures pall
Heavy with sighs and tears?
\ uinlv oar loved ones call.
Know you tile years?
Win a shall we be at peace
\ mb r tbe
grassy sod ?
Wii n shall our sorrows iVase?
WIn n will the path he trod
W In n shall our joys increase
NIIIU' d:i> Wit ll < iod.
J

lu re to liiui «hir
not lie tar to go

May

triends

—

I'atieiin
><

lor Heaven sends
itlnrt as w ell a- woe.
<-u her*-the roadway end*—
uu-wlu-re. w:- know.

n

will

steadfast feet
in taitli along,
» ‘ill ot : he 1 iTter sWeet,
'll!
! 111* b-t-lde strong,
A _■ 1- at length will gn t
I
with a song,
aaklin W. 1 i<h.
il

.h

iii in

«

Jewels o'
\\

Thought

breathing through the night,
hre:ithing .-oft and low,

r

her
hi ;-t In
uir

ev\

1

W

i

A
1

tin wave of life
to ami lro.
belied our IVar-,

iea>t

in

aviiig

hopes

:< ar> our hopes helied;
i:11! In r i!\ing when she
-h-i ping win n .-he died.

Mi

if.

and Devotion.

w.u.-’n-d ln-r
r

i"

r

tin*

sorrow

.Talmud.
1

0

dept,

overtake

a

fa-t

man soon-

as

Tin- world 1- wide. We are chained to no
triu inplial ear.
Tiii- i11—\ world, and people soon forget
aii \ thing and anyb »dv.
man*-

In arN. like evening primrose**, open
-! li'-autiiully in the evening of life.

voine

l'l

I

pn’aiii'ii

of

a

h ad and has
is in> *
me-of

S r.
n.e

rror

man

no
so

truth.

not

further

safe until the
fo r it.

use

-rooked but it hath in
This i- whv it is so sue-

—fill.
"1 breaks tin- cistern to bring us to the
.of i-i.
He withers our gourds, that He
ll.i may m- our -hade.
[M'Cheyiie.

«■

■

Morning by morning take two breakfasts,
for :ln- -ml and one for the body, and you
ih In- litt'-d for dutx.

one
w

Tii
> in; a I! >
flo >> u path) of
un’-I resolute.

of

one

even h

weaker t hall ourselves,
little child, will aid the

M ml max act upon mind though bodies he
l : divided: for the life i- in the blood, but
I-

commune

unseen.

M. Taino write*:
A lixed idea is like the
u rod xvhieh the sculptors put in their staIt impale- and sustains."
**

from the tongue is xvorso than a
;» -xv.ud: for the latter a fleets
xx.mnd
only
the 1"»dx. tin former the spirit—the soul.
A

mid
from

x

N ‘thing

outrilmtes to tranqiiilb'e the mind
i-f'-ady purpose—,-i point on xvhieh
neiv ii\
intellectual eve. [Mrs.

iii

t1-

>m-!K

..

Mu-i.

in th'

hi st -elise, does not require
the oider it i-. and the more xve
t)
a
;i-!"!neii ;o ln ar it. the gn-ater its effect.
loellie.
>

<

i

Y.

Mr.
verso,

No woman Nke- to think of her empire
fli ing less than »lernal.

i-

iiike the market, xvliere mitnv
i-.iu stay a little, the price will
main, it i-sometimes like the Sibyl's
r. x\
ai fir-t offen-th the
commodity at
a
"U-umeth part and part, and still
i< :h up tin- prii i-.
[Lord Bacon.
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ludicrously gigantic

On the thumb nail alone

a

man

plete.

iiiv

1

a

the less tongue hath

e-t.

to

was

within tin- right arm. by which ascent can
be made to a balcony running around the
edge of the flambeau. The height of tlie
complete arm is thirty-live feet, Ol course
the statue is upright. The left arm is bent
so as to enfold and hold lightly toward
the body a set of tablets upon which the
Declaration >i Independence is supposed
to be inscribed
A Uini« lalls over a pep
bin from the shoulders to the feet
l'he
bead is surrounded by a diadem, from
which projects a circlet ol prongs that
catch tlic sun's rays and construct a brilThe
liant nimbus of glory out of them
folds ol the outer garment are so arranged
llial the edges fold diagonally across the
ligmv its estimated cost is SlJ.3,000, half
of which lias already been subscribed.
Both pedastal and statue will be completed in two years from now, and it will be
tlie joint enterprise ol France and America.
With the fragment already received
am! the portion on exhibition at Philadelphia the light arm is supposed to lie com-

-N

appear- to

tiously

"11

i
In*

hid the universal laxv and condition of our
< Me- g a Hi. another eonieth.
One lays
ur• i• n down, anoiher tak. s it
up to carry
< Mu* -oxv-. anotlier
ii:»-• mi.
reaps. Sueprogn-—: retirement!
Labor; rest;
i In r<- i- incompMion at either end
r*x\ard:
m v\
earthly service. We begin not at tin*
nnii'.g : x\. re:u h no finalities.
We take up
la-k n id xv ay of it- .achievement.
We be• 'li
our x\ url;. for u- concluded, to be but
tie i"iirni-.tion ofothers* labor-.
So tin* round
w
-r!d roll- on.
-,

Correspondence

ot the

Chicago Tribum*.

Trowbridge's comical story in
in the July number of Harper's

Magazine, of a fashionable belle who lost
her wig and false teeth overboard, which

recovered in time to allow her wedof her suitors, had a counterpart
ding
in halt of the story last week in the experience ol the party who attended the
yacht race on a steamboat. The sufferer
is a well-known society belle, who has
more than once graced the upper deck of
Colonel JJelaneey Kane's l’elhun coach,
and is understood to tie engaged to a
\\ all street broker.
She is only It), and
has been noted for her wealth of blonde
hair. Dressing in half-mourning *m account of the death of a relative, the combination of black with blonde lias given
her a distingue appearance wed known to
the swells id the avenue. Last week on
the occasion of a yacht race she was one
ol a private party on board a small propeller chartered for the occasion, and as
the wind was gusty and the sea made sail
work with the stomachs of the party outside of Sandy Hook, there was an utter
abandonment cf all pretense of personal
appearance. Our hello suffered with the
rest, when she sought relief by removing
A sudden puff of wind the next
her hat.
moment caught her hair and stripped her
head of its covering. In other words, her
mass of blonde
head-rigging was blown
overboard, and the poor girl was in a
rage of despair. Her lady friends rushed
her into the cabin and tried to console
her, but hatful them were delighted with
her mishap, and the other half said to
themselves that it served her light. However, lhey managed to arrange her remaining hair so that it looked passably
well, and .-lie returned to the city, if not
crestfallen at least bereft of her wealth of
hair and her reputation as a blonde beauty
forever destroyed.
were

one

()nc of tlie most shocking domestic tragedies of the Centennial year was enacted
in Cincinnati on Monday night. Mrs. Rosa

lltimmell was a poor woman who sewed
and washed for a living. Her husband, a
drunken vagabond, spent most of bis time
in saloons and workhouses. He repeatedly threatened her life, and assaulted her
severely on two or three occasions. Once
he filled her bed with Cayenne pepper and
A ini. p ant was given to a sick girl.
Intry- tried to suffocate her. l or his recent outtaut- < are of it. the lamily made changes
rages he was put under bonds to keep the
iii ir-t they cleaned the
way of living,
'•
that more i:ght might come in to its
peace, and llnally sent to the workhouse.
< )n
then when nut too cold they would
Monday evening he returned from that
windu.v- so that fresh air might help
*•;
institution and demanded admission to his
the lijaiit t > grow.
wife's room. She was afraid and refused,
N Xt. til" ei. :.n window made the rest of the
but ho afterwards forced his way in. and
n iuuk -o untidy that they used to wash the
the bloody work began. A lady who lived
:
w ills and arrange the furniture inure
r a
i
d the tatiiep to mend a broken in the building had been on the lookout
.: ora ..which
kept him home several evc- for him. so as to warn the neighbors if an
attack was begun, but site did not know
e k v.
v
\t'ej* li
i- dune he stayed home inof bis presence until screams came from
id of -p.aiding his leisure at a tavern, and
:
lmni. v :i111••
t\ .-d went to
The poli e came and
buy comforts for the closed room
ui an.
An« iin-u. as the lioine grew attracforced the door. The floor was covered
ts''
'•
N;i
loved
il
and
each
other with blood.
lamily
The husband's body lay
-i
mu e\t r before, and grew healthier and
n «: O
against the door in a pool of his own
wilh tl.eir flowers.
blood. Under the bed was the mutilated
• mt'
it11 plant brought a real as well as
a
al b|es-uig.
form of his wife.
She was hacked so badly that the officer could not pull her out
M n
k Id t1 e vi«. it a! ion of God as if it were
11
ng that wa> very
extraordinary and by the arms. In a few minutes she showed
d very seldom. and when it eanie
happ.
only signs of life and was carried to the hos
oght * vil, imnn and sorrow. If a man lives
pital where the surgeons found fifty
in health, they -ay he lives
the
strength wounds on her
by
body and limbs. Fifteen
hi'own eun't iiutiun : if he drops down dead,
mw he died
by the “visitation of (Sod.” gashes were oil her arms alone, and her
ie- eurn er..ps go on all right and safe, tliev
legs and throat were frightfully cut. Her
ink iiilit quite natural—the effect of the soil
thumbs and lingers were nearly severed.
nd !.e wi o her. ami their own skill in
farming For ball ail hour she had tried to defend
1
gardening. Ibn il ihere comes a hail storm herself
against her infuriated husband,
blight, and spoils it all, and brings on a
laniiiie. 1 ii• y call it at once “a visitation of wlio was armed with two sharp knives.
.My friend', do you think (bid “visits” The man had locked her in and put the
• nth nr
th*
you only to harm you? I tell you
key into liis pocket. W hen this model
tii it
r\
le althy breath you draw, every
husband thought that lie had killed his
etc
tu. i; Mir you ver speni, every good
crop wile he
v
-a ever housed
repeatedly stabbed himself in the
safely, came to you by “the
breast with one ol the knives.
vi'itation of
1 tell you that every sen'ibh* thought or plan that ever came into
your
he.nl', every loving, honest, manly, womanly
I
The great Xelso i’s character lor comimg that ever rose in 'four hearts, God “vis’>’• d" von to put il there.
If God's spirit had mon sense has in a measure been redeemle t given it you,
would
never
have
it
you
got
ed. it is now stated that he did not reof yourselves.
ply, “In honor 1 have won them and in
honor I will wear them” to entreaties to
A Lively Chase of a Thief.
remove, at the battle of Tratalgar, his
coat covered with the decorations and orI-roin the St. l.ouis Dispatch. |
•Inc oI the most ludicrous scenes that ders that attracted the enemy's marksmen
has reported his answer as
ever
transpired took place this morning Capt. Hardy
less sentimental and
between ■> and 0 o’clock
The names of something much
the parties arc not obtainable at this writ- pompous. He was peevish and said, “This
is not a time to talk of changing coats.”
ing. as the police are out looking for a
thief who figured in the occurrence, and
not until lie is captured will the names be
The Uev. Brook lierford the new l.'nitarian minister in Chicago, recently said that
made public.
1'wo burglars entered a gentleman’s after being in this country a fortnight ho
room this
morning, which is in a build- began to realize what a small place Enging near the corner ot Sixth and Locust land is, and could understand the feeling of
streets
Tlie gentleman was sleeping the American who said that lie was alraid
for
soundly at the time the thieves entered to go out on dark nights in England,
*
iiis room but was soon awakened by their fear he should fall overboard.
movements, lie comprehended the sit"I don’t see how you can have been
uation at once, and just in time to see the
burglars start out of the room, taking his working all day like a horse,” exclaimed
pants with them. Notwithstanding the the wife of a lawyer, her husband haying
tai l that the
gentleman had nothing on declared he had been thus working.
him save a short cut knit shirt, that reach- “Well, my dear,” he replied. “I’ve been
ed only to the small ot his back, lie star- drawing a conveyance all day, anyhow.”
ted alter the thieves.
I he bottom ot the stairs was soon reach“Circumstancesalter erses,” said a lawed, and up the street the thieves llew, with yer to his client, after iosing his fourth
the gentleman in his natural garb close lawsuit.
“Cases alter circumstances,”
pursuing it was a merry sight, indeed. savagely replied the client. “By your
At every jump the close cut shirt shifted management of my cases my circumstances
up a little higher until he reached the cor- have been nearly ruined.
ner of Seventh and Locust, when it had
crawled up into a graceful roll li e a ban“What is the chief usejof bread? asked
dage under his arm-pits, hut being free an examiner at a recent school exhibition.
from the usual habiliments lie gained “The chief use of bread.” answered the
rapidly on the thieves and suceeded in urchin, apparently astonished at the simcatching the one who had the pants, be- plicity of the inquiry, “is to spread butter
ing possessed of great moral courage, the and jam on it.”
■

Three

senten-

the disease had arrived at that state that I must
have relief or die. The entire membranous system
had become so inliumcd, and the stomach so disordered, that it was a doubtful matter whether I
could go to tlx* l’acilic coast, or if I did go whether
I should live to come back or not.
1 saw an advertisement of this medicine, and although being very
incredulous about specifics or nostrums of any kind,
yet in sheer desperation I tried this, and at once was
benefited bv ii.
flic changes of climate, a chronic
disease of tlie liver, and my age—over 70—may prevent my entire restoration, but the benefit 1 derive
from its daily use is to me ii>vaU«0>h\ and I am hoping to be c tnplejelv cured, and at last arrive at a
respectable obi age
If this statement of my case can be of any service
to those afflicted a* 1 lmvo been, and enable you to
bring f iii- remedy into more general use, especially
on the Pacitie coast
where it is much needed', my
object in writing this note will he attained.
trulv
vour>,
Very
m:\in wf.i.ls.
Aurora. N. ’t
.June, 1*70. of Wells, Fargo & Co.
..

¥ I is with the greatest pleasure that we present to
* the
public this hearty indorsement of Sanford's
Radical (’run for Catarrh by Henry Wells,
Fsq., of Wells, Fargo & Co’s Fxpross. The position
this gentleman has for so many years occupied in
our business world, and
especially in connection
with the development of that golden country, the
Pacific coast, has made his name known and respected throughout the land, llis earnest desire
that those who know him, and are sufferers from
this disease, may be induced to use it we trust may
be gratified. Those who do not know him (and they
are few) must row feel convinced of the great value
oi this remedy.
It is beyond all question the most

*■

surrendered, especially

as

a

large

crowd joined the naked man in the pursuit and came up as a relief just in time.
A police oflicer was also soon on the spot,
ami taking the burglar in charge soon
lodged him in the Chesnut Street Station.
The other burglar is at large, but the police have a description of him and his arrest is sure to follow.

little

asked what was the
meaning of the word happy. She gave a
pretty answer saying, “It is to feel as if
you wanted to give up all your things to
your little sister.”
A

girl

was

in Illinois the thermometer is
fronted by a Mr. Midwinter.

Up

testimonials from all
test

These Liniments are
the wonder of tieworld. Their effects are little less than marvellous,
vet there are some things which they will not do.
They will not cure cancer or mend broken bones,
but they will always allay pain. They have straightened lingers, cured chronic rheumatism ol many
years standing, and taken the pain from terrible
burns and scalds, which has never been done by any
other article.
Xlit» White Liniment is for the human fatnily. It will drive Rheumatism, Sciatica and Neuralgia from the system; cure Lumbago, Chillblains,
Palsy, Itch, and most Cutaneous Eruptions; it ex
tracts frost from frozen hands ami feet, and the
it ml Ntiug* of venomous reppoison of
tiles; it subdues swelling-, and alleviates pain of
every kind.
For sprains or bruises it is the most potent remedy
ever discovered.
The Centaur Liniment i- used
with great efficacy for Sore I'hroat, 'footh.ii-he,
<’ak«*d lireuNtft, Earache, and Weak Rack. The
following is but .1 sample of numerous testimonials

:

I

j
|

been enabled by its

who have

frightful consequences that
of this prevalent disease.
safe, certain,

and

use

follow

Radical Curk

^AM'oitD's

k

by
a

for

permanent

cure

fur

of every
devised.

form, and is t lie most perfect remedy ever
I is purely a vegetable distillation, and is
applied locally by insutllation, and constitutionally
by internal administration. Locally applied relief

is instantaneous. It sooths, heals and cleanses the
nasal passages of e\ cry feeling of heaviness, obstruction, dullness or dizziness. Constitutionally administered it renovates the blood, purifies it of the acid

poison

with which it is

stimulates the

digestion,

always charged in Catarrh,
stomach, liver, and kidneys, perfects

makes

new

blood, and permits the forma-

tion of

sound, healthy tissue, and finally obtains
complete control over the disease, 1 he remarkable
curative powers, when all other remedies utterly fail,
of Sanford’s Radical Cfkl, are attested by thou-

gratefully recommend it to fellow-sutler
No statement is made regarding it that cannot

sands who
ers.

be substantiated
liable

by the most respectable and

re-

F.

Alden’s

desirous
Slock of

ot'closing

out

Hemlock Boards,
Spruce Boards, good quality,
Fxtra quality,
Hemlock and Spruce I.umber all sizes and
lengths lip to 40 feet,
Two inch Spruce plank,
Spruce .loice, random,

Voitk.

Oedar

Shingles,

for

oi

Phypiacfice, an

effort to produce, for his own
elfetlive cathartic, pleasant to the ta*te aiid

sician's

free from

Pitcher, Ilyannis, Muss., succeeded in
combining, without the use of alchohol, a purgative
agent as iileaxant to take as honey. and
which possesses all t:,< desirable pr< perties of ('as

!

1870,

to all

ag**s, but is especially recommended to mother* as a reliable remedy for till
It

J. I'. MOSKS ,V C0„
BUCKSPORT,

!I!

certain, agreeable, absolutely harmless, and cheap.
It should be used for wind colic, sour stomach,
worms, costiveness, croup, &e., then children can
have

sleep

and mothers may re-r.
J. B. Kose & ('o., of4ft Dey Street, New

the sole preparers of

York, are
Oastoria, after Dr. Pitcher's

receipe.

I'ii/ars. Tobuffu,

POTTFR, < .eneral Agents and Wholesale Druggists. Boston, Mass.

_

i

BY

on

my account,

in use.
the old

They accomplish
plasters in a whole
ate, they cunt:.

more
year.

in

one

They

week than
do not pull-

(Opposite

1 UK

Vinegar

(v*l AMITY FOR FAMIIA LSI..

in the

City.

Weo. <ii. Wells.

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

18

Ml)l:ETII\\(}\? million copiessolii.

Bolfast, Me.
High St.,
tfl

the

IT.ABOD 'i

(Treat inducement to

MEDICAL

new

Buyers of

or, SELF-PRESEBYATION." It treats upon 31 an
iR»oi>, how lost, how regained and perpetuated;
cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality,
Impotentcy. i
Premature Deeline iu .Man, Spermatorrhoea,or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal), Nervous and
'Hie place to Buy is at
Physical Debility, Hypochondria, bloomy Lon boding*. Mental 1 >epros:-ion, I.om* of energy, Haggard
Countenance, Confusion of Mind and Loss of .Memory, Impure State of the Blood, and all diseases
arising from the F.mnnis <>e 't «»t in or tl iudi-cre.
tions or excesses of mature years.
Who on account of failing health, proposes to sell
It tells you all about the .Morale of (it nerative
•nit his entire Stock « > HOOTS and SHOES d
Physiology, the Physiology of .Marriage, of Wed- about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the
lock and < tllspring, Physical'* ’ontrasts, The .Morality,
wearer the bemtit of the LOW I’KICLS lor CASH
and CASII'O.NIW ; as I propose to close up my
Eiupiricisin, Perversion of Marriage, Conjugal Pi e
and
cept
Friendly Counsel, Physical Inlirmity. It* business very soon no credit will lie given.
Causes and Cure, Relations Between th
Mv Stock consists of all tin* various styles of | AN>exes,
Proofs of the Expansion of Vice, i lie Miseries of DIES. MISS and CHILDRENS’ A//), ci.oTH,
Imprudence, Ancient Ignorance and Error.- Means and KID To XT'/) HOOTS, abo SUTTTHS, HI' 1
of Ct i:l:, Cure of Body ami .Mind.
m\ SJ/OHS, also MEN’S aiet BOY’S
Time Pi;i.\< it /. /•
l’l.f.s oe fill, atm i; N r, Address to Patients and InHOOTS, A I. LX AS H007, also (’ALT ST HA T
valid Readers, The Author’s Principle*. The price
HTCKI.T S/loFS, also Common TIT, THICK,
ol this book is only $1 on.
ami STL/7’ SHOTS, tor common wear. In fact
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and
This Book also contains More than
finally, call and examine the QT.I LTTY and Till
for the above named and CTS, and you will be sure to buy. As I propose to
all Cool) HAHCAI.XS as long as they LAST,
give
other
each one worth more than
it I am able to attend to business. Don't forget the
the price of the book.
place, at
Also, another valuable medical work treating exclusively on MENIAL AND NEKVOUS DISK AS.
ES; more than 200 royal octavo pages, twenty ele
gant engravings, bound in substantial muslin. Price
only $2.00. Barely enough to pay for printing.
1S7(>.
Belfast, dune
“file Book for young and middle-aged men to
read just now, i* the Science of Life, or Self PreserI’he author has returned from Europe in
vation.
-cial
Not
excellent health, and is again the Chid Consulting
Physician of 1 he Peabody Medical Institute, No.
As i am closing out mv Stock on iiccount of poor
Bullinch Street,
Jourhealth, all persons indebted to me by note or acnal.
count, are hereby notified that tln ir accounts must
*‘l he Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
he settled immediately, or they will be placed in the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever pubhands of other parties for collection.
lished.”—Boston Herald.
li. 11. l-ORBES.
“Hope nestled in tile bottom of Pandora box,
-tdlf
Belfast, .June 5, 1S7<>.
and hope plumes her wings anew, since lie i.-suing
of these valuable works, published by the Peubods
Medical Institute, which are teaching thousand's
how to avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of
life.”— Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the voting, the middle a^rd
and even the ohl.”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon imv
.Medical Man in the country, as a recognition ot skill
and professional services, was presented to the author of these works, March :$Ist, 187*1. The presentation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by
the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the country. This magnificent Modal is of solid
gold, set with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution ami the richness of
its materials, and size, this is decidedly the most
noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any
purpose whatever. It is well worth the inspection
of Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily
bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June :id,
1870.
ite'Catalogue sent on receipt of lie. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY 3IEDICAL INSTI•to
TUTE, No. 4 Buifinch St„ Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
“
N. B. The author can be
the above

Boots & Shoes

For Local pains, Lameness, Soreness, Weakness,
Numbness, and Intlammation of tile Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Heart, and Muscles, are equal to an army of doctors and acres of
plants and shrubs.
Sold

by

all

Druggists.

Mailed

on

for six, or
receipt of price, •-’•> cents for one,
ir'.’.JO for twelve, carefully wrapped and warranted,
by WF.F.KS & poTTF.lt, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
! w 10

£lcto ^bbeiltscmcnts.

Spice

Compounds.

1 lie cost of all kinds of Spices can be reduced from
25 c<» «M> percent, by the use of our
Compounds.
Sample package for one kind of Spice, with full directions lor using, sent on receipt of
$1.25.

Conn.

Spice Co.,

Itox

127. Hartford. <Tf.

Fifty

Prescriptions
diseases,

L-l. E-J.

FORBES,

No. 13 Main Street.

ice.

Spi

Boston,''Mass.Bepubliean

Room

Papers

-AND-

An overdo**' of Dinner often
deranges the
system, brings on flatulency and wind colic, and subjects the patient to great bodilv suffering. A single
dose of

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

will correct the acidity, relieve the pain,
carry oft* the
oilending cause, and save sometimes a long spell of
illness, its effects are gentle and thorough, and its
general use would prevent much suffering.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

WESTERN LANDS
HOMESTEADS.
If you want reliable information, where and how to
get a cheap JF A lift, or government !l<uiic«teail
free, send your address to S. .J. GILMOItK, Land
Commissioner, Lawrence, Kansas, and receive gratis
a copy of The Hamunt Pacific lloniejiteail.

AI A
|

|

PFR
| Rail

CENT.lender,NET
ln-

for the money

paid semi-annually in N. Y. Exchange. Security .'I to O times the loan
in land alone, exclusive of the buildings. No investment safer. No payments more promptly met.
Best of references given. Send stamp for particulars. I). 8*. It,
Inegotiator of
.Tlortgrag-e JLoana, ttt. Paul, .Hinnoaota.
tcrest

PATENT SINKS.
Manufactured
the Miller Iron Co. of
by

rsij-t. \v. r. Fa

|

S

Providence,

It. L, are the best for the protection of houses against
offensive odors or any obstructions in the trap, or
waste pipe. .Send for testimonials from Practical
Plumbers, and Price-List.
Also Manufacturers of Ornamental Iron Work for
Lawns, Gardens, Parks, Cemeteries, &c.
Also, Milers’ Patent Grinders, for Milling Castings
in Foundries, &e.
tf/jr*IIlu«trated Catalogue went free.

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

J. C. THOMPSON & SON

consulted on
diseases, as well as all diseases requiring
and
skill, secrecy
experience. Olllce hours, y a. m.
to 0 i*. m.
!y.“»

and Marriage
showing how either sex
may fascinate and gain the love and affection of anv
person they choose instuntly. 400 pages.
By mall
60 cts. Hunt & Co., 130 S. 7tli St., Pnila.

DOWN

VOUR VEST”!

NOTICE.

Creo. BeProux
with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Dealer, No. 70 Main Street,)
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that he is now located on

(Formerly

Church St., Next door to (lie Court
Where he is

Furniture

prepared

House,

to do all kinds of

Repairing

ING AT

&

TXTU
**

Upholster-

SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS
Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices.

#g“Work taken from houses and returned without
extra expense.
Hoping to see all my old friends, and ns many new
ones us will favor me with a call at my new place.
I remain, Respectfully,
GEO. DeBHOUX.
:jtuos4'J
Belfast, June 8, 187t>.

are now

and

having a supply of VESTS
furnish

can

hands with

our

work.
Parties OW'NG for MACHINES eau
now have work.
MONHOE hands who
are ready to work, will please
notify us.
GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO.
Belfast. June In. l«7.r>.
tint)

COR!V !

SHOUT NOTICK.

And Brices to suit the times. I shall make Cornice
and Drapery Work a specialty.
Having had quite large experience in this branch
of the business, 1 feel confident I shall be able to
please all who may favor me with a call. 1 shall be
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime;
also Lace Drapery put up in the latest styles.
LamltRKqriNs in Cretone or Worsted (loods cut
and made to order.
in

MIND READING. P3YCHOMANCY. FASJVl cination. Soul Charming, Mesmerism,

PULL

named

7Q/
*
4

CORN !!

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW CORN
JV7 just received by Schooner Lizzie Mills.

The Corn is of excellent
I11 store at Lane’s Wharf.

quality.

For sale LOW.

ALBERT CARTER.
Belfast, Aug. t>, 187<».

tl'O

Last Call!
-0-

have unsettled accounts of

long
cost.
FARSONS
standing will please call, settle, and
B. F. WELLS.
who

save

Belfast, Aug. 17, l87o.

7tf

’1

11

j
|

n*>

Paints, Oils & Varnishes

..

debs of her

■

..

•>

PURE LEAD AND OIL
J. N, MASl'ltY N- SONS Heady Jla«!e Colors for
Fainting interior and exterior of Mom —, P irns,
Fences, &e. Call and see before pureha-dng else

>

where.

**•-

n*itf

j

HOUSE,

nnrH

A* *'

••■v

..

-•w'jjj'-'*•
■'

'i 4 V "i
S'

;-i/

!~

*

?Iil-y

••

i

1 mlonns

«qfV'vr r/'v.’
'•Wfl/'i
’-YY
«

.,0PS

METAL

FIREWORKS,

TORCHES,

'

Chinese Lanterns, Flags, and every var
of Campaign Goods.
< lit!»-ami imliviiluals
tht
.-tipplieit iir*
our A^tii*
at
•;>,-tu r- r-’
s.

■

■

>

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
&C

WORKS: i iarton Street.

us mv

until t;irt!i.• r indie-- on. and it:«
day, duly lath, as follows l.envi* Belfast for Ha-t
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SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,
JOINERS,
OFFICE: '■> Waterloo Kob.I.,

li

run

Illuminations of -■)*i:ir«• ami l>ui;• 1 inur* *v
promptly ami at t >’,\ rt; n
I- bias tor flay; rai-ny- at
j-.• :*l» pri,'.
I'roc.-s-ion .-upp:!, •! \\ it! ur.w ork' ami \i
ttl men to man,ia' tin i.
>.'inl tor prt.•• li-’
■

Titrnnpfmi

Lii ulirUUL*

HYDE & CO.
Sin..

This firm conlidently assure the masters and o\\ not ships that they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shipwork, for bothw ood
en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
satislactii n.
tt'.O

I!

l»*

m

i,

tuul<

t

i:,li

ri

•32 CHAUNCY STREET,

>

BOSRON,

Manhood: How Lest. How Kcstorr-

Saic.

;

PLASTERS.
cents.

VN

where he will he glad to welcome them. The house
is near the depot, well fitted and oilers every inducement for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. <ii\e
me a call.
.106 HP 11 6ANBOKX, J K.
tfls
Belfast, June 1, ls?r,.

Administrator's

;

<■

•'a

FXCF.LI.KM’ PIANO, OF 0()OI> MAKE,
and in lir.e order.
Will he sold mi
bargain,
Apply at t he Journal Oilioe.
tftl
Belfast, Feb. '22, lS?ii,

l. A M i

PIONEER,
'V'!

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

j

Line

~Vl

PIN F LFM15F H ami I IMBFB. ItFrom \\
I. 151 < IvS’
Ship Orders, Bridges, ,te.
Mills at Bueksvillo, S. <'.
{Searsport, Me., April'JO, 1jO».

Announces to his many friends that he has
returned and a*rain taken possession of tlu*
well known

SANBORN

VSIIM

Change of Tunc "During flic Excnrsi

ers

Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor by the j
“National Medical Association,"
March 31st, 1876.
a

GRANT,

K. ,T. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

yt^-Best Five Cent Cigars

Revere House.

It KM'A S'l Wlii

(With late lion. Win. Met.Jilvory lor past ten year.-

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO

THE science of

ST

VOLTAIC

1’rice

I shall pay

< u-iT! Ag.
Kail road Ulu

..

.1AMKS M. ANPKKW'v
contracting.
1 w0•
Albion, Aug. Jl, 1S70.

Pickles,

No. 4 Buifinch Si., Bosion,

published by
edition of tin* celebrated
Jl INSTITUTE,
medical work entitled the “SCIENCE OK LI FI

COLLINS’

as

h

AT

Piano for Sale !

"IVTHI'.tIKAS, my wife, Amanda F. Andrews, lias
left my bed and boaid without just cause, this
t V
is to notify all persons from harboring or trusting
r

*•’

| l umv AN i

S

sale of FITCH

Caution,
In

land, AIa>

O 1:1

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

%

l-.lcctrotialvanic Battery, combined with the
V\celebrated
Medicated Borons Blaster, forming
tlm

grandest curative agent intlio world of medicine,
and utterly surpassing all other Blasters heretofore

MAINE.

'-’mos'A

further purticui.ir-, in.|Uir»-

Season.

j

JELLIES, NEILS, FIGS, RAISINS, &o.

hire rider & Cider

SALE

I **r

Port

Steamboat

HERVE\’S JEWELRY STORE.

'tinned Goods

Sardines,

.4tr«*i»t,
HKi.rAsr.MK

Tuetdat
and
l lmrtdav morning*
l i u'dnt lt. nr in* ■iir.'.:.! * 1 >team*
1
Uielimond from Purtlatnl. 1‘*•!* I >e*
I-’
W
'•
I I'.ar Harbors Wt. 1-• t
ami W inter H
Winter Harbor evIV ml.
lb-turning, 1* a\*
n
**11.11
anil F rida> nionnng^ at 1 Ml
u'rlotk. 1 idling 11 s abo\
arriving.*: Kink
at about II ti'clocit, outneuting w
>'■
< it' of Uiebtnoml l**r I’*• t iai 1
Will leave Commercial Wl
Hadirtlav ..
at » (.io’i loi l.
arrival of j-t earner a abov * ;*
1.11-wortb, 1 <-1
at Peer M.
ltam-s
Mil-worth
Ueturning,
every Momt.i
morning at .i.ild oVIork.
Isle, arriving in liuoklaml at about II o iln*
eonneetiug w it li Steamer City of Kiuhmoi.*! tutlaud.
I lie Steamer CitAitl 1 s H >> iiuton ha.- b.
eeiitly relitteil ami tiirni-ln <1 e ii 1 ,\l.\\ Iti 1
and new Machinerv, makiu. her e\erv \v.i>,
ela-s Steamer.
•»

Agent of the Boston Marine Insuranee Company,
For Si:ai:si*(u:t ami Yi« \11 y, and Agent for llie

Sanborn Mouse.

WFLK’S N.

D.

A.

Proprietors.

A YF.

F.aeli

package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
Inhaling l ube, and full directions tor its use in all
eases.
Price $1.00. For sale by all Wholesale and
Retail Druggists throughout the United States.

!*r«J|*.

GRANITE

A L:t>*.?e Lot Selling Low at

FOREiGN AND DOMESTIC

dmJ

and Apothecary
til r»

COilliS OF A 1.1. KINDS.

Remember!
<o.

Druggist

Hair and Tooth Brushes!

just added to m> Stock BOND'S BU TTLR
LRACKFRS, .Soilii and Fancy I’iiot Bread, Snaps
<•! all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Meal Biscuit and
Bunds fresh from Bond's Backery, Boston. Also
a
large sortment of Fishing 1 ackle, Hooks and
Lim-s, &e.
Also 1 have just received and shall keep constantly on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of

is

KMKUV SAWVKIi.

SEAHSPOKT, AI Is.

READ,

STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON
CAPT. ORIS B INGRAHAM.
Will leave Coinnierii.il Wharf, Uoeklnnd

•*

MANY OTlfKItS.

I'ropareil By

ROBINSON HOUSE |

1676.

__

AND

HENRY H.

tl'5

1876.

; Read &

tor Oil.

disorders of tin stomach and bowels of children.

0m5_'.

^Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Shot (inns Repaired and Bored to shoot
duH'.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
Jan. 1st, 187*5—tf

A. HAYFORD.

Aug.

Bella -t,

testify

A. Hayford, Ksrp, F.x-Mavor,
RHiust, Me.
Israel Cox, (ieii'l Ln< Agent,
Harrison Hayford, Farmer,
F. M. .Moody, Horse Trainer,
S. ,1. Dean, Drop, of l ivery Stable, Koeklaml
Kben W.Seavey, Hotel Kn per, No Sears j .it,
Robert D. Ames, Teamster,
.1. W. Illack, Deputy Sheriff,
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Drops., Fllsworth,
W L. Cleaves, Drop ot l.iv. Stable Stockton,

Repairing.

to

griping.

adapted

4fSr“ Wit ness tl»«» names of (ientlemen who
to it.- extraordinary merits

tt'M

l)r. Samuel

It is

Street,

FOR

references.

COLLINS’
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

mail.

T

Will leave Portland ■. *
Monday. U cdur*
•lav and I rida* i‘v<‘itingi at IO
tor Uorkland, Camden. Uidhi't. S'-ur-por*
point, Uuck.-pori, Winterport, Hampden .* 1:• l;..
Ylondav w ,,
Uetiirning. 1. ave-Pangurev*
neidar am! s rida» lanrningt at <• <»'« i|«

Iron Ware!

l'J M Hay Hoops on hand,
$ lii 00
Hardwood Boards from 1 to 1 5-4 inch; Cedar Hosts
from f> to 1" feet; House Cutters, 0 to 10 cents per
toot; Floor boards, plained and jointed; Nice Yard
Boards, plained ami shippers, SOLI) AT COS T.
I can also furnish, on short notice, Hemlock frames
cut to dimensions with all tin* necessary lumber to
complete the building.
s

Oastoria.
cases,

Main

PKALKR IN ALL KINDS OF

PICKETS AND HAY BOARDS.

an

by

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
CAPTAIN C
KILBY,

in-

MACHINIST!

*0

......

■

1

RICHARD H. MOODY.

10 50
8 0<>
0 75
I U5
1 75
•_* (W)
1 50

Barrels Cement,
Lime,

in all

i:

Street, Belfast, Me.

10 50

~’u0

Castorais the result of

h

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements, Paints, oils, (ihiss, &e. No. f>_> Main

G.

'N' iil
0* o r I I .1 n <1
Thiimlm !■'»** .11
14# o'cloik t"- Kutk
:i-tini bet r
St
u i.
S.uilll \\ rst '111,1 I’.jr II T *.
Mr. I>. MTt
M illbri.i.
.ion* -port aim .'lauliia.-}
I.'* tun ing. I' **
W.u
Vlomlai
morning at I I ■’* o’lliK k

AND OIUKK ILLS OK

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

son

**

Laboratory of J. 15. llosio A: Co

pleasant and perfect substitute,

MAINE.

It LE W I ST< >N
CHAS. DEERING,

CAPT.

Law, SCRATCHES

^(Successors to Carle & Morison,

$10 50

STF.AM I

OINTMENT j

**

At tile old si and formerly occupied by M. It.
(’()( H'F.IJ & CO., mid now oll‘ei> to tin* public for CASH Oreat Bargain' for «»0 days.

Ellsworth and Bangor.

|

'•

Lumber. Lime. Cement. Sand.&c.

Farriers and

Farmers, Livery-men, Stock grow
Sheep-raisers, and those having horses or cattle.
What a Farrier cannot do for $„’0 the Centaur
Liniment will do tit a trilling cost.
Those Liniments are warranted by the proprietors,
and tt bottle will be given to any Farrier or Physician who desires to test them. Sold everywhere.

a

ARABIAN

receive

••

his

Mt. Desert, Macliias.

6mos37

liKAl.KHS IN

undersigned is

The

INSIDE LINE

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

^‘Particular attention given to <
rix<;
mill Co.wkv \Ni iNii. Prompt attention given to

Lumber!
Lumber!!

Kuril**'

HORSE-FLESH!

Block,

Communications

s

CURES

at

Boston every Mon.l,

All freight nni't 1m* accompanied hv Bill of l.adin.
in duplicate. All freight loll must he
paid on d>
ery .d goods.
LlAMhl. I.VNK, Ag.
l»« Hast, May
1 S?ti.

Globe Mills Standard Spices-

BELFAST. MAINE.

of dollar** to

faitor Oil.

Coffees
Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents for

with the

|

GREER,
AND SORKS ON ALL
Counsellor at Law, DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

-oi

40

ers,

kw

Coffees.
Roasted Daily

A.

PRICES : Attorney!

Veterinary Surgeons. It heals (bills, Wounds and
Poll-evil, removes Swollings.und i- worth millioii*

Is

Catarrh

Q>
I

Mdn'tcom.mauv, Ala., Aug 17, 1S7L

to escape the
total negeleot

a

Attorney

Capt.

Tor

a.l'

Centennial Tickets via Fall River
and Stonington,
15.00
Via. Norwich,
14 00

Tobaccos, Teas, Molasses and

Chios 11

“liKN I I ILM i:x,—I have used over one gross of
C«*ntiiur JLiiilmcnf, yellow wrapper, on the
mules ot my plantation, besides dozens of t he family
Liniment for my negroe.-.
I want to purchase it yt
the wholesale price, ami will thank you to ship me
by Savannah steamer one gross of each kind. .Messrs.
A. T. Stewart ic <’o. will pay your bill on presentation.
Jamks Dakkow.”
“Respectfully,

•b> L>i:v sr., N

-oimsellor

%t

BELFAST,

‘*

the thousands

Catarrh is

ID

EXTREMEL Y

JLs

M Id.

~

will

Ilia.I

...

at Law!
to him

Roix,

Will leave

SPECIALTIES.

WALLACE,

entrusted

STF.AMK.lt

1’. VI.
Wednesday, Thursday ami Saturday, at
Returning, will leave Boston every Mono
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at 5 1-1\ M.
FARE TO BOSTON,
S3.50
3.65
LOWELL,

GROCERS,

1J< )KTI,ANI ).

—AT-

of horses should give the Ckntaik
Liximknt a trial
We consider it the be.-t article
ever used in our stables.
“H. MAIN!, Supt. Adams F\. MabJes, X.Y.
“K. 1T1/I7, Supt. L S. Lx. Stables, X. A
“ALBlili i' S. «»I»I X Supt. Nat. Lx. Stubles.X. Y.”

art*

WHOI.ESAI.K

at Law!

Attorney
4i*rAll business
rompt attention.

per

KATAHD1N,
CAMBRIDGE,
Win. R.
J. P. Johnson

Capt.

Nos. 175 A 177 Commercial Streot.

JOHNSON,

GEO. E.

the Route! Four Trios

on

STKAMI'.II

tlTG

Twitchell, Champlin £ Co„ i

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Hoyle.

owner

patrons of this Liniment

Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates.
given to making and inserting

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

m\m BLOCK. Belfast, lie.

X_B

Two Steamers

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
which tin* process is rendered much less painful
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth inserted in Kubber or Celluloid Base, us persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

w. P. THOMPSON.

is adapted to the tough muscles, cords and tiesh of
horses and animals, ft has performed more wonderful cure** of Spavin, Strain, Wind gall.-,
Scratches, Sweeny, and general Lameness, than all
other remedies in rxistehcc. Head what the great
Fxpressmen say of it :
N i.\v Yoiti;, January, 1 >71.

The best

E.

Attorney

AND WILL BE

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

“ICvery

G

JO. THOMPSON A: SON’S

O

unproved
eluding

—

CAN BE FOUND AT

SS

Moore,

Spring

MISS

Furniture Store

of
corner of t'hurch ami
Streets, lias ail the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in
l>r.

AI'.BIF] E. F'.KLLS, will receive a lew
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. F or
terms inquire at 14:5 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tf21

USUALLY KEPT IN A

“Indiana IIomk, .11: if. Co., Ini>., May -Js, »r:t.
“1 think it my duty to inform you that 1 liave suffered much with swollen feet and chords. I have
not been free from these swellings in eight years.
Now I am perfectly well, thank- to the Centaur
Liniment. The Liniment ought to he applied warm.
Rkn.iami.n Ruown.”
1 lie proof is in the trial. It is reliable, it is bamlv.
it is cheap, ami every family should have it.
l'o the sick and bed ridden, tin* halt, and lame, t"
the wounded and sore, we say,
{ wine anil Im*
healed.”
lo the poor and distressed who have spent their
money for worthless medicines, a bottle of( eatuu bH.iniinenf will be given without charge.

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May still be found at the old stand

Musical Notice.

simply

;

Rent.

HOUSE

Heliast,

j

or

with an Acre ami u halt
of land for sale or rent. One
of the new houses on It el mo lit
Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of
GEO. G. WELLS.
tf.$5
Feb. 20, 187(5.

EVERYTH I NO

—for—

P."LOMBARD,

DR. G-.

by

Sale

For

parts of the United States at-

the esteem in which it is held

recline in Piices of

White, for the Human Family.
Yellow, for Horses & Animals.

ever

Guide,

con-

Large

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

STORY HOUSE with
quarter of an an acre of land.
Centrally located, corner of Court
-and l’ark Streets; has a small barn
in connection, also cistern, pood
well of water, fruit trees, etc.
1 he house has been
fitted to accommodate two families, and has all conveniences for such.
Verson wishing to examine
property or make inquiries will call at No. o'J Court
Street.
tfJ
gjllelfast, July 20, 1870.
TWO

\

compounded for the treatment of
Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physicians. It
is recommencded by our leading apothecaries, and
successful

Mouse for Sale.

We Have Heard, of it!!

Liniments I

sons

■

thief

Centau r

ot one ot the Siamese twins
are cultivating a farm in Missouri.

■

■

novelty wears off,

observed Mr. liloggs, a man never
wakes up a baby l'or the purpose of making it laugh.

hundred pounds avoirdupois
might find a more roomy seat than in a
Third-Avenue car. As for the arm, below
the elbow and opening into the palm of
the hand, three men of ordinary statue
might walk abreast within its interior. It,
is said that inside the upper and broader
From a Gentleman Known and
part of tile arm above the elbow as many
as nine men can be comfortably accommoHonored from the Atlantic
dated. This fragmentary part is made of
bronzed copper, about a sixteenth of an
to the Pacific Coast.
inch in thickness.
It is in tine, evenlyrolled plates, riveted and screwed toMessrs. Weeks & I’ottku, wholesale Druggists,
gether in the firmest and most elaborate
manner.
Tne completed statue will be lioston, Mass.. (ientlemen,—1 have for some months
l'elt it n duty that I owed to sutfering humanity to
lJO
about
feet in height, from the crown write you, stating the great benefit that I have de
of the head to the sole of the foot, the el- lived from the use of .Sanford’s Kadhwl Crm:
for Catakkh.
For more than 20years I have been
ev lion of the
pedastal being, perhaps, a afflicted with this very troublesome
1
complaint
third of the altitude of the statue. It is un- have tried all the remedies that I could find, but
derstood that a staircase will be placed without material or permanent benefit. Last fall

When Will tho Roses Fade?

Niiin w

As soon as the

statue of Liber-

REMARKABLE LETTER

And w hen your tears are falling hot
l pon the iips that answer not,
> oil’ll take from these one treasured
\nd ha\e tin* rest to si lent ness;
hem. n.her, that I used to say,
\ .aril think of this again some day.
>onie

Liberty.

of several

day.

some

of

Statue

fragment of the great

erty. destined for lledloe's Island, has been
landed at New York from the French
It was contained in
steamer Labrador.
Mr. Grippen and Miss Clinch were rea
huge case, as large as a small dwelling,
Their triends may reasonmade of boards nailed rudely together, cently married.
of an occasional matriwith open spaces between. All of the ably expect to hear
monial set-to.
statue it held was .he wrist and right
hand with a section of the torch which the
A young lady viewing Dorn Pedro in St.
l ight arm is to hole aloft, bearing a flamLouis’, the other day, remarked, as she lixed
beau. which will servo as a lighthouse her eyes on the carriage, “It isn't exactly imthe vast ease rested on a truck mortality to see an emperor, of course, but it’s
beacon
and was an object of much curiosity to the a glimpse, at least, of King Ilom come.''
people around the docks. The French sailA sensible writer advises those who votild
ors of the Labrador fairly danced around
enjoy good eating to keep good-natured, for
it in their enthusiasm, calling on those in
says lie, "an angry man cannot toll whether lie
the vicinity whom they guessed were is eating boiled cabbage or stewed umbrellas.’Americans to come and "zee ze turn!).”
There are 300 journals in the German
The thumb which partly encircled the
torch (a huge cylinder of twelve feet in language published in this country.

on smooth the tangles from my hair,
Y\ ith -•< nth st touch and tenderost care,
\i. 1 count the years ere you shall mark
Hright 'liver threads among the dark;
Smiling, th«‘ while, to hiarmesav,
\ oil’ll t hi*.':, again, of this some day,
Some day.

1
N or
Hut

The

mi

.hi'! publish***),
111 % **rw «•! l'*»

-o-

IHB he
\\T
licence
▼ V

sold at public auction by virtue of a
from the t'ourt of Prol»ate for the
th day of Sep('ounly ot Waldo, on Saturday, the
tember, A. P.
at one of tin- clock in the afterlioon, at the homestead of the late Samuel Y. Kuninis, in Stockton, the real estate of

a
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tei'cr, u.> matter what
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S AM I LL Y. IjrWEhS, late of Stockton,
in said County, of Waldo, deceased, intestate, for
tin- payment of the said deceased's just debts, charges
of administration and incidental charges; said real
• state consists «»f the real estate of said deceased in
Stockton, consisting of the homestead of said de
ceased.
LYDIA III NM'.LS,
dws
Administratrix.
August 'J 1, ltS7‘».

■

P
:b

<

■

MEft’SWiNDOW GiASS.BOTTLES SC.
P

Mon-Resident Taxes.

IL A D E LIJ M l A

-•

AMKIIK’AN
In the town of Palermo, in the County oi Waldo, for
t he \ ear Is?.-.
of taxes on real estate of nunin the town of Palermo, for
tin* year ls7.>, in I tills eommitted t<> s. P.. .tones, ( of
leetor of l uxes of said town on the fourteenth day
of dune, 1S75, has been returned by him t<* me a>
unpaid, on the, ninth day of dune, ls?0, by his certiorate of that date, and now remains unpaid, and
notice is hereby given that if the said taxes and in
interest and charges are not paid into the treasury
of said town within eighteen months from the day
of commitment of said bills, so much of the n-al
estate as will he sufficient to pay tiie amount due
therefor, including interest, and charges will, with
on? further notice, be sold at public auction at the
Post (bliee in said town, on the ninth day of December, ls?o, at one o’clock in the afternoon.

'K following list
rpil
A. resilient owners

Names of owners,

description.

No. Lot. N al. Tax.

.Jackson Kitchen, or unknown, for
homestead.
doil 11 (Ireeley, or unknown, for the
Phiueas Curtis place.
NYilliam lluzzev, or unknown, for
the Lufayeth Worthing place.
II. liarmoml, Lot
Heirs of Neheiniah 'furner for j»art
Lot
Heirs of Nehemiaii furner for part
Lot
A. Rust for Lots No. lit* and lgo
Mary Hall for part of the Finery
Hall place
Stillman F.rskine, or unknown, for
half t lie A Dial NV Krskine tarm

Renjaniin

(

umnbell,

or

,$gg;T

$0.0s

llui

g.70

11?

hi.go
lot* g.70

ID

100

don

R

AND

FokFM.N

I’ATFN'l’S

OF

SOLICITOR

PATENTS
or
Ih-signs,

opposite Kilby St.. Boston

extensive practice of upward.- of :;u
ATEK
years, cont i lines to secure Patents in t Ft l' uited
States; also in (.treat Britain, France, and other for
eign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assign
meats, and all papers for Patents executedon n a-ou
able terms, with despatch. Kesearche- made t.* tie
terinine the validity and utility of Patent s of I m en
tious, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touchingthe same. Copies of the claim- ot
any patent furnished by remitt mg one dollar. As
signments recorded in N\ ashington.
So Agency in the I’nited States possesses snjicrior
facilities for obtaining thitents or aserrtuininy the
patentability of inrentions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to procure a Patent, and tile usual great delay there, are
here saved inventors.
4
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PROBATE NOTICr S.
At a l’robate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, oil the second Tuesday of
August, A. D. 187f».

CLEMENTS, Administratrix of the
Waldo,
County
having present

Estate of Almon W. Clements late of
RACHEL
of Waldo, deceased,
in said

eil her .second and final account of Administration
on suid estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administratrix give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively ill t lie
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second l uesday of September next, and shew cause if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WM M. Ill ST, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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II. I. I.iM*y
.John Mn
.1 a
>!» M
F. I\. Swan.
ellan,
W illiam I.. tionlii, I'liilnp II. Ilrown,
William (■. l>avis, W illiam llainnn.atl.
W II
Amlt son, Frank No\ c*
A W
L. 1>. M. Sw< at,
n11111.*,
Abner « .burn, Sk->w In van.
Anson I*. Morrill, Beutlfnlil,
.Joseph l>ane, Ivenin bunk.

”1 have no hesitation in assuring inventor-that
they cannot employ a man more competent and trustworthy and more capable of putting their applica-

Li. D. M. SWEAT, I'r.si.l.n
A. W. COOMBS Secretary.

tions in a form to secure for them an early and favorable consideration at tlie Patent OHice.
EDM l’ N 1) BEKKE, late ( om’s’r of Patents/

F<»r circular* or information at hire* s
A. W. CiioMll.S, .secretary, Rortlan

il.»

‘‘Mr. K. II. Et>i»Y has made for me over Till IMA
for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part hauls meto recommend
all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their ruses, and at
ery
reasonable charges.
.JOHN I AtFC A KT.”
Ivr27.
Boston. Jan 1 1870.

applications

Before purchasing your goods. There von w ill
timl litmeral IIAK1WVAKF, I’AlMs, Oils
ami V A B N I "Ill s, N AILS. t.LYsS, ui 1
FAItMFB’S K lOLS, constantly on hum! ami
l>on’t forget
for sale at LoWFsl I’llli I s
I'henix Bt»w.
the place, ANWIFK’S, No.
tt4J
April -0 ls:.».

Canes!

Canes!

To tho

A (iootl Assortment of Canes uml l.lijit H nikiti" Sticks at

HERVEY’S JEWELRY Storo.

|

Pooplo

of

Searsport.

NAVI' taken tin* Agrnry of tho Hki.i am .M
it 1.1-1
ks, Clark \ !• nnahl, Proprietors. i‘<
mms wishing t«* purr >am* Marble Work of any «i«
script ion can «l«» mi of nu» as cheap as they can buy
any when* iu thi- State.
A. T. Ql IMBY
till
Searsport. Sept. 16, 1876.

I

GRANITE

Iron Ware!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
August, A. 1). 1870.
B. FERGUSON, Administrator of the
Estate of Jonathan Ferguson, late of Belfast,
in saiti County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his first and final account of Administration for
allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no
tice to all persons interested by causing a conjr oi
this order to be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probale Court, to be held at
Belfast, within und for said County, on the second
next, at ten of the clock beTuesday of
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A truecopy, AttestB. P. Field. Register.

f. RRUGV.AN & SON.

( <>i:

Safe

‘‘I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
ticial intercourse.
ENABLES MASON,
CornVr of Patents.”
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TESTIMONIALS.
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j PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO.

For liivontiuiis, Traili* Murks
No. 76 State St.,

A

Iyj

—

g.70

for homestead
luo g.7u
dosiah Read for Isaac Lewis Meadow Lot
go
51
Heirs of Frastus Marr for part of
NV. d. furner Meadow Lot
g5
OS
dames Soule, or unknown, for part
of homestead
110 g.07
.JOHN P. PFRK1NS,
Treasurer of Palermo.
dws*
Palermo, August 15, lS7t>.

ALBERT

I

H. EDDY

FOR

SALE

AT

.‘linos::

A.
Belfast

Savings Bank.

AVK REMOVED to their new Ranking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
coive deposits, placing the same on interest on the
first days of June, July, August and September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June
and December.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Legal Holidays,) from \) to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 1*. M.
Saturdays Rank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Preut.
John H. Quimby, Treas.
tf
Belfast June Sth 1874.

D.

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

American

Hotel.

Main Street, Belfast, Me.
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors
J.

D. Tucker.

B.

F. Tucker.

Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
Sample Rooms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the

House.
Belfast, Sept. 23,1875.—tfl3

